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ABSTRACT
Developmental work on the generation and measurement of ultrashort pulses has been 
performed. A colliding pulse, passively mode-locked (CPM) ring dye laser has been 
investigated by spectral analysis and the nonlinear technique of second harmonic generation 
autocorrelation. Two systems for the intracavity compensation of group velocity dispersion 
(GVD) have been experimentally compared in the CPM laser. Initially one scheme, utilising 
Gires-Toumois interferometers, has achieved pulse durations of 64 fs. A second technique 
employing a four-prism sequence within the cavity gave typical pulse durations of ~40 fs 
and focussing adjustments within the jets achieved durations as short as 19 fs for the first -Ç
time. A realtime interferometric autocorrelator was constructed and detailed theoretical work 
has been performed to model the resultant fringe resolved autocorrelations as a function of 
pulseshape and frequency chirp. Spectral and autocorrelation analysis of the CPM laser led 
to the inference that the laser pulse intensity profiles were distinctly asymmetric. The main 
sources of frequency chirp within the laser cavity were assessed in order to find possible 
explanations for this type of laser behaviour.
The linear pulse measurement technique employing synchroscan streak cameras was 
also critically assessed in terms of the available temporal resolutions as a function of phase 
noise in the RF deflection signal. Two streak tube designs, the Photochron II and the 
Photochron IV, have been experimentally compared employing the CPM laser as a test 
pulse source. Optimisation of the synchronisation circuitry has allowed the notable 
achievement of a temporal resolution of 0.93ps for the Photochron IV streak camera. A 
computer-interfaced readout system incorporating a charge coupled device (CCD) sensor 
has been developed which allows the recording of synchroscan streak events with a 
digitisation accuracy up to 12 bits. Preliminary experimentation was also performed to 
investigate the feasibility of incorporating a electron sensitive CCD structure within the 
envelope of the streak camera. It is intended that such a streak camera will be incorporated
"
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in a spaceborne laser ranging system and a theoretical assessment of the expected 
instrument performance has been performed.
The above investigations have direct relevance to other types of ultrashort pulse sources 
and their application in optical communications, time-resolved spectroscopy and ultrafast 
electrooptic sampling.
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Frontispiece (overleaf): 
Photograph of the colliding 
pulse, mode-locked ring dye 
laser.
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Over recent years the need for improvement in the measurement and characterisation of 
ultrashort pulses has become of prime importance. Refinement of mode-locked lasers has 
led to the direct generation of sub-30fs duration pulses in the visible spectral region and 
pulse durations of -200fs in the near-infrared range Additional extracavity |
amplification and temporal compression has produced pulse durations as short as 6fs at 
630nm M and 9fs at 800-840nm Consequently it is vital that pulse monitoring systems 
can exhibit the temporal resolutions required to characterise such lasers and to further allow 
time-resolved analysis of the excitation processes these ultrashort pulse sources may 
induce.
The object of this thesis is to report on the work carried out during a PhD project into 
the development and improvement of two separate and distinct techniques of pulse 
characterisation: (i) a linear technique employing electron-optical streak cameras, and (ii) 
the nonlinear technique of second harmonic generation (SHG) autocorrelation. The 
available resolution of each technique differs at present by several orders of magnitude -  in 
the case of the streak camera pulse durations of -Ip s  are measurable, whereas SHG 
autocorrelation can provide temporal characterisations in the femtosecond regime. The 
systems described here were developed around a colliding-pulse, passively mode-locked 
(CPM) CW ring dye laser incorporating Rhodamine 6G as the gain and DODCI as the 
passive medium. Initial results will concern the laser operated without any form of cavity 
dispersion compensation and later results are presented with a 4-prism dispersion 
compensation system included. The CPM laser output is monitored in realtime by the SHG 
correlation technique and provides excellent "quasi-delta function" test pulses for the streak 
camera which, as stated above, cannot resolve the tens of femtosecond duration pulses that x»
the laser produces. Not that this implies the streak camera is of no use as a diagnostic of the 
laser performance. It has proved invaluable in the assessment of the stability of the laser 
pulse train and indeed the radical improvement of the laser performance both temporally
1
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(the notable reduction of pulse durations from <-80 fs to <20 fs) and in terms of phase and 
amplitude stability was assisted in part by streak camera studies.
The thesis is presented with an initial introductory chapter, two main sections, a final 
general conclusion and relevant appendices. In the Chapter 1 the CPM laser is introduced 
including an historical overview of passive mode-locking techniques. The theories f
developed to explain the underlying physical processes leading to ultrashort pulse 
generation are also presented. The importance of compensation of the group velocity 
dispersion (GVD) from cavity optics is discussed and how by incorporation of suitable 
compensating elements pulse duration can be reduced. Following this the main part of this 
thesis is divided into two sections.
Section I is devoted to streak cameras, the development of novel electronic methods f
for driving them in repetitive or "synchroscan" mode and the design and implementation of *
charge coupled device (CCD) streak camera readout systems for laboratory and spaceborne 
applications. Including an historical overview of streak camera design, details of the factors |  
which limit streak tube performance and the computational techniques employed in their 
design are dealt with in Chapter 2. Two particular streak tube designs are introduced, |
namely the Photochron II and Photochron IV t^ l and when tested in synchroscan mode 
the experimental observations are presented in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. Within this 
experimentation the importance of laser stability is demonstrated and a theoretical analysis 4
of the effects of phase noise in the drive signal on achievable temporal resolution is 
presented. Chapters 5 and 6 are concerned with the development and performance 
evaluation of CCD readout systems for streak cameras; the latter chapter including the 
assessment of the performance of an electron-sensitive CCD device incoiporated within the
4
vacuum envelope of a circular scan streak tube (CSST). It is intended that such streak 
cameras will form an integral component of a spaceborne laser ranging system [lOl and this .
technique is outlined in Appendix A. An analysis of the sensitivity requirements of the ■
CCD device is given in a conference reprint which is included in Appendix B. 3
Section II  is concerned with SHG correlation pulse measurement techniques, the , [
development of a realtime interferometric autocorrelator and the theoretical analysis of i
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CHAPTER 1; ULTRASHORT PULSE GENERATION -  THE COLLIDING 
PULSE MODE-LOCKED DYE LASER
to the lowest Si state. Then either a fast (lasing) transition can occur into the Sq manifold
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The colliding-pulse passively nrode-locked (CPM) CW ring dye laser has proved to be 
an excellent ultrashort pulse source for the development and refinement of the pulse 
measurement techniques discussed in the following two sections. The purpose of this 
chapter is to describe the general operating principles of the CPM laser and its historical 
development. An outline is given of the principles of mode-locking with particular 
reference to the case of passive mode-locking and this theory is then expanded to 
incorporate the role of intracavity group velocity dispersion (GVD) and self-phase S
modulation (SPM).
1.1 T h e  d y e  l a s i n g  m e d i u m
The gain medium usually employed in CPM lasers is an organic dye molecule |
dissolved in a suitable solvent (eg. ethylene glycol). Such molecules contain large numbers 
of conjugated carbon bonds which produce a set of delocalised 7C-electrons free to move 
along the molecule's length. Effectively the electrons can be seen to be confined along the 
molecule chain and a set of energy levels are generated characteristic of the eigenstates of a 
one-dimensional potential well. An electron if excited can reside in an upper level with spin |
antiparallel (singlet) or parallel (triplet) to the singlet ground state. The singlet-singlet |
transition is short lived (fluorescence lifetime -  Ins) and consequently is a useful lasing i
f'transition whereas the slower spin forbidden triplet-singlet phosphorescence transition of |
order several ps can be a problematic bottleneck. Superimposed on the fine structure are a 
set of vibrational and rotational splittings giving the overall energy diagram represented in 3
figure 1.1 which applies to the Rhodamine 6G dye molecule. From the diagram it can be 
seen that the dye molecule is a 4-level lasing system. Pump excitation raises the molecule 
into some level in the vibrational manifold which is followed by a fast non-radiative decay kga
M
:"-zi
followed by thernialisalion to the ground state or a slower (-10 ns) spin forbidden 
transition occurs to the triplet level leading to a loss in lasing efficiency. Additionally since 
the T 1-T 2 transition overlaps with the fluorescence spectrum there exist other transition 
paths wliich contibute to loss.
Absorption
£ T = Ips
T ^ lO n s
£ T
Fluorescence 
T  ~ Ins Phosphorescence 
T « Ips
0
Figure 1.1 Energy level diagram of a typical dye m olecule showing 
radiative (solid lines) and non-radiative (broken lines) transitions.
The vibrational and rotational splitting in the molecular energy levels allow pumping 
and fluorescence across a wide range of wavelengths. Even though the dye medium is 
homogeneously broadened, spatial hole burning is sufficient for lasing modes to be 
simultaneously supported across a wide bandwidth in standing-wave cavities and 
consequently dyes make excellent lasing media for ultrashort pulse sources.
1.2 P r i n c i p l e s  o f  m o d e - l o c k i n g
The phase-locking of the longitudinal modes of a laser cavity leads to the confinement 
of a plioton flux within the cavity into a small spatial region or, alternatively, it may be 
viewed as the maintenance of the photon energy to within a single short time period 
fluctuation. To explain how mode-locking is brought about we must first look at the 
spectral characteristics of the radiation inside a laser cavity (detailed treatments of this are 
also presented elsewhere U»2>3,4J),
The radiation field inside a laser cavity of length, L and mirror radius, R, with no 
spectral tuning elements will consist of a series of cavity modes with frequencies defined 
by:
q + |r(l+m +n) cos-U l-fe) -eq (l.l)
where Ov- c/2L = Tcav"^  the cavity round-trip time.
Ignoring the second term for the moment the above expression represents the allowed 
frequencies that the cavity can sustain such that a electric field node exists at each mirror 
surface (le there is an integer number, q of half-wavelengths inside the cavity - although 
this not exactly true since there is an axial phase delay at the cavity focus). The integers, m 
and n characterise the higher frequency transverse modes of the cavity for a given axial 
mode, defined by tiie integer q. For the con focal case, (1-L/R)i^0 and all transverse modes 
are degenerate with the fundamental I ’EMqo axial modes and for this reason this cavity 
configuration is often used for scanning Fabry-Perot interferometers. The following 
discussion is confined to axial mcxle-locking although treatments exist for the special case 
of transverse iiKxle-locking I2| they are not relevant in the case of the CPM laser.
1 he instantaneous cavity field, E(t) will be the sum of the axial modes and can be 
represented in complex form by the Fourier series:
E(t) = ]^E,i exp(iMd)
n
= E„ exp(i ( {xVo+ mv) t+0„)} -eq( 1.2)
n
where uf ~ iTidv and is an arbitrarily chosen centre reference frequency. E» and 0n 
specify the amplitude and phase of the spectral components of the laser radiation.
Analogous to a mathematical treatment of phase noise (given in §4.4), if there is no fixed 
phase relationship between the axial modes, equation 1.2 represents the vector sum of a set 
of uncorrelatated oscillators and the resulting temporal evolution of the electric field will be 
chaotic. In this particular case the random intensity variations in V(t) arise because of 
random interference between modes rather than intensity fluctuations of individual modes.
If a definite phase relationship is imposed on the discrete spectral components then the 
resultant field will vary periodically with time and the laser is said to be mode-locked 
although this term is usually reserved for the ptuticular case when 0n is a linear function of 
n ie) 0,1 = 00+ otn. The simplest case of mode-locking is when 0,, is made zero in which 
case equation 1.2 becomes for N oscillating modes:
(N -l)/2
E(t) = 2  Eu e'(w^+«w)t -eq(1.3)
-(N-0/2
Assuming for simplicity that all axial modes have equal amplitudes (E,, = 1), the average 
laser output becomes IhSP
The mathematical anlaysis is almost identical to the description of the spatial intensity 
distribution of light diffracted by a grating except here we have a temporal analogue. From 
the above expression we can see that ilie power Is emitted as a pulse-train of period 2n / ru 
=  T'cav and the individual pulse widths At are related to the number of oscillating modes by 
At = Tcav /N. Hence the larger the mode-locked bandwidth the shorter the pulse duration 
that is produced.
There are a variety of methods available by which mode-locking can be achieved and 
these can be separated into two distinct types, namely active and passive mtxle-lœking.
1.3 A c t i v e  M o o ic - L o c K i N t ;
In this method a periixlic mcxlulation in loss, gain or phase is applied to the radiation in 
the laser cavity at tiie cavity round-trip frequency or a liarmonic by means of an acousto- 
optic or electro-optic device. Viewed in the time domain, a pulse propagating inside the 
cavity passing tlirougli tlie modulator at the peak of its transmission will experience the
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maximum gain and so the laser will tend to pulsed operation. Alternatively in the frequency 
domain the applied modulation can be seen as generating amplitude sidebands on each of 
the existing longitudinal modes. When the modulating frequency is tuned to the cavity 
frequency these side-bands overlap with adjacent modes, effectively coupling the various 
axial oscillators and thereby achieving mode-locking. One might wonder how this can 
occur in an homogeneously broadened medium but it should be remembered that the 
typically broad gain bandwidth is relatively flat near line centre and consequently many 
modes can compete and exist at the onset of the mode-locking process. Typical durations 
are lO-lOOps limited by the gain bandwidth of the lasing media (and hence the maximum 
number of modes that can be coupled) and the quality of the active mode-locking |
mechanism and power levels required (thermal effects in the modulating element, etc).
Shorter pulse durations can be achieved from lasers pumped by actively mode-locked 
lasers when their cavity lengths are matched to that of the source [5.6,7], Typically ten-fold 
compression in duration is available by such synchronous-pimping techniques although in %
some cases femtosecond pulse have been produced by suitably dispersion-compensated 
cavity configurations (cf reference [81 where 29fs has been reported). Employing more 
exotic synchronously-pumped configurations, with coupled cavity feedback systems which |
inject chirped pulses back into a master colour centre cavity, ultrashort pulse durations of 
around lOOfs have recently been generated [91. Such so-called soUton lasers -  perhaps 
more generally coupled-cavity mode-locked (CCM) lasers is a better nomenclature -  show 
excellent stability, comparable to passive mode-locked sources.
1.4 P a s s i v e  m o d e -l o c k i n g
This simple technique in general produces the shortest pulses. The mode-locking 
mechanism relies on the presence inside the cavity of an absorber that saturates at the 
power levels attained during lasing action. The absorber can be treated as a two-level 
system. For low intensities the medium absorbs the incident flux creating an excited state 
population. Further increase in the flux intensity causes the stimulated emission of the 
upper population until at a certain intensity the stimulated absorption rate is equal to the
'4
stimulated emission rate and the medium is effectively transparent or bleached. In this 
situation large intensity fluctuations will experience less loss than lower intensity variations 
and the absorber acts to filter out a single family of fluctuations or a 'noise burst' from the 
random summation of the uncorrelated oscillating axial mode ensemble. In effect the 
absorber operates as an optical shutter which switches at the repetition frequency of the 
cavity. Because the pulse propagating in the cavity acts to open and close this the absorber 
switch itself, this mechanism is termed passive mode-locking.
cav
Pulse
envelope
E(t)
Gain and absorber recovery times
Unsaturated gain level g^Lasing gain: g(t)'
- +
Absorption:a(t)
Net gain
Net loss
Figure 1.2 Schem atic diagram  showing action of gain and absorber saturation
Since in general the spectral bandwidths of passively modelocked pulses are of the 
order several nanometers and consequently a very large number of axial modes are phase- 
locked (N« lO' )^, the passive mode-locking mechanism can be readily explained in the 
temporal domain. Earlier theoretical analyses have been made by various authors including 
New and Haus to explain the pulse forming kinetics of the absorber and gain 
media in the laser. Figure 1.2 (adapted from reference [l]) shows the net gain presented to 
the selected noise burst as a function of time; indicated on the diagram is the relative 
recovery of the absorber and gain medium (a(t) and g(t) respectively). In basic terms the
10
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2k% <  L -eq(1.5)g
absorber, having preferentially selected a family of intensity fluctuations, will sharpen the 
leading edge of this noise burst and during its passage through the amplifying medium the 
trailing edge of the initial 'pulse’ is also steepened due to gain saturation. The regime where ?
this net pulse compression effect can occur is dependent on a critical interplay of relative 
small signal gain and absorption cross-section, but passive mode-locking can be achieved 
for a relatively wide range of absorber recovery times, % (up to nanoseconds) as long as 
the gain medium can be effectively depleted by the central, peak intensity region of the 
pulse. This usually requires that the gain recovery time, 0^ is the of same order as Tcav 
After a few hundred cavity round-trips the initial noise burst is compressed and shaped into |  
a discrete optical pulse, the ultimate pulse duration being determined by chirp processes 
inside the nonlinear gain and absorber and their interaction with intracavity group velocity 
dispersion (see §1.6).
Using a simple rate equation approach New iLi2] determined the necessary conditions 
for pulse compression to occiu*. These mode-locking criteria stipulate that the saturation 
parameter {s -parameter), the ratio of the adsorber and gain cross-sections, should satisfy
the condition: s = —  Z> 1 4 - ^  -eq(1.4)0g gu
where T is the cavity loss per round-trip and gu the unsaturated absorption coefficient, and 
secondly the gain recovery time should be longer than that of the absorber, that is:
■
The first condition specifies that the absorber cross-section should significantly exceed the 
gain cross-section, in other words the absorber medium should saturate more rapidly than 
the amplifying medium. These conditions are in general valid for most practical mode- 
locked lasers where the time variation of the laser pulse is slow compared to the dephasing 
time, T2 in the saturable absorber -  in effect the absorption process can be treated as a 
simple homogeneous transition and hence simple rate equations apply. For pulses with 
duration comparable or shorter than T% («20fs for DODCI t^^l) then more complex 
analyses are required [14] ^ series of papers by H.A.Haus [todi.4] ^ formulation
_____________________________________
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describing CW mode-locking was developed which looked for steady state solutions of a 
differential equation descibing the temporal evolution of the pulse envelope E(t):
where: 9i represents any linear dispersion in the cavity and 3T denotes a small time delay
imposed on the pulse due to time varying effects in gain and absorber. One such formal
self consistent solution to this basic cavity equation is the hyperbolic secant function as t
described in Section II:
E(t) = Eo sech -eq(1.7) J
^  g
The solution does not immediately yield unique values of pulsewidth, CZ^ but rather |
generates a set of interrelated algebraic equations defining ^p, peak intensity IEqI^  and 9T in
terms of the cavity parameters. Investigation of the various conditions necessary to
generate sech^ pulse intensity profiles from initial noise fluctuations lead to a defined ;
regime of laser parameters which can only be met in a limited set of laser arrangements.
Indeed experimental fitting of autocorrelation functions for durations of around 100 fs give
reasonable agreement to the above envelope function. However, when mode-locked pulses
have durations of less than ~100 fs higher-order dispersion and self-phase modulation |
must be included in equation 1.6 and self-consistent envelope functions will not necessarily %
be of sech^ form or even symmetrical. This is discussed further in Chapter 9.
1.5 T h e  C P M  DYE LASER -  AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Passive mode-locking in dyes was first observed in 1968 by Schmidt and Schafer 
following a period of intensive research of passively mode-locked Nd:glass lasers. With 
the advent of the continuous wave dye laser first demonstrated by Peterson in 1971 
there then followed a number of developments in the field of mode-locking. This work is 
summarised in Table 1.1 and culminates in the invention of the CPM laser by Fork and 
coworkers in 1981 who reported pulse durations of less than lOOfs for the first time. A 
similar system was developed at Imperial college in 1982 fis] and rebuilt in St. Andrews in 
1986 (figure 1.3). The advantage of this CPM ring laser configuration is that it utlilises the
Table 1.1 Historical summary of passive modelocking in dye lasers
Year R esearchers Key developm ent
Flashlamp pum ped mode-locked dye lasers
1968 Schmidt & Schafer Flash-lamp pumped passiye modelocking; gain medium; 
Rh6G: absorber; DODCI.
1969 Bradley & O'Neill F9] As above and Rh6G/rhodamine B combination; 
intracavity grating to tune wavelength and hence optimise 
j-parameter. End contacting of absoiter dye cell to cavity 
mirror achieved nulsewidths of 6ps.
1971 Arthurs et al. [20] Tunable pulses (602-625nm) Rh6G / DODCI.
1972 [21] Tunable pulses (584-702nm) Rh6G /  Rh B /  Cresyl violeL
1973 [22] Extensive streak camera studies demonstrating build-up o£ 
mode-locking; measurement of "Z^ =300ps for DODCI and 
examination of the role the photoisomer.
1977 -  1982 Lill et al.[23]  ^Wyatt[24] 
Mialocq & Goujon [25]^  
Sibbett & Taylor [26]
Extension of flash-lamp pumped mode-locking into the blue 
using various Coumarin dyes (460 -  590 nm); pulse 
durations 3 - 1 0  ps.
CW mode-locked dye lasers
1972 Ippen & Shank [27] 
O'Neill [28]
CW operation of Rh6G /  DODCI laser. Peak powers lOOW; 
At 1.5 ps. Measured by SHG autocorrelation.
At -  4 ps measured with streak camera.
1973 Letouzey & Sari [29] Use of dye jets rather than dye cells.
1974 Scavennec et al. [^ ®] 
Shank & Ippen [3*]
Single dye jet operation (Rh6G /  DODCI mixture).
As above with additional acousto-optic cavity dumper; 
achieved kW peak tx>wers and At < lt«.
1975 Shank & Ippen [32] RevCTted to double jet configuration; malachite green 
absorber. Observation of chirped pulses. Extracavity 
compression with grating pair yielded 300 fs pulses.
1976 Ruddock & Bradley [33] Direct production of 400 fs pulses.
1978 Diels et al. [34] Removal of tuning prism in cavity and replacement with a 
multi-layer dielectric reflector gave At ~ 200 fs.
1981 Fork et al. [17] Operation of CPM ring dye laser, first optical pulses <100fs
I
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Figure 1.3 Schematic of colliding pulse ring dye laser 
coherent interaction of two optical pulses to more effectively saturate the absorber dye. As 
the pulses collide in the absorber jet coherent interference sets up a standing wave which 
creates a periodic absorption-grating throughout the medium. At the antinodes of this 
standing wave the intensity is highest and the absorber is completely saturated with 
minimum loss. Similarly at the nodes of the electric field loss is minimised since, although 
the absorber is unsaturated, the field is a minimum. The net effect of the collision process 
is to reduce the saturation energy of the absorber by a factor of ~ 1.5 compared to single­
pulse propagation. In the above mode-locked configuration two pulses counter-propagate 
around a three metre cavity perimeter (ie Tcav = 10 ns). The dye jets are separated by one- 
quarter of the cavity perimeter to maximise the gain recovery time between pulse transits 
and hence each pulse is initially incident upon a fully recovered gain medium. 
Consequently on arrival at the absorber jet the two pulses supply twice as much energy to 
saturate the medium compared to single-pulse operation and the s -parameter is increased 
by a factor of 2-3 depending on the absorber jet thickness.
It should be noted that enhancement of mode-locking by pulse collision is not a new 
idea as can be seen by referencing early work by Bradley where improvement in mode- 
locking performance was observed by the positioning of absorber dye cells close to or in 
contact with the end mirror of linear flashlamp pumped cavities. The important difference
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in the CPM case is that two different pulses collide with each other. Detailed analyses made 
by Stix et al have suggested that the resultant absorption grating acts to synchronise the 
two pulses and mode-locking is further enhanced by energy transfer processes.
Table 1.2 Sources of frequency chirp in CPM dye laser
(Ep= pulse energy; E<3ai= saturation energy of dye medium)
Source of frequency chirp Sign of self-phase modulation 
induced
GVD compensation
Absorber saturation 
(^>line centre)
Ep/Esat huge: +SPM (blue shift at 
leading edge of pulse)
Ep/Esat small: -  SPM (across centre 
of pulse)
±
+ GVD
Gain saturation 
(A,>line centre)
Ep/Esat huge: -  SPM (red shift at 
leading edge of pulse)
Ep/Esat small: + SPM (across centre 
of pulse)
±
-GVD
Optical Kerr effect 
(in dye solvent)
+ SPM (across centre of pulse) -GVD
1.6 DISFKRSION COMPENSATION IN THE CPM LASER
By using the colliding pulse technique it was possible to readily generate pulses around 
lOOfs. Because of the large spectral bandwidths associated with ultrashort pulses it was 
soon realised, however, that in order to optimise CPM laser performance it was vital to 
have some control of intracavity group velocity dispersion, 0"  Moreover, since peak 
intensities in the absorber would typically reach tens of gigawatts/cm^ nonlinear sclf-phase- 
modulation effects due to the optical Kerr effect in the dye solvent and absorber saturation 
must be taken into consideration in Table 1.2 the sources of frequency chirp in the 
CPM dye laser arc summarised together the sign of the resulting SPM. 'I’hc mathematical 
formalism representing these sources of frequency chirp is dealt with in Section II. 
Obviously if the pulses have any degree of wavelength variation across their temporal 
profile then interaction with intracavity GVD will drastically effect the pulseshape, pulse 
duration and laser stability. Silvestri et al performed a detailed investigation of the
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contributing factors to the dispersion in the laser cavity and showed that the mirror GVD 
(typical values ~ ±300fs^) was the dominant source. Various optical systems have been 
proposed which can act to control and compensate the cavity GVD; these include Gires- 
Toumois interferometers [3839]^  angle tuning of mirrors and a sequence of Brewster­
angled prisms The relative merits of each will be discussed in turn.
Low spacer
HighReflectingStack
Figure 1.4 Schematic of a typical Gires-tournois structure.
1.6.1 G iR ES-TouR N O is I n t e r f e r o m e t e r s
Figure 1.4 shows a shematical representation of a Gires-Toumois interferometer 
(GTI) structure. This cavity element consists of a highly reflecting surface (dielectric stack 
or metallic coating) and a spacer layer with usually a secondary protective cover layer on 
top thus generating a "half-silvered" étalon. The phase changes at each surface and their 
wavelength dependence allow the GTI to introduce varying degrees of GVD as a function 
of spacer layer thickness and incident angle. It is often assumed that the dispersive 
contribution, 0" of this structure can be calculated using basic formulae in which case P8];
d^0 2T2^(l-r^)r sin o/T]0" = -eq(l.g)do/2 (1 +r^ -  2r cos luT2)^
where the system is treated as a single layer of reflectivity, r in contact with a single fully 
reflecting layer with a spacer layer of physical thickness di (yielding a pathlength 
difference T2=2d2ncos0/c). It is more realistic, however, to extend the treatment to 
accommodate the top cover layer to yield the complex reflection coefficient
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r i  +  T2 e - î T i  +  1-3 e - i ( T i - f T 2 ) +  n r 2 r 3
1 + nrz e-iT i + r,:; e'KTi+T^) + r^ rs e-iTj 
Representing this as r  = r exp( i0) the phase argument can be extracted to give: 
0  = T1-Ç
with:
and
tan^ r2 sinTi + r] sin(Ti+T2) + r%r2r3 sinT2 ri + r2 cosTi + r3 cos(Ti+T2) + r%r2r3 COST2
_ rir2 sinTi + n n  sin(Ti+T2) +T2T3 sinT2 ,,
“ 1 + rir2 COST I + rirg cos(T i+T 2) + r2rs COST2
Double differentiation of 0  with respect to angular frequency gives the dispersion of the 
system. Unfortunately, for the structure shown in figure 1.4 the dispersion has a strong 
wavelength dependence and it can change quite dramatically across the bandwidth of an 
ultrashort pulse Figure 1.5 shows this variation for the typical wavelengths 
encountered in the DODCI / Rh6G passively mode-locked laser. Moreover, the above 
calculation takes no acount of the dispersive contribution from the high reflectivity multi­
layer stack, if present.
624
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644832
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Figure 1.5 V ariation in GVD contribution by a G TI component as a function of angle and wavelength.
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The basic requirements for control of GVD by an intracavity optical component are; (i) 
low insertion loss, (ii) the ability to vary its linear dispersion contribution from negative to
, i:positive values, and (iii) equal dispersion contribution across the spectral bandwidth of the "I%
pulse. Thin film interferometers that have previously been reported [39/t5] have had a #
Îstructure similar to that shown in figure 1.4 where a spacer layer is deposited on top of a *■'
high reflectivity stack. Examination of the GVD contribution of the GTI across a 20 nm 
'^4
bandwidth shows that the structure is far from ideal as a means for controlling linear
*
J
dispersion because large amounts of cubic and higher-order terms appear between the 
turning points of the GVD curve. It can only provide linear dispersion within a rather 
restricted angular regime and for this reason use of GTTs for GVD compensation is fairly 3
limited. Experimental studies of GTTs will be discussed in Chapter 9.
1.6.2 ANGLE TUNING OF MIRRORS
Once the dispersive contribution of cavity mirrors was recognised it is possible by 
careful mirror design and angle tuning to effect dispersion control and thus optimise laser 
performance. Practical difficulties arise as cavity realignment is required each time the |
dispersion is changed and this can be tedious in day-to-day operation. Nevertheless 
Yamashita et al [40] have demonstrated 45 fs pulses with a CPM laser employing no other 
cavity components apart from their specially designed mirrors. Similarly French has 
achieved 50 fs using the cavity depicted in figure 1.3 and angle tuning the apex mirrors.
This technique makes use of the property that a mirror designed for reflectivity over a 
certain bandwidth and at a particular angle will introduce negative GVD if operated at 
angles larger than its specification and positive GVD for smaller angles. The calculation of 4
the mirror dispersive contribution requires complex matrix analysis of the multilayer |
structure and although the lasing system is simple it is far from flexible.
1.6 .3  DISPERSION COMPENSATION USING PRISM PAIRS
The use of prisms for dispersion control inside the mode-locked laser was first reported ; > 
as early as 1983 by Diels and Dietel [46] who employed a single prism and collimating 
mirror in their cavity configuration. They argued that such a system allowed control of the
: |
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positive dispersion in the cavity. Soon after coworkers Fork and Gordon demonstrated that 
the cavity system had additional negative GVD due to angular refraction [47] The 
proposition that angular refraction at a glass interface gave negative GVD was recognised 
also by Silvestri et al [48] but use of prism pairs was first proposed and demonstrated by 
Fork et al in 1984 [4i,42]^  Their configuration is shown in figure 1.6 where each prism is
Figure 1.6 Four prism sequence used to introduce negative GVD
operated at minimum deviation and apex angles are set so that incident angles are at 
Brewster’s angle to minimise loss. The obvious advantage of this system is that the 
incident and transmitted beams are colinear and thus it is ideal for introducing negative 
GVD into existing laser systems. The dispersion contribution of the prism system ignoring 
any additional material path length is given by [41];
s in P -2 (g . )2 c o s p }  Hîqd.ll)
Providing that d^n/dX^ is not excessively large compared with (dn/dX)^ and since p is of 
the same order as the angular deviation of the incident ray bundle (therefore sinp «  cosp), 
the prism arrangement will give negative dispersion. This negative GVD is offset in 
practice by the positive GVD contribution of the glass material through which the beam 
must traverse and consequently the system can provide positive or negative GVD 
depending on the material path length through the prisms. Taking the lower transit path to 
lie at twice the beam diameter (in this case C sinp » 2mm) below the prism apex and 
incorporating typical values at 630 nm for quartz the various derivatives yield the 
dispersive relation:
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0 " = 457.8-3.31 C fs^ -eq(1.12)
where fis measured in mm. The above equation implies that setting a prism separation of 
250 mm will give a negative GVD sufficient to compensate for 6.6 mm of glass. The 
inherently low insertion loss and the dispersive tunability of this prism sequence -  
dispersion being controlled by the simple translation of a single prism without effecting |
cavity alignment -  makes this configuration ideal for inclusion in both ring and linear laser 
cavities. Also, the higher order dispersion contributions are relatively small and thus the 
dispersive contribution is mainly linear across large bandwidths.
1.7 Summary
The pertinent theory and historical background of the CPM dye laser has been 
presented. For control of cavity GVD the prism sequence has shown to be far superior to 
Gires-Toumois interferometers and mirror angle tuning techniques. Indeed using such a 
system Valdmanis and Fork have achieved 27 fs duration in a six mirror CPM cavity [42],
This purpose of this chapter was intended to be an introduction to the CPM laser which |
was utilised as a ultrashort pulse source in the development of streak camera and SHG
autocorrelation pulse measurement techniques which are discussed in the following 
sections. In Chapter 9 I will return to the above discussion within the context of the 
parameterisation and optimisation of the experimental CPM laser.
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SECTION I
LINEAR PULSE M EASUREM ENT
-  STREAK CAMERAS -
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%CHAPTER 2: STREAK CAMERA DESIGN. C O N STR U C TIO N  AND 
Q PER ATIQ.N
2 .0  In t r o d u c t i o n
With the ready availability of subpicosecond, indeed femtosecond light pulses, there is 
a vital need for the development of linear monitoring instruments to accommodate the 
ultrashort optical pulse regime if such laser sources are to be fuUy understood and 
exploited. Photodiode technology employing HI-V and II-VI semiconductors has now 
extended linear electronic diagnostics into the sub-10 picosecond region [il -  the measured 
results of the latter reference were in fact generated on the CPM laser discussed in this 
thesis. However, since there is as yet no commercially available oscilloscope with 
sufficient sampling speed or bandwidth to display the output from such devices, they are f
not useable directly as linear monitors of ultrashort events; relying more on the rather 
circuitous methods of Fourier harmonic analysis Ifi, electro-optical sampling [2] or cross- 
correlation techniques P»4],
Ultrahigh speed cameras, on the other hand, based on the principles of electron optical 
image tubes, have consistently been at the forefront of linear optical pulse measurement |
applications. Recent years have seen the limiting temporal resolution, % of these cameras 
improve by over an order of magnitude to the present state of the art of < 300 fs They 
have been shown to offer high sensitivity and can provide temporal and spectral |
information over time windows of hundreds of picoseconds - as a consequence these 
instruments are the mainstay of the developing field of ultrqfast chronoscopy
In the following chapters the important design criteria of these streak tubes are 
described in respect of their modes of operation and the limitations on their performance.
The final chapters of this section are devoted to the development of solid-state readout 
systems for these cameras (both an external format and an internal system incorporated 
within the tube envelope) and is referenced to a specific spacebome laser ranging 
application.
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2.1 Im a g e  t u b e  d e s i g n  a n d  o p e r a t i o n
2.1.1 C o n s t r u c t i o n
There is a wide variety of picosecond image tube designs currently available but all 
operate on the same basic principle. Figure 2.1 illustrates the two modes of operation of 
these instruments namely that of streak mode and framing mode. Figure 2.1a demonstrates 
the operation of a streak camera which records ultrashort events in time and one spatial 
direction (along the length of the input slit), while figure 2.1b demonstrates the application 
of a framing camera M which can record one or more snapshots of very short duration 
events (~100ps) with two spatial dimensions.
I
Slit Photocathode Phosphor
"Opticalevents"
Deflector
plates
Lens Electrostatic lens
:
Photocathode
Figure 2.1a: Schematic of a Streak Camera
Phosphor
Fusion Deflector plates
Electrostatic lens Compensatingplates
Figure 2.1b: Schematic of a Framing Camera
Both types of tube consist of a photocathode (with a spectral response tailored to the 
operating wavelengths of the mode-locked lasers or ultrashort events that are to be
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analysed), a electrostatic leasing section, a deflection region in which deflector plates of 
differing design and number are enclosed, a drift region and finally an image recording 
section which sometimes includes a proximity focused microchannel plate (MCP) 
intensifier in front of a phosphor if high detection sensitivity is required. The outer tube 
envelope is constructed from glass or ceramic with Nilo flanges sectioning the different 
tube regions. High vacuum is imperative for avoiding internal discharge, so-called 
muMpactor discharge during dynamic operation and maintenance of photocathode life.
$
2 .1 .2  D y n a m i c  o p e r a t i o n  o f  i m a g e  t u b e s
The mechanism whereby a streak camera works is basically quite straightforward 
(complicated theoretical analyses are, however, necessary to describe the details of the .!
streaking process). Light incident at an input slit is focused onto the photocathode causing 
the liberation of photoelectrons which are accelerated down the tube. The electrostatic lens 
arrangement modulates the electron momenta such that all electron trajectories see an equal 4
time of flight (an analogy with Fermat's Principle which will be discussed later) and are 
imaged under static operation at the phosphor screen where the image information is 
converted back to optical data. The electron-optical image tube is designed to have good 
leasing characteristics in static mode with high spatial resolution and minimal distortion of 
image information.
In streak mode as the electrons pass through the deflector plates a voltage ramp is ^
applied which deflects or streaks the electrons along a direction perpendicular to the input 
slit length. If we imagine a short optical event, ie) an optical pulse incident on the camera, 
then this will generate at the photocathode a distribution of electrons whose number density <
along the axis of the tube is linearly proportional to the intensity distribution across the 
optical pulse. On streaking at the deflection plates the electron distribution is mapped out 
spatially on the phosphor, in other words one spatial axis of the image tube has been 
converted into a temporal axis. The light emanating from the phosphor will be linearly 
proportional to the incident electron number density and consequently recording the I
intensity of light across the phosphor as a function of distance thus provides a linear record j
I
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Iof the input light pulse intensity distribution. Spatial information along the length of the slit 
is maintained thereby allowing the measurement of one dimensional events (eg. the spectral 
fluorescence decay from a dye molecule after excitation from an ultrashort light pulse t l^).
For framing cameras a second set (or sets) of deflector plates is present in the deflection 
region to which the same voltage ramp is applied but of the opposite polarity to that |
generated on the the first pair of plates. This acts to compensate for the streaking effect 
from the primary deflectors and effectively freeze the image presented at the photocathode.
This provides two-dimensional information with a frame time determined by ramp speeds g
and aperture sizes in front of the secondary compensating plates. The design and operation <
;.îof framing cameras is offering wide interest in the monitoring of events such as the 
examination of deuterium-tritium target spheres during laser induced fusion but a full ; I
treatment of this area of research is beyond the scope of this section which is devoted 
purely to the use of streak cameras.
2.1.3 SINGLE-SHOT OPERATION
As mentioned above the streak image is produced by a ramp voltage applied to the 
deflection plates. When a single ramp voltage is applied the tube is said to be operating in 
single-shot mode whereby single events are temporally isolated on the phosphor. 
Employing intensifier stages either internally or externally allows discrimination of light 
pulses of energies in the picqjoule regime. Such operation ensures that the tube offers its |
optimum temporal resolution as current densities inside the tube are limited (see §2.2). The 
voltage ramps that are required to be applied are of several kilovolts switched in a few 
nanoseconds thereby generating near light speed writing speeds at the phosphor. For 
picosecond or better temporal resolutions the time window at the phophor screen can be 
less than 2(X)ps and consequently any jitter between deflection ramp and streaked event will 
cause the streaked image position to vary from shot-to-shot. Avoidance of jitter precludes 
many ramp generating sources, avalanche transistor chains (jitter -  lOOps) or optical 
switching of GaAs Auston switches holding off D.C. kilovolt potentials (jitter as low
Sï
us ±2|)s l ‘^ l) being tlic most suitable. Tlie latter voltage ramp source has the disadvantage 
that it requires high energy optical pulses of lO-KX) |iJ for effective low jitter switching.
2 .1 .4  S y n c h R o s c A N  o p e r a t i o n
Although single-shot streak operation has many applications in the field of pulsed 
mode-locked lasers diagnostics and associated picosecond pulsed experiments, with the 
advent of CW mode-locked laser sources and their application to time-dornain 
spectroscopy, this mode of streaking is not the most appropriate. Thus to exploit the 
repetitive nature of the pulse trains obtained from CW mode-locked sources an alternative 
streak mode was developed which was termed synchroscan streak operation. In this 
mode the single fast voltage ramp is replaced by a repetitive linear deflection waveform. 
Usually in practice this drive waveform is a high frequency (eg 200 MHz) sinusoid where 
advantage is taken of the fact that the central sixth of one period of the sinusoid is linear to 
within 5% (see figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Linearity curve of a 200 MHz sinusoid
The f requency of the waveform is chosen to be identical or an exact harmonic of that of 
the repetitive laser initiated photoluminescent event being monitored (see figure 2.3). By 
tills means a large number of streak images arc overwritten on the phosphor screen 
providing effective signal gain.
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Synchronous Excitation Pulses
Resulting Photoluminescent Signal
Time
Figure 2.3 Synchroscan operation
Synchroscan operation has several immediate advantages including: (i) compatibility 
with repetitive pulse sources such as all CW mode-locked lasers, (ii) inherent signal gain 
and thus no requirement, in most cases, for image intensification, (iii) signal averaging and 
as a consequence large signal-to-noise, high sensitivity and dynamic range, (iv) low 
photocurrent values and therefore optimal camera resolution, and (v) effective realtime 
monitoring of repetitive events which are conveniently readout by one- or two-dimensional 
optical multichannel analysers which can be either photoelectronic or photoconductive 
based.
The prerequisite of low jitter between the sinusoidal deflection signal and the optical 
events being monitored is further compounded by the need for low jitter in the pulse train 
itself. However with recently enhanced low phase noise CW pulse sources operating at 
various wavelengths picosecond resolution is now readily attainable. Several methods have 
been developed for synchroscan deflection voltage generation, two of which are discussed 
and experimentally compared in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2 .2  S t r e a k  T u b e s
2 .2 .1  P e r f o r m a n c e  c r i t e r i a  a n d  d e f i n i t i o n s
The criteria used to describe the performance of streak cameras are based upon a 
number of specific parameters. The property most often measured is the temporal impulse 
response^ % ie) the temporal resolution (FWHM) obtained at the phosphor of the streak 
tube when an infinitely short optical pulse is incident. Physically this represents the 
minimum duration of temporal event (FWHM) that could be resolved at the phosphor. One 
basic tube property that the temporal resolution depends upon is the static resolution of the 
camera (often quoted in line pairs per millimetre -Ip/mm) which effectively defines the 
minimium spatial (and therefore temporal) extent of the streak, As that can be displayed on 
the phosphor. Conversely the dynamic spatial resolution is a measure of the detail that can 
be resolved perpendicular to the streak direction ie) the amount of resolvable spectral 
information, say, that can be displayed during streak operation. Parameters which define 
the degradation of imaging or temporal performance include spatial distortion which defines 
the variation in magnification (image to object height ratio) as a function of position in the 
image and temporal distortion which describes the variation of the mean time of flight of the 
electron pulse from the photocathode to the phosphor as a function of object position. This 
latter property manifests itself most clearly with a so-called dynamic slit curvature in the 
streaked image (see figure 2.4).
Streak direction 
< ----------------
. i : i ‘
! "  - h M
Figure 2.4 Example of dynamic slit curvature
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An important performance criterion for a streak tube defining its usefulness is its 
dynamic range which describes the useful input intensity range before deterioration in 
temporal resolution becomes too large. There are several definitions, a reasonable one 
being the ratio of the peak pulse intensity for which the measured temporal width is 20% 
greater than the actual width of the incident pulse to background or the noise intensity level 
of the recording medium. One origin of this limitation to temporal performance is the space 4
charge effect 0^1 whereby the close proximity of electrons as they travel in the streak tube 
yield appreciable Coulomb repulsive interactions which tend to spatially broaden the charge 
packet and thus temporally broaden the streaked image. A second cause has been ascribed i
to the degradation of spatial resolution due to microlensing effects occurring at the 
photocathode During intense irradiation the large localised photocurrent drawn from 
the photocathode leads to a surface potential peturbation and a defocussing effect of the |
tube elctrostatic lens and subsequent loss in temporal resolution. This effect can be offset 
by the provision of adequate intensification, thereby keeping photocurrents low, and the 
manufacture of low resistivity (10 O/square) photocathodes so that any voltage :|
perturbations are minimised.
2 .2 .2  F u n d a m e n t a l  l i m i t a t i o n s
For operation in the visible spectrum with pulses containing central optical carriers of 
~10 3 THz the absolute fundamental limit on % is around 10 fs and is dictated by the 
ultimate photocathode response time. Although streak camera designs presently exist with 
calculated resolutions of less than 100 fs measured performances are significantly 
poorer than this ultimate figure. There are several valid physical and practical reasons why 
this is so but the main factor governing achievable resolution is the nature of photoelectron 
emission from a photocathode. A minimum energy, the work function, ^  of the 
photocathode material, is required to liberate electrons from the photocathode into the 
external vacuum. Consequently for incident light with photon energy, hr^  < <j) no 
photoelectrons can be emitted leading to a long-wavelength cutoff, Ac given by: Ac = hc/(j). 
For hv >(j) the emitted electrons are not monoenergetic due to the electron-hole generation
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mechanism and scattering processes in the lattice This distribution of initial energies 
between zero and h t/- <|) naturally gives a distribution of times of flight for the electrons 
from photocathode to phosphor independent to the incident optical pulse, this is generally 
referred to as the transit-time dispersion. It is this photoelectron energy distribution 
(typically ~ 600 meV for multi-alkali photocathodes) which in practice will define the 
fundamental limiting temporal resolution of all streak tubes.
This problem can be reduced by increasing the electric field close to the photocathode to I
a high value (>20kV cm~l) thereby accelerating the photoelectrons to high energies over a 
very short period and making insignificant their initial energies For a cathode field Epc 
the transit time spread, At  ^of an image tube is commonly expressed as
Atd = ^q(2.1)
where m and e are the electronic mass and charge respectively and Au is the half width of 
the initial electron velocity distribution. This expression although valid for tubes exhibiting |
resolutions of several picoseconds is not an adequate description for 01- < Ips In 
practical systems a large value of Epc is achieved by the insertion of a fine mesh in close 
proximity (-1-2 mm) to the cathode and which is held at a high positive voltage with 
respect to it The maximum value of this electric field near the photocathode is usually 
limited by the maximum voltage the cathode or mesh surfaces can hold off before field 
emission occurs and is dependent on surface quality. The improvement in temporal 
performance is offset slightly by the obvious loss in signal electrons (-50%) and the 
reduction in image quality due to microlensing by the mesh apertures.
A second factor which ultimately limits the achievable temporal resolution is the finite 4
time taken for the electrons to leave the photocathode. This delay will depend on the initial %
electron energy, the cathode thickness, composition and structure. There is no firm 
evidence for the extent of a distribution in emission times and opinions differ as to the ;
importance and degree of this effect, but an analysis by Bulygin t22] by modelling a typical 
S1 type silver-ceasium-oxygen cathode put a limiting figure for % at -50 fs due to 
emission time distribution. Experimental evidence [20,31] showing the dependency of on
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cathode field Epc indicates that emission time distributions limit performance only very 
marginally and to much less tlian a picosecond.
Naturally the imaging quality of tlie tube has important effects on dynamic performance; 
all spatial aberrations of the electrostatic lensing system (spherical aberration, astigmatism, 
microlensing, coma, etc) translate into temporal aberrations during streaking. For a given 
resolution the minimum spatial width, As and streak speed, Vg define the optimum temporal 
resolution achievable, often denoted the technical limiting resolution, Atg and is given by:
Ats = ^  -eq(2.2)
Consequently to a good approximation for picosecond responses the overall instrumental 
temporal resolution, % is given by:
% = V(Ats)2 + (Ata)2 + (Atp)2 -eq(2.3)
where Atp is the optical pulse duration.
Finally dynamic operation in itself can have an effect on image quality. The simple 
effect of fringe fields near the edges of deflectors can limit the available time windows on 
the screen and radio frequency (RF) coupling into electron optics and mesh voltages can 
have a very considerable effects on available temporal resolution as will be shown later.
2.3  T u b e  d e s u s n s  -  a  b r i e f  u i s t o r i o a l  o v e r v i e w
A comprehensive historical review of streak camera design and comparative 
performance has been made by Jones i i^J. The transformation of an optical image into an 
electron analogue and then back into light at a different wavelength was first proposed in 
1930 by Earnswortli 1231 and later Holst 1241. jn 1949 Courtney-Pratt achieved nanosecond 
temporal resolutions by externally scanning the electron beam of an image converter tube 
125J. Indeed initial streak tubes were simply modified image tubes and as a consequence 
their temporal performance was severely limited. The first purpose designed streak tubes 
were developed by Butslov et al and designated the name PlM-3 and PlM-4 126J. jn the 
early 60's Walters et al developed a similar design to the PIM series which was later 
manufactured by EEV and called the P856 l^ J^. These tubes had limiting temporal
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resolutions of approximately 20-50 ps due to the low value of Epc the photocathode field 
(-600 Vcm'^). A radical breakthrough was achieved when the P856 was modified in 1971 
to include a fine mesh close to the photocathode and held at a high positive voltage so 
yielding the P855 t20]. The reduction of transit time spread by increasing the value of Epc to
3.3 kV cm-1 saw Tr reduced initially to 6.3 ps t^o] and then 4 ps 1^ 8] after further 
modifications, enhancements of deflection electronics and an increase in mesh voltage. At 
the same time by applying 20ns high voltage pulses to the shutter grid of an RCA streak 
tube Schelev et al obtained 10 ps temporal resolutions [29], Minor redesign of P855 
eventually resulted in the first of the Photochron series image tubes (Photochron I) for 
which a demonstrated temporal resolution of -2  ps was reported [^of The dynamic spatial 
resolutions of all these tubes were relatively poor at a few Ip m m -f
M C P
Figure 2.5: Schem atic o f the Photochron IIA streak tube: P =
Photocathode, M = Mesh, A = Anode, C = Cone, D = Deflectors, MCP = MicroChannel Plate, F = Fibre-optic faceplate, S = Phosphor Screen.
In 1974 the Photochron II image tube (shown schematically in figure 2.5) was 
introduced with redesigned electron optics to allow a reduced cathode -  mesh spacing (0.5 
mm) and weakened mesh-cone electron lens [^il. Significant improvement in static spatial 
resolution was seen (attaining 18 Ip mm~l at the phosphor screen) and dynamic 
performance was correspondingly enhanced to achieve measured single-shot temporal 
resolutions for the first time of less than Ips [^2], results being limited by deflection 
systems rather than by the tube.
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The Photochron I, II have been widely used as laboratory diagnostics manufactured 
commercially by Instrument Technology Ltd (ITL) and the English Electric Valve company 
(EEV). The Photochron II is still in current use in streak camera systems built by Hadlands 
Photonics and has proved a highly successful design. Other streak tubes have also had 
success; there are some good designs manufactured by other workers (such as Hamamatsu) 
but detailed discussion of these designs is outwith the scope of this thesis which is 
primarily concerned with the optimisation of Photochron streak tube designs.
All of the above designs evolved by primarily empirical processes, adaptations of 
ordinary image tubes to allow streaking and then several modifications to improve 
performance as the relevant limiting factors to temporal resolution became better 
understood. The modifications were for the most part decided upon by optical analogues, 
intuition and 'demountable' experimental studies. It would be true to say that the first streak 
tube to be designed from basic principles was the Emichron I (Jones, Sibbett, Bradley - 
1975 [21]) followed by the Photochron III [2i] and the Photochron IV (Baggs, Niu and 
Sibbett [^3]) which is shown in figure 2.6. The Photochron III and IV, which were 
designed extensively with the aid of well-established computer program suites, were 
radically different in their lensing system from any of their forerunners. Notable 
achievements made with the optimised Photochron IV design include a single-shot 
resolution of 0.8ps [^ >^14] and 0.9ps for synchroscan operation (see Chapter 4).
Photocathode
1:
Figure 2.6 Schematic of Photochron IV streak tube: FFE = First focus 
electrode, FA = First anode, SFE = Second focus electrode, SA = Second 
anode.
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2 .4 .1  SOLUTION OF L a p l a c e ’S E q u a t i o n
A streak camera lensing system has rotational symmetry about one axis (defined as the 
z-axis) and thus the Laplace equation defining the electrostatic potential, (|)(r,z) can be 
represented in cylindrical polar form and will be independent of azimuthal angle. Thus the 
equation whose solution is required becomes:
0^ (|) 1 6<j) 0^ <j)
§1-2 r gj. ggl
2.4 C o m p u t e r  a i d e d  d e s i g n  o f  s t r e a k  c a m e r a s
The constantly increasing speeds available in computer technology has revolutionised 
the design of image tubes and the modelling of processes that occur within them D5], As a t
consequence the remainder of this chapter is devoted to a brief outline of the techniques S
employed in generating new streak tube designs.
In order to design and develop any electrostatically focused imaging system, a complete 
knowledge of the potential distribution within the electrostatic lens is required so that its 
imaging characteristics can be determined. By applying standard numerical techniques and |
the use of a fast digital computer a program was developed at Imperial College to solve 
Laplace's equation for a given set of electron lenses [21,34,36], This program, initially 
Fortran based and run on a VAX mainframe, was rewritten at St. Andrews by Dr. Killean 
to be operated on a Cromemco Microprocessor, the language environment being changed to 
Language C for more efficient coding. The result is a very useful and powerful 
development tool which not only can be utilised in the design of new streak camera 
systems, but also lends itself to a more thorough understanding of electron optics.
The following is a brief introduction to the mathematical techniques employed to solve 
Laplace's equation. A useful mathematical analogue is derived to show the equivalent 
optical lens system of a streak tube and finally the numerical techniques used to map |
electron trajectories through the camera are discussed. The Photochron II and IV streak 
tubes have been modelled with this program and the results are presented to show their 
static imaging properties.
= 0 -eq(2.4) fi
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Analytical solutions of electrostatic lensing systems exist only for the most trivial of 
electrode configurations and, since the streak camera usually has a complex lens 
arrangement, a numerical technique of solution must be employed in order to solve 
equation 2.4. One such numerical technique, which is basic but extremely powerful, 
involves the application of finite difference equations and an iterative process of 
solution [32],
Initially the streak camera is represented two-dimensionally as shown in figure 2.7 and 
a grid or mesh superimposed over the region. The electrode structure can then be modelled 
by supplying the computer with potentials for grid points located at the electrodes, such 
points are defined as constant throughout the subsequent iterations. The potentials of the 
grid points on the boundary of the mesh must be defined and to do this it is assumed that 
the streak camera tube lies inside an earthed conducting cylinder.
30(r, z -h )
0(r+h, z)
,0(r,z)
0(r, z+h)
0 (r-h , z)
Figure 2.7: Notation of points on grid overlay
To set up the difference equations the potential at a grid point is represented as a Taylor 
expansion. Referring to figure 2.7 this gives:
(j)(r+h,z) = 4)(r,z) + [ h + [ | ^ ]  ^  + ...ar2 J 2F -eq(2.5)
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Applying equation 2.5 to the grid points indicated on figure 2.7 yields five Taylor 
expansions which, by adding or subtracting relevant terms and ignoring differentials of 
higher than second order gives expressions for the differential operators in equation 2.4 |
solely in terms of the potentials at the various grid points. Substituting these equations into 
the Laplace equation we obtain the following five point difference equation:
4)(r,z) = ^[<|)(r,z+l) + <{)(r,z-l) + (|)(r+l,z) + (])(r-l,z)]
+ ^  [(})(r+l,z) -  <l>(r-l,z)] -eq(2 .6).
This equation is not valid for points that lie on the z-axis ie for r=0. Along this axis one |
■Jmust revert to a cartesian representation and use the properties of rotational symmetry to 4
collect terms. The difference equation in this case is:
4)(r,z) = ^  [<j)(r,z+l) + (l>(r,z-l) + 4 <j)(r+l,z)] -eq(2.7).
A further calculation is required specifically for streak camera applications due to the 
presence of regions of differing dielectric constant, e within the streak tube, ie glass or 
ceramic envelopes surrounding the metal electrodes and regions of vacuum inside the 
camera itself. Using basic electromagnetic boundary conditions obtained from the Maxwell 
Equations [38], the following five point difference equation was derived for a grid point f|
lying on the interface between two media of relative permittivity £i and 62:
(})(r,z) El [1  -  2p] <î>(r-l,z) + £2 [1 + 2r^ <î>(r+l»z)
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2 [ e i  [1 - ^] + £2 [1 + ^] ]
+ ~[<l)(r,z+l) + (})(r,z-l) ] -eq(2 ,8)
This expression was an improvement to the previous difference equations as the values of |
the dielectric constant were found to have major effects on the potential distributions in the 
streak tubes.
The above equations relate the potential of a free point on the mesh to the potentials of 
its adjacent four grid points and thus every free point has a corresponding five point 
difference equation. Hence a mesh of N grid points will generate a series of N linear 
equations with N unknowns. In other words we have reduced the Laplace equation to a set
of linear difference equations which may now be solved by an iterative process described 
below. The free point potentials are initially set to a series of arbitary values which will 
almost certainly fail to satisfy the system of difference equations. In order to solve the set 4
of equations the potential of the first free point is recalculated from the potentials of its 
neighbouring points using the above finite difference relation. This process is repeated for 
every free point in the mesh area until all the grid point potentials have been reevaluated; 
thus completing one iteration. Further iterations are then performed untU eventually, as their 
number becomes large, the potential at any point converges towards a specific value; that 
which would be achieved after an infinite number of iterations. Such values will satisfy the 
set of difference equations exactly and hence the Laplace equation will be solved. Usually 
the iterative process is stopped when the grid point potential values satisfy eq(2.6-2.8) to a i
defined accuracy. The resulting potential distribution will be independent of the initial 
arbitary free point values, dependent only on the electrode structure and its fixed potentials.
Convergence to a final solution tends to be slow (ie very many iterations are required) 
but by applying the technique of successive over-relaxation t^ l^ _ in which a new set of 4
potentials is obtained by extrapolation in the direction of the change in potential of the 
previous set - the speed of convergence can be substantially increased. The program is 
usually stopped when all grid points satisfy their difference equations to an accuracy of 1 
part in 10 .^ The actual error introduced by this method of solution of the Laplace equation 
is of the order h^, where h is the unit mesh size Since all free points have this 
truncation error and over a large mesh region it will be of the same size, the total error for 
the camera system becomes -h^.
At present the mesh consists of 20,000 grid points with h=lmm; thus the total truncation 
error is approximately 1 part in 10 .^ It is intended in due course to increase this number of 
grid points and reduce h to 0.5mm. This would improve the total error by a factor of 4.
2 .4 .2  THE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION WITHIN A STREAK TUBE
The common representation of the Laplace solution of a given electrode structure is to 
plot equipotential contours. There exists, however, a highly concise mathematical analogy
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between mechanics and optics which, when represented on the streak tube diagram makes 
the lensing properties of the camera that much more clear. This analogy was originally 
formulated by de Broglie and then later by Ehrenberg et al (1949)
From mechanics one derivation of the differential equation governing the path of an 
electron (or any charge particle) in a electrostatic field can be obtained from the principle of 
least action: b
5 J p . d s  = 0 -eq(2.9)a
This states that the path of an electron between points a and b is such that the integral of its 
momentum, p, over the path is a minimum or more generally a stationary value compared I
to the same integral over any neighbouring path.
By analogy in optics we have Fermat’s Principle:
b
Ô J n d s = 0 -eq(2.10)a
which implies that light in travelling from point a to b traverses an optical path length which 
is stationary with respect to variations of this path.
The mathematical form of these two statements are very similar and can be physically J
related. In an optical lensing system the imaging characteristics are determined by variations 
in refractive index along the path causing changes in the ray trajectory (such that Fermat's 
Principle is satisfied). Likewise, in an electrostatic lens the variations in electrostatic 
potential along the electron path cause changes in momentum and consequent changes in 
direction (such that the principle of least action is upheld). In a sense the momentum of the 
electron at a point in the electrostatic lens defines an effective refractive index, n@ff for that
region. For a given potential distribution we need only derive the dependence of the
electron momentum on potential in order for n^ff to be plotted. The electron trajectory in the 
streak camera could then be treated as an equivalent ray trajectory through an optical lens 
system.
From the Einstein equations in special relativity the total energy of the electron in an 
electrostatic field is:
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Y&l) -eq(2.15)
E =  mc2 = moC^  + e(j> ~eq(2.11) i
We have also: ^
e2 = (cp)2 + mo2c4 -eq(2.12) |
Combining these equations and collecting terms we find:
1neff = P = [2emo<|)(l + n #  ] 2 -eq(2.13)
where:
T1 = -eq(2.14) S
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show plots of the regions of constant effective index calculated from |
the potential distribution of the Photochron II and IV streak tubes. Although the appearance 
of what are certainly recognizable optical components can be initially quite startling 
(particularly so in the Photochron IV with well defined concave and convex lenses), it is to 
be expected that the focusing region of an electrostatic imaging device should resemble a 
series of optical lenses when transformed to its optical equivalent.
2 .4 .3  C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  e l e c t r o n  t r a j e c t o r i e s  t h r o u g h  s t r e a k  t u b e
The differential equation defining the path of an electron through a given potential 
distribution can be derived via a number of routes. One method has already been 
mentioned, namely use of the principle of least action or more specifically employing the 
Euler equations which is equivalent to invoking eq(2.9). Alternatively one can try direct 
relativistic analysis of the forces acting on the electron in the radial and axial directions to 
obtain a differential equation describing the electron path. The end result in either case is the 
general relativistic ray equation as shown below:
( l+ n #  2<|)
which describes the dependence of the electron radial position, r as a function of its 
position along the camera axis, z and the electrostatic potential, <|) through which it moves 
(all derivatives are with respect to z and T| is as defined before in eq(2.14)), A different 
equation exists for skew trajectories but by suitable transformation of axes it can be made to 
be of the same form as the above.
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Figure 2.8 Equivalent lens system and electron trajectory in thePhotochron II streak tube
Figure 2.9 Equivalent lens system and electron trajectory in thePhotochron IV streak tube
For a well designed, aberration free electrostatic lens the electron trajectories will be 
confined within a narrow tubular surface of revolution about the z axis. In this region we 
may neglect terms in r and r' of orders higher than the first in eq(2.15) - this is the 
Gaussian approximation Further in this region we have from Gauss' Law;
-eq(2.16)
Substitution into eq(2.15) and removal of negligible terms yields the Gaussian ray 
equation:
( i+ n # 4) -eq(2.17)
In any numerical solution of this equation it is preferable to remove terms containing (})" 
and this may be achieved by the substitution:
1R = r [({» (1 + q)] 4 -eq(2.18)
For such a case we obtain the reduced ray equation:
R" = -R T (z)
where:
and:
T(z) = 16
1 , (2n4))^+ T ' ^  ~ T “
-eq(2.19)
-eq(2.20)
-eq(2.21)
(1  + ti<|))2
This is the differential equation of the electron trajectory that we wish to solve. There is no 
analytical solution as the potential distribution is not an analytical function of the electron 
position. Instead a solution must be computed using numerical integration. Several 
methods are available, all of varying degrees of accuracy. They include methods due to 
Liebmann [44]^  G ans [43], Burfoot [45], and Runge-Kutta [43]. The latter, one of the more 
accurate procedures and less demanding in computational terms, requires only a knowledge 
of a single point on the electron trajectory and its direction. Using the reduced ray equation 
and an integration interval of length dz = h (the unit mesh size as before) we can calculate 
the values of Rn+i and R'n+i (the normalised trajectory and its slope) at a point Zn+i on the 
grid from the previously calculated values at the point z„ using the following expressions:
1
I-i
::
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Rn+1 — Rn 1 - ^ ( 2 T n +  Tn+i)
R ' n + l  =  -  R n  j ( T n +  T n + i )  +  R ’n
+ R’nh
\  ■ 1 -  g-Tn
h2 ■ -^Tn+i
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-eq(2.22)
An accuracy of better than 1 part in 10  ^can be achieved if the value of the function T at the 41
centre of the integration interval is also determined and eq(2.22) modified accordingly U3].
The starting points of the electron trajectory are taken as lying on the mesh at equally 
spaced distances from the camera axis. Several angles of exit are used equivalent to ^
mapping electron trajectories of differing initial velocities (this provides data on temporal 
dispersion effects). Using the above numerical technique the resulting electron paths are 
also plotted in the top sections of figures 2.8 and 2.9 for the Photochron II and IV |
respectively. It should be noted that the Photochron IV has superior spatial resolution 
compared to the Photochron II as is evident by the minimal spread in arrival positions at the 
phosphor by various electron trajectories.
2 .5  C O NCLUSIO NS
The purpose of this initial chapter was to introduce streak cameras and the techniques 4
used in their design and development. In general the criteria for the design of an image tube %
having improved temporal resolution in streak operation can be separated into four primary 
requirements. These are (i) a 'fast' photocathode from which the electrons are released with 4
a narrow energy distribution, (ii) an electron-optical lens arrangement that provides 
optimised temporal and spatial characteristics, (iii) a high sensitivity deflector geometry, 
and (iv) a phosphor screen having an optimum quantum efficiency. In the main requirement 
(i) is the ultimate limiting factor.
Two tube designs, the Photochron II and IV have been addressed as these have been 
extensively used by the author as test beds for the development of electronic deflection 
systems and also since they are key tube designs per se satisfying the above prerequisites to 
atleast some degree.
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CHAPTER 3; PYNAMICL OPERATION OF THE PHOTOCHRON II
STREAK TUBE
3.0 INTRODUCTION
The first experimental demonstration of synchroscan operation of a streak camera was |
performed by Hadland et al. [i] using a flashlamp pumped, mode-locked Nd:YAG laser as 
the test source. Unfortunately no quantitative data were available as to the achieved |
temporal resolution because of the associated difficulties with the small number of streak f
images (-12) superimposed at the phosphor. In 1978 a Photochron I camera was operated 
in synchroscan mode using pulses from a CW dye laser which had been synchronously h
pumped by a mode-locked argon ion laser [231. The synchronisation signal for the camera 
was derived from the 70 MHz electrical drive applied to the acousto-optic modulator in the 
pump laser. The temporal resolution obtained for input optical pulses of -2  ps was in 
excess of 13 ps compared to an expected FWHM of 5 ps. This poor performance was 
ascribed to the deliterious effect of pulse-to-pulse jitter in the laser and possible RF 
interference between the camera deflectors and the drive signal to the mode-locker.
When the same camera was tested with pulses from a passively mode-locked CW dye 
laser the temporal resolution was significantly improved to a camera-limited value of 5.2 ps 
for input pulse durations of 0.2 -  0.3 ps in this experiment synchronisation was 
achieved at twice the laser repetition frequency (165 MHz) by using a tunnel diode 
oscillator and this technique is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Interestingly when this 
synchroscan system was re-employed on the sync-pumped system of reference 3 there was 
only a marginal improvement in temporal resolution (12 ps) indicating that indeed laser 
source jitter was the main limiting factor to its performance. '
Following on from this, with the advent of the Photochron II streak tube, application of j
the above circuitry yielded resolutions of less than 2.5 ps which was close to the estimated |j
tube limiting resolution [5], in this instance the test pulse source was a mode-locked CW |
■Jring dye laser with pulse durations of less than 2(X)fs. Optimisation of the deflector |
geometry and inclusion of a microchannel plate (MCP) intensifier within the image tube j
envelope led to the Photochron IIA streak tube Deflection efficiency was improved ^
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threefold compared to the original Photochron II and using a similar experimental 
arrangement as before a realtime FWHM resolution of 2.5 ps was obtained. When a 1 ms 
shutter was employed this value was reduced to 1.2 ps indicating on deconvolution that this 
sueak camera had near picosecond resolution 121. At the outset of this project this result was 
the best ever synchroscan resolution achieved.
3.1 PASSIVE SVNCIIkONISATION
When the Sibbett research group was transferred to the University of St. Andrews 
(from Imperial College, London) a redesign of the synchronisation circuitry was initialed 
mainly because tiicrc were reservations as to the merits of the tunnel diode system. It was 
decided that the mode-locked CW laser pulse source should provide its own 
synchronisation rather than relying on a phase locked oscillator. Such a passive 
synchronisation scheme is represented in figure 3.1 and described below.
AvalanchePhotcxliode 1
A  CPM
1
300 MHz Can Filter
1 mm Glass Slide
Variable Delay Line
Limiter Pre-amp
InterdigitalFiller
300 MHz 
Power Amp
—
Calibration Pulses 10 ps delay
OMA < ( J > ■ X F  T  I-
Streak Camera
| o j —
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of Synchroscan circuit and experimental set up
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3 .1 .1  SYNCHRONISATION CIRCUITRY
One of the laser outputs was directed onto an avalanche photodiode (Telefunken BPW 
28) and the resultant electrical pulse train passed directly into a 300 MHz band pass filter to 
generate an initial sinusoidal signal synchronous to the laser repetition rate. Advantage was 
taken of the fact that a comb of delta functions in time, separated by a constant time 
interval, transform into frequency space as a secondary comb of Fourier impulses 
extending to infinity separated by the reciprocal time interval. For the case of the 
photodiode signal where the electrical pulse comb consists of impulses of finite width, in 
frequency space this manifest itself as a roll off in the frequency-Fourier components. 
Figure 3.2b shows this for the photodiode employed, demonstrating a 3dB roll off at -2.5 
GHz indicating a electrical pulse width of -  200 ps. This should be compared to the 
recorded electrical pulse width of 450 ps measured using an oscilloscope (Tektronix 7559) 
which naturally includes the bandwidth limited response of the input an^lifier.
• f l T T E i p  a  d a10. 00 dO/DFf
SPAN
CEN TE R 1 . 4 3 4  GHz »RB 3 8 0  k H z  »UB 3 . 3 0  kHz AN 2 . 9 0 8  GHz ST 9 . 6 6 7  SBC
■5
I
J
Figure 3.2 a) Fourier spectrum of photodiode electrical pulse train
Immediately following the 300 MHz filter the signal was amplified by -  40dB and 
limited in order to remove large amounts of amplitude modulation. This signal was then 
taken through a variable delay line (Sage Laboratories 6702-5) which allowed the relative 
phase between the drive sinusoid and the arrival of pulses at the camera to be varied and 
hence ensure that the streak images occupied the central, optimally linear region of the
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phosphor screen. The signal was then passed to a broad band pre-amplifier stage (TRW 
CA-2820), followed by a tuned power amplifier (Microwave Modules MML 432/100 - 
retuned from 432 to 300 MHz) and finally inductively coupled to a tuned circuit across the 
deflection plates of the Photochron IIA streak tube. A circuit Q in excess of 50 was 
achieved giving adequate deflection power inputs of the order of 20 Watts.
3.1.2 PHOTODIODE AND LIMITER CIRCUIT
The input avalanche photodiode had an active area o f-250 pm^ and to obtain adequate 
electrical signals it was necessary to reverse bias to 139V with the laser output focussed 
tightly by means of a 1 cm focal length lens. The bias voltage was provided by using two 
back-to-back transformers with the rectified and smoothed D.C. output stabilised by two 
Zener diodes (lOOV and 39V) in series. Additional capacitive smoothing was provided and 
<1% voltage regulation was acheived for average photodiode currents of up to 2mA. The 
photodiode was mounted on a strip of printed circuit board and the anode connected to a 
coaxial cable soldered securely to the board. The cathode end was terminated to ground via 
two lOOQ resistors in parallel. For light signal levels from the CPM of -3  mW the peak 
diode output was 800 mV at an average current of 1.9 niA.
5oa 
Input 
e-----
InO 500C
InF
500C
InF
500C
I — 1
lOOnF T  47|xF T
InF
InF
Output
Figure 3.3: Initial limiter circuit diagram
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After filtering to obtain the 300 MHz Fourier component the signal (which contained 
significant amounts of laser-induced amplitude fluctuations) was passed into a three high 
gain amplifiers (Plessey RS560C) to effectively limit the signal. The initial limiter circuit is 
represented in figure 3.3. For a rail voltage, Vqc of 9V the cascaded amplifiers provide a net 
(small signal) gain of 40dB, individual gains being in excess of 16dB.
3.1.3 FIL TE R S
Two types of filter were used within the synchronisation circuitry depicted 
schematically in figures 3.4 and 3.5. The input filter (figure 3.4a) placed directly after the 
photodiode can be seen either as a sub-quarter-wave transmission line resonator at 300 
MHz -  capacitive tuning being achieved by varying the length of the air-space back short -  
or alternatively as a simple LC circuit with a variable air-spaced capacitor and the inductor 
consisting of a double wire loop rotated about its centre axis to generate a cylinder. In either 
case this so called can filter had a 3dB bandwidth of 2.4 MHz and an insertion loss of 2dB 
at its centre frequency (figure 3.4b).
V
Tuning Capacitor
Equivalent circuit
Figure 3.4a): Schematic of Can  filter
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Figure 3.4b): Frequency response of Can filter tuned to 300 MHz
Between the power amplifier and camera a second filter was inserted to remove any 
distortion in the synchronisation signal. This 300 MHz interdigital filter comprised four 
50Q quarter-wave lines placed side by side in a brass container (figure 3.5a). Tuning was 
provided by screws at the end of each rod. Each rod would resonantly couple to its 
neighbour at the frequency defined by their quarter-wavelength. The Q of this filter was 
lower than the can filter (3dB bandwidth being 11 MHz) but its rejection of higher 
frequencies was improved with a 60dB bandwidth of 45 MHz (figure 3.5b). The 
construction of this filter was based on design criteria provided by Dishal and can be 
readily adapted to any centre radio frequency and bandwidth requirement, limited mainly by 
practical quarter-wave dimensions. The pertinent dimensions for the 300 MHz filter are 
shown in Table 3.1 and the formulae used to calculate them can be found in reference 8. A 
ratio of h (the filter inside height) to d (the rod diameter) set to 2:1 gives an input impedance 
of 550, ideal for standard coaxial cable coupling.
The measured frequency responses of the two filters are shown in each figure.
f■!I%
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Table 3.1: Dimensions of 300 MHz Interdigital filter
Centre Frequency : 
Bandwidth : 
No. of Stages:
300 MHz 
11 MHz 
4
DIMENSIONS (mm)
Filter Length L: 250
Filter Height h: 19.5
Filter Width w: 111
Rod Length: 237.5
Rod Diameter d: 9.7
Rod spacing: ci2 = C34 = 27.3 C23 = 30.0
CQi = C40 = 0.7 h =  13.7
Tapping point t: 29.5
Tap off point
Capacitive tuning screws
% A#
Inside height of filter box = h
Figure 3.5a): Schematic of Interdigital Filter
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Figure 3.5b): Plot of 300 MHz interdigital filter frequency response
3 .2  READOUT SYSTEM
In single-shot streak camera applications a commonly employed image recording 
medium is photographic film, but for synchroscan operation electronic readout systems are 
more suitable because they permit realtime monitoring. Such systems avoid the time 
consuming necessity of film processing, calibration, microdensitometry and linearisation of 
the resultant data. Throughout these experiments the streak records were read out using a 
B&M Spektronik OSA 500. The unit consisted of a silicon intensified target vidicon (SIT) 
[1^ 3 the output being accessed by a multichannel analyser. The target was divided into 500 
channels each of 25pm width and height extending over approximately 2mm. Each channel 
was scanned by a probe electron beam and the resultant signal digitised to 12 bits by the 
analyser and displayed as a function of channel number on a CRT. Full frame scan times 
were 32ms ie) 64ps per channel giving a dark current of around 60 counts with a peak to 
peak noise level of -  8. Hence the dynamic range of the system was 2^ but microprocessor 
controlled signal averaging over several scans allowed this figure to be improved. The
-I
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microprocessor could store several memories and cursor control allowed anaysis of the 
stored streak records. A hardcopy facility was also provided.
The streak camera input comprised a 100pm slit scribed on an aluminised glass slide 
which was imaged onto tlie photocathode with a x4 demagnifying lens. To ensure adequate 
resolution the phosphor image was focussed onto the SIT vidicon with a fl.4  lens 
operating at x2 magnification. The minimum static slit width measure with this system was
5.5 channels indicating a FWHM image of 140pm at the target or 70pm on the streak 
camera screen. This is consistent with a measured camera resolution of 17.5 Ip/mm at the 
phosphor, some degradation in imaging arising due to cross-talk between channels.
3.3  P h o t o c h r o n  l l A  p e r f o r m a n c e
3.3 .1  In i t i a l  E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n
Initially the Photochron IIA was operated at 300 MHz. Two calibration pulses were 
obtained by quasi-normal reflection from a 1mm thick (1.00±0.002 mm) glass slide placed 
in the beam path. Hence for an incident angle of 10° the pulse separation was 10.0 ± 0.3% 
ps; this was later confirmed with a Michelson calibration delay arrangement. Early studies 
were prior to the inclusion of any dispersion compensating optics within the CPM laser and 
performance of the streak tube typically yielded a temporal resolution of '-4 ps. Since the 
laser was being used directly to generate the deflection signal, the 300 MHz Fourier 
component was scrutinised on a spectrum analyser (HP 8555B). It was at this point that 
some curious laser properties were first observed. It was found that the odd harmonics in 
the Fourier comb from the photodiode had a two-peaked spectrum, whereas the even 
harmonics were single peaked (Fig. 3.6a and b repectively). There then ensued an 
investigation in order to identify the source of this disturbing laser property where 
emphasis was primarily placed upon mechanical sources (eg. jet speeds were changed, 
pump power was monitored) but all were to prove fruitless.
One possibility was that a roundtrip modulation due to some scattering process in the 
dye Jet, ie. some fotm of cavity transverse mode wander might exist. To investigate this.
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200 kHz- 200 kHz
100 MHz 200 MHz
300 MHz 400 MHz
500 MHz 600 MHz
(a) (b )Figure 3.6 a) Odd and b) even Fourier components of electrical pulse train.
apertures were placed in the cavity and the 300 MHz Fourier component mixed with a 300 
MHz crystal oscillator and the difference frequency input to a radio receiver to demodulate 
any amplitude sidebands. With no intracavity aperturing, no discernible "clean" signal was 
audible except very close to threshold. However with apertures present the noise spectrum 
as determined by the mixed and demodulated signal from the receiver quietened 
dramatically and adjustment of the laser jet lead to a steady beat frequency to be established 
between the laser and the receiver's local oscillator. It was presumed that the problem had 
been resolved and expected that on examining the Fourier components on the spectrum 
analyser this odd-even effect would have disappeared. This was true only to a limited 
extent, odd and even harmonics now had identical spectra, but each Fourier component had 
a set of strong sidebands distributed evenly around the relatively clean central carrier (Fig. 
3.7a). The sidebands corresponded to gross amplitude modulation on the pulse train (Fig.
dB
(a)
- 1 0
-2 0
-30
-40
-50
m
(b)Figure 3.7 a) Sideband content in synchroscan carrie r signal (20 kHz/div) 
and b) gross amplitude modulation of laser output.
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13.7b) at a frequency of around 70 kHz.
The source of this curious effect has been ascribed to a semi-solitonic phenomena in the 
laser tH] and is discussed in Chapter 9; the apertures act more to control intracavity ^
intensities rather than to prevent any transverse mode hopping as was initially thought This 
strong amplitude modulation proved even more of a nuisance during synchroscan operation 
until the action of the limiter was considered.
It was found that adjustment of the input light intensity illuminating the photodiode ig
could have a significant effect on the observable resolution of the streak camera, and #
'Ioptimum resolution (-  3.5 ps) occuring not at maximum signal levels. So the question was J■Iasked why should the limiter have preferred input signal levels and what effect would |
limiting have on the deflection signal?
3.3.2 OPTIMISATION OF LIMITER CIRCUIT
Amplitude modulation will present only a minor limitation on achievable temporal 
resolution; the high power applied to the deflection plates implies a large region of linearity 
in scan and hence such fluctuations will have only a minimal effect on streak velocity. The 
amplitude modulation is effectively removed from the carrier by the limiter in the drive 
circuit. Streak camera performance is much more sensitive to phase fluctuations in the 
deflection signal. Since when the laser was showing this solitonic effect the third harmonic 
of its repetition rate gave a constant beat frequency with the crystal oscillator it was 
concluded that the phase fluctuations (ie, jitter in the pulse train) were minimal and the 
degradation in streak camera performance had its source in the synchronisation circuitry. It 
became our belief that the action of the limiter itself actually induces phase modulation to 
appear in the deflection signal since the outputs of the FET amplifiers within the limiter are 
driven into different levels of saturation, dependent upon input level. This will generate a 
varicap effect within the amplifier causing phase/frequency modulation to be present in the 
carrier which has some relation to input amplitude fluctuation. To provide some control of 
the limiting action the system was modified so that the first pair of the 560C amplifiers had 
a separate, variable rail voltage compared to the output chip (Fig. 3.8). To enhance gain a i! 
fourth final stage amplifier was incorporated with a 300 MHz tuned output. It was then
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found that adjustment of these rail voltages could reduce the level of sidebands on the 
limiter output and have a marked effect on achievable resolution.
300 MHz Tuned Amplifier3.1 -  8.8 W  Vi
2.1-5
3 . 1 - 8 . 8  V
5oaInput
H H
InF
InF Output
560C560C 560C560C
O
y oInF InF± : InF = :  InF
Figure 3.8 Redesigned limiter circuit
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3 .4  E f f e c t  o f  p h a s e  m o d u l a t i o n  o n  S t r e a k  C a m e r a  p e r f o r m a n c e
I
Vc
A < t)y /
rep resen tation  o f carrier  
s i g n a l  a nd  d e v i a t i n g  sidebands
Assuming that all of the sideband content after 
lim iting is entirely  due to frequency 
modulation -  a reasonable assumption since no 
discernible amplitude modulation was ever present -  
its effect on synchroscan performance was then 
considered. It is useful to view the effect of 
frequency modulation sidebands on a carrier 
employing the rotating vector model [1^ 3. Referring 
to Fig. 3.9 the phase of the main carrier having a 
signal level Vc will be deviated through an angle A<|> 
equal to the vector addition of the various sideband
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signal levels. The maximum phase deviation A(j)max will occur when all the sideband 
components are in phase with each other and in quadrature with the carrier. In this case:
A<}>niax = +^V+, +V +2 J -eq(3.1)
%
Assuming that this maximum deviation corresponds to the limit of the synchroscan % 
resolution the expected temporal resolution will be:
% = -«q(3.2) -Ifo!t j
where fo is the deflection frequency.
There is an additional effect of the Q of the system which will act to amplify any
frequency modulation thereby increasing the value of A(j>max- For the case of a basic
resonant circuit 1^ 33, the phase shift for a frequency component f at the output of simple LC
resonant filter with resonance fg is given by:
tan 6<t) = ± Q( ^  -eq(3.3)
For small frequency deviations around fg, tan 6(|> « 6(j> and thus:
-eq(3-4)
After the limiter we have phase/frequency modulation defined by the sideband content 
which generates a phase deviation A(|). Thus the drive signal can be represented as:
V(t) = V gsin( %%t +  (|>g+ A(j).cos w^t ) -eq(3.5)
The frequency content of the drive signal is defined by the derivative of the argument of the 
sine term in the above expression and thus the instantaneous frequency of the drive signal,
f = —  A<j) tt^.sin ).2tc
Hence the maximum frequency deviation for a phase deviation A(|> is given by
Afmax — -eq(3.6)
Combining the above expression with equation 3.4 the frequency deviation induces an
additional phase deviation at the output of the filter given by:
S(j> = ^ f m  A<j)nniax -eq(3.7)
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where fm is the sideband frequency separation. Insertion of this into equation 3.2 yields the 
expression:
’ _q(3.8)
By adjusting the limiting level of each FET amplifier the degree of saturation was varied 
which produced an alteration in sideband content, Vsb* Figure 3.10 shows how measured 
values of CÇ vary with SVsbA^c as measured on the Photochron IIA streak tube operated at 
fo= 300 MHz. Also shown on the figure are the theoretical values of % calculated from 
eq(3.8). Good agreement is seen between theory and experiment which indicates that the 
above analysis represents a reasonable model and demonstrates the importance of phase 
noise in limiting synchroscan performance. (The fact that the measured values of % are 
slightly greater than those predicted by theory probably implies the presence of additional 
deliterious factors associated with the RF signal which is expanded upon in the next 
chapter.) From this analysis it becomes apparent that in order to achieve subpicosecond 
temporal resolution it is necessary to reduce the sideband content to less than 80 dB below 
the carrier power level (dBc).
% vs VsbVc
Ii
I
30 -
1!
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252015to0 5
R elative sideband  con ten t (xio-S)
Figure 3.10 M easured tem poral resolution (points) and theoretically- 
predicted (solid line) temporal resolution values as a function of sideband 
content in deflection signal.
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With the laser in this solitonic mode and limiter rail voltages adjusted to minimise 
sidebands to around 70 dB below the carrier the best resolution achieved realtime was 2.8 
ps and with a 1ms mechanical shutter, optimum resolution of 2.4 ps was achieved as is 
shown in figure 3.11.
^-------- 16.2 p s  ^
-1 6 .8  ps
2.8 ps 2.8 ps
2.4 ps2.4 ps
(a) (b)Figure 3.11 a) Optimum realtime and b) 1ms shuttered streak records with laser operating in soliton mode.
3.5 S y n c h r o s c a n  o p e r a t i o n  a t  200 M Hz
Because of the inherent difficulties in operating at 300 MHz streak frequencies (mainly 
due to RF heating effects in deflector feed-through pins) it was decided to scan the 
Photochron IIA at twice the laser repetition rate ie) 200 MHz. This required the retuning of 
the final stage tuned amplifier in the limiter, the construction of a 200 MHz power amp 
(Mullard BGY45C) and the modification of the can filter. The power amplifier was 
supplied with a adjustable rail voltage thus allowing its gain to be controlled. To bring the 
can filter to the lower resonance of 200 MHz required its end capacitance to be increased by 
reducing the air gap. Low resonant transmission loss of 2dB was maintained by pushing 
the inductive loops closer to the centre rod to improve coupling. Inductive coupling to the 
streak tube deflectors was modified; the inductance loop area was increased and the double
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plate wide air gap tuning capacitor replaced with a variable 8 plate narrow gap capacitor 
stack.
Initially results were very similar to those achieved at 300 MHz operation but camera 
handling was much easier since settling times and detuning due to RF heating were much 
reduced. It became fairly clear that if better temporal resolutions were to be achieved the 
phase noise in the drive signal had to be improved and, since its origin was in the main part 
due to amplitude fluctuations in the laser output, time was taken to improve the CPM laser 
performance. This involved the inclusion of a 4-prism sequence in the laser cavity to 
control group velocity dispersion (GVD) and the development of realtime intensity and 
interferometric autocorrelation monitoring equipment These are discussed in some detail in 
Chapter 9.
Control of the dispersion in the cavity enhanced laser performance significantly. Pulse 
durations were reduced almost threefold and amplitude fluctuations were largely removed 
apart from a few percent constant ripple associated with argon ion pump 3-phase regulated 
power supply. There was a higher frequency modulation (Figure 3.12a) at around 1 MHz 
which manifested itself as amplitude modulation sidebands about the 200 MHz carrier 
(figure 3.12b) but these could be readily removed by the limiter. The origin of this
^ --------------  10 M H z----------------►
I
(a) (b)Figure 3.12 a) High frequency modulating sidebands on 200 MHz Fourier component and b) associated modulation present in electrical pulse train.
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Figure 3.13: Modulation frequency as a function of prism position
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Figure 3.14 Optimum realtime temporal resolution obtained Photochron IIA 
streak tube
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modulation is unknown as it does not originate from the pump laser. The modulation 
frequency has a dependence upon the amount of dispersion in the cavity as is shown in 
figure 3.13. Adding excess negative GVD (removing prism glass) had the effect of 
reducing the modulation frequency thus pushing the sidebands closer towards the central 
carrier until they disappeared inside the hitter's envelope. Further removal of glass caused 
the sidebands to reappear and increase in frequency. Optimum synchroscan temporal 
resolution was usually observed when the modulation frequency was a minimum. With the 
limiter rail voltages adjusted to minimise sideband content the best temporal resolution 
measured on the Photochron IIA was 1.9 ps realtime (Fig. 3.14).
3.6  CO NCLUSIONS
A passive synchronisation system has been developed which has proved simple to use 
and applicable to many mode-locked sources. As previously observed with synchronously- 
pumped systems 1^1 laser stability is vital if optimum synchroscan results are to be 
obtained. Furthermore, it is important that the synchronisation circuitry itself does not 
introduce any jitter into the system. This point is examined in more detail in the next 
chapter.
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CHAPTER 4; S y n c h r o s c a n  o p e r a t io n  o f  t h e  p h q t q c h r q js  i v  
STREAJL CAMERA
4 .0  INTRODUCTION
Experimentation was extended to the Photochron IV tube design for several reasons. 
Primarily the camera was of enhanced design with proven temporal resolution (single-shot 
<8()0fs Dl) better than its Photochron IIA counterpart and consequently ultimate limiting 
synchroscan performance should be improved. Further it was proposed to carry out some 
initial tests of external CCD readout systems. Having no intensifier the sensitivity of the 
CCD head was relatively low compared to the SIT Vidicon OSA system and so a high 
briglitncss streak image at the phosphor was most appropriate. The Photœhron IIA with its 
MCP intensifier would saturate for large input intensities and so of little use in CCD 
evaluation studies, whereas tlie Photochron IV containing no internal intensifier had a much 
larger dynamic range and peak phosphor intensity.
4.1 S t a t i c  P e r f o u m a n c i i ;
The streak tube, constructed by EMI, had an excellent electron-optical imaging system. 
Typical operating voltages are higher than the Photochron IIA and are summarised in the 
table below.
Table 4.1 Typical operating voltages (kV) of the Photochron IV
Photocatluxle First Focus Mesh First Elect ix)de Second Focus Ancxle SecondElecttxxle Ancxle
-15 -6.5 -8.02 +5.05 -10.38 0
The camera tube is designed specifically for streak applications; electron-optic leasing 
aberrations are minimal and voltages are maintained high throughout the tensing section to 
minimise transit time dispersion. It was recognised at an early stage, employing the 
computer modelling programs discussed in Chapter 2, that increasing the photocathode to 
mesh differential voltage would improve the static resolution. Increasing this voltage 
caused the electron beam waist to be focussed closer to the anode aperture. Table 4.2
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shows the measured static resolution of the Photochron IV for three different mesh voltages 
and corresponding axial E-fields (Epc). Resolution was measured using a standard USAF 
resolution chart (see §5.5). The large error in the quoted value of Epc is due to a 
manufacturing uncertainty in the mesh to cathode separation (3.5-4.0 mm). The spatial 
resolution quoted is that seen at the photocathode screen and should be compared to the 
static performance of the Photochron HA of less than 35 Ip/mm.
Table 4.2 Spatial resolution of Photochron IV at different mesh Voltages
Mesh Potential relative to Photocathode (kV) Epc(kV/cm) Spatial Resolution at Photocathode (Ip/mm) Magnification
8.5 22.7 ± 1.4 50 2.2
11.0 29.3 ± 1.9 60 2.1
13.5 33.8 ± 2.3 70 2.0
j
4.2 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
The streak tube deflectors were made part of a 200 MHz resonant circuit. Problems 
were initially encountered in making good electrical contact with the deflector feed-through 
pins. Whereas in the Photochron IIA tube each feed-through had screw threads available 
for connection, the Photochron IV was fitted merely with smooth kovar pins. By bonding 
selectro-plug fittings to these pins with silver loaded epoxy good electrical contact was 
made and allowed the facility for the air-spaced tuning capacitor to be connected via a push- 
on fitting. RF power required for full screen deflection was noticeably higher at 5 Watts 
than for the Photochron HA which is to be expected for the higher tube operating voltages 
and hence increased electron velocity at the deflectors.
Operating with the identical input lens/slit arrangement and OSA readout the camera 
was synchronously streaked as before. Results were quite perplexing at first in that the 
normal calibration streak images were double humped in nature as shown in fig.4.1 (These
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results were recorded using a CCD c amera/frame store system which is discussed in 
Chapter 5.)
W'-'X,:
Figure 4.1 Double humped streak  image readout by a CCD digitisation system
The two pronounced peaks on each pulse were very stable and independent of the 
illumination angle at the slit and their source was not traced until refocussing was 
attempted. It was found that by adjusting the mesh voltage the splitting of the two peaks 
could be varied and it was concluded that the problem was due to RF coupling into the 
mesh and possibly other electrodes. The RF voltage developed at the mesh would act to 
modulate the electron velocity and hence its arrival time at the phosphor. The solution was 
to connect high voltage capacitors between the front end tube electrodes and by screening 
all voltage leads, the tube chassis could be effectively decoupled from any RF influence. 
Such action removed this RF power splitting and thus the streak resolution was enhanced 
considerably.
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Under optimum operation with rail voltages in the limiter adjusted to remove nearly all 
sideband content the best synchroscan temporal resolution obtained for the Photochron IV 
streak tube was 1.3ps realtime and l.lp s for a 1ms shutter period (see fig. 4.2). Typical 
operating resolution was 1.4 ps.
10 ps
1 .1 0  ps
1 .10  ps
Figure 4.2 Ims shuttered streak images of Photochron IV operating with passive synchronisation
4.3  ACTIVE S y n c h r o n i s a t i o n
As a comparative study it was decided to re-employ the tunnel diode synchronisation 
system in conjunction with the limiter circuit (Fig. 4.3). Generating our own terminology 
this type of synchroscan operation was labelled active synchronisation since the deflection
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signal source was effectively an oscillator driven by the laser system. Conversely the direct 
photodiode-200 MHz filter circuit system was termed passive synchronisation.
AvalanchePhotodiode
Frequency
Doubler
Tunnel Diode Oscillator
100 MHz signal p
Amplifier
To filter and limiter
CPM laser pulse 
train
200 MHz signal phase-locked to laser
Figure 4.3 Active synchronisation system
Monitor cable to oscilloscope+140 V
50Q strip line
Adjustable constant current source AvalanchePhotodiode
100 MHz output
20 Tunnel diode TD266A
Figure 4.4 Tunnel diode oscillator trigger circuit
The tunnel diode circuit is shown in detail in Fig. 4.4 and is based on a countdown * 
oscillator used in the trigger synchronisation circuit for the Tektronix 519 oscilloscope PI. 
The tunnel diode, having an intrinsic negative resistance, will show monostable operation 
when formed part of the above resonant circuit and loaded accordingly. Fig. 4.5 shows the
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I-V characteristic of the tunnel diode employed (General Electric TD266A P]). The 2Q load 
provides a single stable operation point at A which is just below the diode’s region of 
negative resistance -  the actual bias position being determined by the current supplied from 
an adjustable constant current supply.
200 2Q load line
PeakPoint
100 -
VaileyPoint
- 200 1 0 0  2 0 0  3 0 0  4 0 0  5 0 0  6 0 0  7 0 0  8 0 0  9 0 0  1 0 0 0
Voltage (mV)
- 100-
-2ooJ
Figure 4,5 I-V Characteristic of TD266A Tunnel Diode
When a light pulse is incident at the avalanche photodiode additional current is supplied to 
the tunnel diode and its operating point switches to the high-voltage point B' along the 
constant current path AB', the current held constant by the action of the inductance. When 
the photodiode transient current is removed between light pulses the operating point moves 
to B. At this point the energy in the inductance must be dissipated before the circuit can be 
returned to its original operating point. As the inductance energy decreases the operating 
point moves along the forward diode characteristic to the valley point C where the presence 
of the inductance causes switching to occur along a constant current path to the operating
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point D. The cycle of operation is then completed by a recovery period during which the 
inductance energy builds up and the operating point moves up the diode characteristic to the 
starting position A before the next light pulse arrives at the photodiode.
Choosing a inductance value such that its combined discharge and recovery time is 
around 10 ns allows the monostable circuit to switch at precisely the repetition rate of the 
CPM laser. This inductance value is not too critical, as long as the circuit can recover in 
less than one cavity roundtrip the switching of the photodiode will act to phase-lock the 
oscillation to the cavity frequency. Following the tunnel diode output the signal is amplified 
and then frequency doubled before being inputed to the 200 MHz filter and limiter circuit as 
before.
Operation of this form of synchronisation circuit is not as straightforward as the passive 
configuration. Optimum temporal resolution was found to be dependent not only on limiter 
rail voltage but also on the photodiode monitor cable length. This effect may be due to a 
resonant reflection of a higher Fourier component of the pulsetrain spectrum which will act 
to cancel out a ringing voltage on the electrical pulse or alternatively enhance the pulse 
risetime. Once properly adjusted, however, the system consistently gave better temporal 
resolutions compared to the passive system, these results are discussed in section §4.4.
4 .4  PHASE NOISE SOURCES AND EFFECTS
As already discussed in Chapter 3 the ultimate synchroscan resolution is limited by 
phase noise in the drive signal. Since the tunnel diode system showed improved 
performance compared to the passive system the effect of phase noise in the drive signal 
was examined in more detail, the deviating effect of noise being extended to accommodate a 
general noise floor distribution rather than the specific sidebands considered in the previous 
chapter.
There are several possible sources of phase noise in the synchronisation circuitry; part 
is laser-related and part is generated internally in the electronics. Laser pulse train amplitude 
fluctuations are monitored as a modulation in the initial photodiode electrical signal. The 
effect of ampliude modulation inside the limiter has already been discussed, but there is an
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analogous effect in the tunnel diode system. Any variation in switching current implies a 
triggering jitter between points A and B' and hence once more laser amplitude fluctuations 
are mapped into phase modulations in the synchroscan drive signal. Thus, although the 
laser source is inherently stable in terms of phase noise, severe constraints are placed upon 
the constancy of its pulse train amplitude for both synchronisation techniques.
The active system has the advantage over its passive counterpart in that relatively high 
signal levels are maintained throughout and thus the system has a improved signal-to-noise 
ratio at the input. This will only be important if the main noise source is not from laser 
amplitude fluctuations but from the photodiode itself. In addition the active circuit will also 
be less susceptible to electromagnetic interference which can be a problem with the high 
gain and high deflection powers employed. Fundamental noise sources, eg. Johnson noise 
in the input stage, may also be less influential in the active system which has a lower source 
resistance, although it is difficult to quantify this figure for the two systems.
Carrier
Tuning 
characteristic of system
T(f)
Noise floor 
Vn(‘)
t
Figure 4.6 Representation of phase noise and drive signal in synchroscan 
circuitry.
To determine the effect of such broadband noise sources on the achievable temporal 
resolution during synchroscan operation a more detailed theoretical analysis was
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Ip e r fo r m e d In  this analysis the input drive signal is treated as a single component of 
frequency f© which sits on a noise floor having an instantaneous amplitude Vn(t) and 
random fluctuation (See Fig. 4.6). The noise floor is assumed to originate from many 
sources but can be taken to have a uniform spectral distribution which will be tailored by 
the tuning characteristics of the circuit, T(f). (This is not necessarily true for a nonlinear 
limiting circuit but for the purposes of this preliminary analysis this was ignored.) The 
instantaneous integrated deviating voltage is given by :
DO
VN(t) = JVn(t).T(f).exp{i[0(f,t)])df -eq(4.1)
o
where Vn(t) is the instantaneous amplitude of a noise sideband frequency component at 
frequency f and 0(f,t) is its instantaneous phase. T(f) is the tuning characteristic of the 
electronic circuit which will act to tailor the noise floor frequency distribution. Effectively 
VN(t) is the sum of a continuous set of uncorrelated oscillators weighted by the bandpass 
response of the system. Evaluation of the distribution of deviating voltages represented in 
equation 4.1 is extremely difficult using numerical techniques without knowledge of the 
noise floor distribution. Nonetheless, since noise content in a signal is often measured in 
terms of noise power within a given bandwidth it is instructive to represent Vn by a 
Gaussian distribution:
where Vm is the root mean square voltage obtained from the noise power appearing at the 
deflector plates and its variance, AVm^ taken as a fixed percentage of the mean. Hence the 
instantaneous drive signal applied to the deflector is given by the sum of the carrier and the 
deviating noise contribution such that:
Vs(t) = Im.[Vcexp{i(27tfot)) + VN(t)exp{i0}] -eq(4.3)
where 0 , the phase of the deviating integrated noise voltage, will be uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 27t. For a particular streak operation the deviating voltage is calculated by a 
Monte-Carlo method.
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The electron trajectory within the streak tube was calculated by the Runge-Kutta 
technique (§2.5) where the potential distribution of the Photochron IV was determined by a 
finite difference solution of the Laplace equation. The computational process and the 
various distribution functions used are summarised schematically in Fig.4.7.
Input pulse profile 
I(t) = I(^xp{-(t/At)^}
Runge-Kutta trajectory 
calculation
Electron-lens Deflectors
Photocathode
Electron distribution in 
energy and emergent angle 
N(e,0,0 ) = B (mji) F(0.0)
Deflection term Phosphor
Electron spatial 
density distribution 
N(x)
Figure 4.7 Schematic of calculation process used in computer model.
A Gaussian input optical pulse profile of duration 300 fs was assumed. The distribution 
of electron energies leaving the photocathode was modelled by a Beta function and the 
distribution in exit angles modelled by a Lambertian function giving uniform and cosine 
distribution for angles in the photocathode plane and normal respectively Again a 
Monte-Carlo technique was used to generate the initial values. For each streak the electron 
density distribution appearing at the deflectors was computed and the above expression 
representing the total deflection voltage was then mapped onto this distribution to generate a 
spatially varying electron density profile at the phosphor screen. The magnitude and phase 
of the deviating noise voltage was assumed not to vary as the electron distribution was 
deflected on the basis that the bandwidth of the deflection system would limit fluctuations 
to a few megahertz and consequently during the transit time of the electrons through the 
plates (-0.5 ns) any additional variation of the deviated deflection voltage would be 
minimal. Provision was made for a second term in the input pulse profile to represent jitter 
between the laser and the deflection signals. These calculations were then performed over a
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total of 104 streaks and an integrated spatial electron density profile N(x) was generated. 
With a knowledge of the streak velocity (0.65 x 10^ cms'l @ 15 Watts) N(x) was 
transformed into a temporal spread distribution from which the temporal resolution was 
deduced. This process was repeated for a range of noise powers.
A
I
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100 1108 0 9 03 0 4 0 6 0 7 05 0
Mean integrated noise relative to carrier (dBc)
Figure 4.8 Achievable temporal resolution as a function of integrated noise 
level with respect to carrier signal.
Figure 4.8 shows the expected temporal resolution as a function of integrated noise
level with respect to the carrier signal (201ogio(Vc/Vn)). Note that for noise levels below
80 dB with respect to the drive signal the achievable resolution is almost equal to the
theoretical tube limiting temporal resolution. Between 80dB and 70dB temporal response
begins to be degraded until at 60dB the available resolution is nearly 2 ps which exceeds
the limiting temporal resolution by a factor of more than three.
4.5  NOISE LEVELS IN PASSIVE AND ACTIVE SYNCHRONISATION SYSTEMS 
The actual integrated noise floor values for the two synchronisation systems was 
estimated by examining the 200 MHz drive component on a high resolution spectrum
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Figure 4.9 200 Mhz synchronisation signal before and after limiting obtained from passive system.
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Figure 4.11 a) Realtime and b) 1 ms shuttered streak images employing active synchronisation.
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analyser (HP70900). Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the 200 MHz components for the passive 
and active synchronisation systems respectively both before and after the limiter. It can be 
seen clearly that in the tunnel diode system the limiter has to remove a much lower sideband 
content and consequently the saturation effects discussed in §3.3 will be lessened compared 
to the passive circuitry. Typical integrated noise powers for the passive system were 
estimated to be 65dB below the carrier whereas for the active system this was improved to 
around 70dBc. These values would indicate, from the above calculation, temporal 
resolutions of 1.1 and 0.87 ps respectively for a shutter time of lOOps (10^ streaks). Actual 
values for the passive system with a 1 ms shutter time have been shown to be the same 
between 1.1 and 1.2 ps. When the active system was fully optimised realtime resolutions 
were consistently around 1.3 ps and when shuttered for 1 ms the resolution limit was as 
low as 0.93±.()1 ps (see figure 4.11) This is the best synchroscan temporal resolution ever 
reported and the experimental value is close to the above calculation.
dBm
C Ê N T Ë B l ' B G . B T r ê O Ô  MHz *HÜ 10.0 Hz "VO 10.0 Hz SPHN 1.000 kllT ST 30.00 aec
Figure 4.12 Close iii iioi.se content of 200 MHz Fourier component.
l ’he effect of shuttering is to remove the deviating effect of phase noise near (<lkl lz) to 
the 200 Mllz carrier, b’igure 4.12 shows a high resolution spectrum of the avalanche 
photodiode signal. Most of the noise is low frequency amplitude variations due to pump
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laser modulation and possibly some phase modulation due to dye jet turbulence. The M. 
intrinsic noise content of the diode detector itself is yet to be assessed.
4 .6  C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  f u t u r e  w o r k
The correlation of both experimental and theoretical data between synchroscan temporal 
resolution and noise content in the drive signal implies that all noise sources should be $
identified and removed or their effect minimised. The improvement in synchroscan #
performance using the tunnel diode in conjunction with the limiter is encouraging but |
operation is not simple or optimised. The dominant phase noise source is, in all likelihood, 
the avalanche photodiode, its cascade gain process being inherently noisy. Currently 
available GaAs photodiodes with risetimes of ~ 5-lOps deliver peak currents of order
1mA into 50fil for illumination with CPM laser pulses. Use of these input photodetectors as #Ithe initial switching current source and the construction of a resonant circuit employing a v|
tunnel diode with a lower peak point current (10mA-TD263B) should offer several I
advantages. The photodiode has excellent phase noise properties since no avalanche 
processes occur and charge transport only is involved. The extremely fast photodiode 
risetime coupled with the lower tunnel diode inductance (0.15 nH as opposed to 1.5 nH) 
reduces the amplitude-dependent trigger jitter and hence the whole circuit will be less |
susceptible to laser amplitude fluctuations and fundamental noise sources.
It follows that, with this circuitry development, a complete characterisation of noise 
sources in the laser and electronics is required. This can be achieved by detailed spectral 
analysis of mixed harmonics of the diode Fourier components with reference oscillators 
or Fourier analysis of high harmonics of pulse train spectra If it is possible to reduce 
the integrated noise power to 80dB below the carrier then, in theory at least, we should 
observe synchroscan temporal resolutions which are limited by the tube design (ie in the 
femtosecond regime) rather than the deflection electronics. Naturally as the tube designs 
improve this noise minimisation criterion must be made more rigorous. Conversely, once 
optimised the synchroscan system can be used to characterise and quantify noise content in 
other mode-locked laser sources and/or photodetectors. This will aid the design and
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development of low phase noise photodetectors which currently is of prime importance if i
short pulse high repetition rate laser sources are to be implemented in telecommunications 
and optical data processing applications. I
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CHAPTER 5. SOLin-STATE STREAK CAMERA READOUT SYSTEMS
5 .0  In t r o d u c t i o n
The full impact of Charge Coupled devices (CCD’s), as solid state image sensors, is 
only just beginning to manifest itself in the commercial world. Since their invention in the |  
early seventies 1^ ] CCDs have found many uses both as imaging devices and memory 
stores. With the advent of new large format, high pixel number area CCD’s in the not too 
distant future a new generation of imaging devices will appear. Computer interfacing of 
such devices, allied with sophisticated image processing has generated an enormous
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market. Predicted sales of imaging systems in the US industry alone by the early nineties "A
are in excess of £lbn with a growth rate of over 15 percent per annum Many 4
applications are in medicine, robotics, industrial processing, intelligent monitoring and 
telecommunications. Indeed even over the period of this research use of CCD's have 
become widespread in the field of high speed photography and photonics U,4] and 
particular interest has been shown in their use as alternative readout systems for ultrafast 
electron-optical imaging instruments such as streak cameras. CCD's have several distinct 
advantages over their vidicon counterparts including: no geometric distortion, uniform 
spatial resolution across the entire image area, large dynamic range and linear response, in 
addition to which they are physically compact.
Our research efforts have been primarily concerned with developing CCD readout 
systems for the recording of streak images where two approaches have been adopted. One 
has been the preliminary development of electron-sensitive photodiode/CCD arrays with 
both linear and circular formats for inclusion inside the vacuum envelope of a streak tube 
and thus dispensing with the tube phosphor and associated readout system. (This work 
was done in collaboration with C.Claeys and I.Debusschere at the Interunivestair Micro- 
Electronics Centrum (IMEC) in Belgium, who manufactured these devices). The other 
approach was related to the implementation of an area CCD array readout system for 
external readout of the streak image with a facility for subsequent digitisation and signal
/ j
processing. (This work was done with the aid of Professor R.Zhang and J.Wadc who 
designed and constructed much of the electronics.)
The impetus for this research effort was initially born from an European Space Agency 
project to build a space-borne laser ranging system [5], A streak camera based upon the 
Photochron UC picosecond image tube is intended to form a major sub-component of this 
instrument 1^ 1. The data from this camera will be read out via a CCD array designed to 
achieve an overall instrument time resolution of less than 6ps which is equivalent to a 
distance resolution of 1mm in free space. This chapter describes the operating principles of 
two separate area array CCDs image digitisation systems that have been constructed. The 
space project is described in outline (§6.0) and in greater detail in Appendix A. A detailed 
analysis of the main noise sources in CCD devices and a feasibility study for their use as 
readout device for laser ranging is given in a conference reprint in Appendix B. The design 
concept and prelimiiuuy evaluation of a pre-prototype internal readout system is the subject 
of the next chapter.
5.1  C h a r g e  c o u p l e d  d e v i c e s  -  a n  o v e r v i e w
As far as the use of CCDs for streak camera readout is concerned the pmameters that 
need to be considered are the solidstate sensor's responsivity, limiting spatial resolution, 
dynamic range and saturation level. Associated with this is the prerequisite ease of interface 
to data processing be it hardware or computer generated. However it is perhaps worthwhile 
to discuss the underlying structure and mechanism of readout of the CCD in order to 
explain the vaiious circuitries designed to run these devices and to enable an estimate to be 
made of a given CCD's expected performance.
5 .1 .1  P r i n c i p l e  a r r a y  t y p e s
There are three main types of commercially available area array imager all of which are 
designed with a compatibilty to the conventional 625/525 line TV technology. These array 
types are 1) inter-line transfer (ILT) arrays, 2) X-Y addressed (XY) arrays and 3) frame 
transfer (FT) arrays. Line-transfcr sytems are manufactured mainly by Fairchild and Sony
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and transfer photo-generated charge from pixels along shielded columns spaced between 
the active vertical photosensitive regions to a readout register clocked at TV line 
frequencies. X-Y addressed arrays usually store photogcnerated charge in MOS capacitor 
pairs and readout of the signal achieved by monitoring voltage changes on the capacitance 
of the X and Y addicss registers. Manufacturers include Hitachi and General Electric who 
use photodiode detectors with the MOS pairs (these ate called Charge Injection devices - 
ClDs). Frame transfer arrays integrate the image charge in one section of the device and 
then transfer the whole frame to a storage section which is then sequentially read out while 
the next frame is integrated in the image section. There are several manufacturers - EEV, 
RCA, Sanyo, Philips, Thomson-CSF, Tektronix and just recently Polaroid and Kodak. 
This device has the advantage that variable integration and slow clocking speeds can be 
used and offers the best resolution and sensitivity. ILT and XY tu’rays have poorer noise 
specifications compared to FT systems mainly due to a large fixed pattern noise 
contribution. For this reason the streak camera readout system that has been developed is 
built around an EEV FT array CCD chip, namely the P8602 i'^ i.
5.1.2 B a s i c  o p e r a t i n g  p r i n c i p l e s
An excellent review of the operating principles of CCD's has been given by Barbe 
CCD's in their simplest form are metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) structures as shown in 
figure 5.1. When a voltage is applied to the poly silicon/metal electrode of a MOS type 
capacitor band bending occurs at the Si-Si02 inteface. The effective voltage across the 
capacitor, Vg~Vfb is distributed between the semiconductor (s/c) (giving rise to band 
bending) and the SiO% (causing the 'tilt' in energy bands). Since, for this p-type 
semiconductor, Vg is negative the electron potential at the s/c-insulator interface is lower 
under the electrode than in the bulk of the s/c. Hence a potential well is formed in the 
conduction band of depth 0so which is the difference of the Fenni energies at the interface 
and in the bulk. Minority charge carriers can be collected and stored in these localised 
potential wells as a result of input diffusion, photogeneration or themial generation and this 
redistributes the potential across the capacitor as is also shown in figure 5.1. These charge
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packets can be transfered along the length of the structure (figure 5.2) by the movement of 
the potential wells using suitable adjustment of the voltages applied to the electrodes and
Insulator
Energy
Metal/ Polysilicon
Fermi
/
p-semiconductor
n
3 soI
Emptywell
Insulator Signal
Energy
r
TB
p-semiconductor
Partially Filled Well
Metal/ Polysilicon
Figure 5.1 Energy band diagrams for a MOS capacitor (surface channel)
then detected at the output by charging a capacitor and monitoring its voltage. In effect the 
CCD acts as an analogue shift register - indeed this was the principal idea behind their 
initial development until it was soon realised that they could also be used as imaging 
devices. The potential well depth 0go is controlled by gate voltage, doping density and
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oxide thickness and consequently two methods of channel confinement (channel stops) are 
available -  heavy doping implants and stepped oxide layers. Such techniques provide 
charge flow directionality in two phase CCD's and most kinds of area arrays. The problem 
of bloomings where signal charge from saturated wells spills over into adjacent cells, can 
also be suppressed by use of channel stops.
Incident Photon
electrons
1 Substrate
Polysilicon electrode 
{^Silicon dioxide 
Buried Channel
Figure 5.2 Section of a 3-phase CCD image sensor
Figure 5.2 differs in structure from the MOS capacitor represented in figure 5.1 in that 
a secondary layer of n-type silicon is formed between the oxide and p-type silicon. Such a 
buried channel device (bed) is the usual format for CCD's nowadays. This format has 
several advantages in that lower electrode voltages are required for charge confinement and 
charge transfer is not susceptible to surface state trapping (see §5.1.3). Its main 
disadvantage is that the full well capacity is approximately one order of magnitude lower at 
~5 X 10  ^electrons per cell as opposed to ~2 x 10  ^electrons for surface channel devices 
(scd). In general a CCD has three sections:
1) The input section - containing a diffusion acting as a source of minority charge 
carriers and whose potential can be varied, along with an input gate which can be turned on 
or off thereby controlling the flow of charge into the first potential well.
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2) The transfer section - containing a series of electrodes which control the potential at 
the Si-Si02 interface. By suitable adjustment of the electrode voltages the potential wells 
can be made to move towards the output and the charge packets will follow.
3) The output section - in principal a reversed biased p-n junction capacitance whose 
voltage is changed when a charge packet is transfered into it. Diode reset is achieved via a 
reset switch to prepare the diode for the next charge packet. The output diode is usually 
connected to an on-chip MOS amplifier.
02
t= t
Figure 5.3 Transfer of charge in CCD over one clocking period
Minority charge can enter a well either via the input diffusion or by the absorption of 
photons or thermal generation within a diffusion length of the potential wells. Assume that 
a charge distribution exists as shown in figure 5.3. For a device with planar oxide and
I
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uniform substrate doping, three sets of voltages or phases are required to transfer this 
charge - one phase to maintain a potential barrier behind the chtu-ge packet, one phase to 
maintain the potential well in which the charge resides and the other pluise to provide a 
deeper well in front of the charge packet into which the charge will flow. Figure 5.3 also 
shows the clocking wavefonn diagram. At t = tj charge resides under the 0^ electrodes. At 
t = t2 the potential on 02  is made positive forming wells under these electrodes and charge 
then flows from the 0|Well into the 02 well. At t = t^  the potential at the 0 j electrode is 
reduced to a lower value and the remaining charge is "pushed" into the 02 wells. This 
sequence is repeated such that the charge disUibution moves from one cell to tlie next every - 
clœk period. Hence the clock rate is equal to the data rate.
Since the charge packets follow the movement of the potential wells which are in turn 
controlled by external voltages, by the construction of suitable electrode configurations, 
charge transfer may be achieved in two dimensions. The device can have multiple inputs 
and non-destructive outputs. It is an inherently low power device, requiring relatively low 
voltages for operation (0^ < 25 V) and has a high packing density. As a result it is ideally 
suited for many imaging applications.
5.1.3 C lIA lU ïlî TRANSFER MECHANISMS
Charge transfer has two contributors namely drift and diffusion. However in well • 
designed CCD's drift processes are dominant in the transfer of charge from well to well - 
diffusion being minimised by suitable use of channel stops etc. Drift current has two 
components: 1) Self induced drift - caused by the electric field due to a non-uniform 
distribution of electrons under two equipotential electiodes and 2) Fringe field drift - caused 
by the electric field between two electrodes of differing potentials.
In general self induced drift is the dominant process at the onset of charge transfer , 
whereas during the final part fringe field drift becomes important. Buried channel devices 
with n-type channel thicknesses >5f.im can achieve very short charge transfer times 
compared to surface channel devices. The reason for this is that for the scd the surface 
potential in the p-type semiconductor is determined almost solely by the electrode voltage
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above it and influenced little by neighbouring electrodes except at its extreme edge. For bed 
formats the minimum potential is relatively far from the electrode plane and the potential 
under a given electrode is affected by adjacent electrodes. Hence during clocking the 
potential profile will have a greater degree of slope and the fringe field is larger in bed 
fromats with a consequent faster transfer time compared to scds. In practice clocking .4
speeds are usually limited by RC time constants of area array electrode structures in buried #
channel formats. For the particular case of the P8602 M frame transfer speeds up to 4MHz 
have been achieved.
A further disadvantage of scd formats over bed, which limits the efficiency of charge 
transfer, is trapping at the Si-Si02 interface. The emission time of such interface states of 
energy Ej is proportional to exp[(E(.-E[)/kT]. Whether a state contributes to charge transfer f
inefficiency depends on its emission time relative to the clock frequency f^ . States near the I
conduction band edge rapidly emit trapped electrons after the charge transfer process has 
begun and so these electrons can rejoin the main charge packet, ie) traps with emission 
times «  1/fg do not effect transfer efficiency. States having emission times »  l/f^ 
likewise do not effect charge transfer on a steady state basis as they result in almost 
permanent trapping. Transfer efficiency is effected predominantly by intermediate states 
(with emission times « l/f^) which trap electrons from one packet and emit them into a 
trailing packet
Transfer inefficiency due to interface trapping can be offset to a certain extent by filling 
each well to a certain level - about 10 to 20 percent of saturation. This bias charge is often ^
denoted by the teimfat zero and it helps to keep the interface trapping states under the gates 
filled so that they do not trap signal charge. Each charge packet receives approximately the |  
same number of electrons from the proceeding packet that it loses to the trailing packet. 
Interface states at the edges of the elctrodes however are not covered by the fat zero charge 
since the potential well wall is not vertical. The reduction in offset of the fat zero charge in 
these regions is called the edge effect.
A  typical curve of transfer inefficiency, e verses clock frequency has two regions. At 
low frequencies e is limited by trapping processes and is nearly independent of fç, whereas
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at high frequencies e is limited by free charge transfer processes - electron mobility etc, and 
increases sharply with f .^ Trapping processes are also present in bed in the bulk of the 
device but their contribution towards e is much smaller than the above interface trapping 
and fat zero offsetting is not required.
The effect of transfer inefficiency is to smear the signal charge being clocked out and, 
since it is a cummulative effect, is only important for large format CCD’s.
5.2 T h e  P8602 a r e a  a r r a y
The CCD imager we have employed in the external streak camera readout system is the 
EEV P8602 area array which offers high sensitivity (pixel saturation at video rates of 3 lux 
which is more than three times the sensitivity of any known alternative commercial device). 
It also has good spatial resolution (23 Ip/mm) having 288 x 385 active elements, pixel 
dimensions being 22 |i,m square. The active area of the chip is 8.5 x 6.4 mm. The device is
10,
102
103   Image section
S 0 ,
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S 0 ,
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Output . Line readout section
A A A
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Figure 5.4 Schematic of Frame Transfer Area Array
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widely used in astronomy at both room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Chips arc 
available with half or full frame active windows, fibreoptic coupling blocks and pel tier 
coolers. A schematic of the chip structure is shown above in figure 5.4. Three different sets 
of clocking wavefonns are required for its operation which are applied to the image, store 
and readout sections (designated 10, S0, and R0 repectively). In half frame operation the 
store and readout sections are masked off from incident light. During image integration the 
previous frame is readout line by line from the storage section to the line readout section 
which sequentially transfers the signal charge of each pixel to the on-chip amplifier which 
converts the signal into a voltage modulated video signal. In fact the CCD chip has two 
outputs a signal output from the line readout section and a dummy output which has no 
signal content. Differential amplification of these two outputs effectively removes the 
clocking waveform from the signal. Once the stored frame is readout the integrated frame 
from the image section is quickly transfered to the storage region and the whole process is 
repeated. Fast transfer is imperative to prevent the pick up of spurious signal from the 
incident illumination still present on the CCD.
TV systems usually display the detected image using a odd/even frame interlace 
technique. This can be accommodated for in a 3-phase CCD chip by adopting pseudo- 
intefiacing where between alternate frames the centfal cell position is moved down the chip 
by a single electrode spacing (ie a third of the pixel length). Thus an odd and even frame is 
generated every two frame scans compatible for video interlacing and the verical spatial 
resolution of the chip is effectively doubled.
Two imaging systems iiave been constructed for interfacing to 12-bit and 8-bit video 
digitising systems (figures 5.5a and b respectively); each will be discussed in turn.
5 .3  1 2 -u it  d i g i t i s a t i o n  s y s t e m
5.3.1 CCD DRIVER AND DIGHISATION UNIT
The first system constructed is represented schematically in figure 5.6. All timing for 
clocking waveforms is derived from a 24 MHz crystal oscilliator and the circuitry can be 
run at 8, 4, 2, 1 and 0.5 MHz pixel clocking rates (8 MHz being the normal video rate).
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4Figure 5.5a) (upper) 12-Bit CCD readout system with sensing head fibre- optically coupled to Photochron IV streak camera phosphor and b) (lower) 
8-Bit imaging system showing camera head and framestore.
The drive circuitry is very similar to the circuitry found in the EEV P4310 camera with 
slight modifications to enable slow clocking to be performed. Variable video gain was 
provided at the capacitively coupled output and the signal was sent in part to a video driver 
for monitor display and to a sample-&-hold amplifier before being input to the 12 bit A-to- 
D converter. The CCD chip was mounted separately from the driver unit as small stand 
alone detecting head. By this means various P8602 CCD arrays could undergo evaluation 
and in particular streak images could be recorded employing either lens or fibre-optic 
coupling.
Transfer .frequencyselection g Adjust
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Video ▼ Signal
384(pixel/line) General purpose computer with graphics
12 Bit
A / D
Digital Port V
12
FrameStore
iiiiiii
E M ]  ^ semi-realtime stored 
single shot
TVmonitor
Oscilloscope
TLine Catcher
Figure 5.6 Block diagram  of 12-bit image digitisation system 
To achieve CCD image digitisation requires a fast data conversion rate coupled with a 
facility for dumping the digitised data into a large block of memory, often termed a frame 
store. The frame store is necessary since currently available computers have insufficient 
speed to read in the image information at the data conversion rate of the A-to-D. In other 
words the bottleneck in data transmission is at the input port of the computer. This situation 
is changing with the appearance of 32-bit processor computers, SCSI based I/O ports and 
16/32 bit DMA cards, but cost is still prohibitive for most laboratory based applications.
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To digilisc a full frame (288x385 pixels) to 12-bit precision in a time sufficiently short 
before pixels become swamped by dark current (§5.6) requires a conversion rate of better 
than 1 Mllz at room temperature. A review of the available converters was first made and 
this is summarised in table 5.1. The A-to-D purchased was the HAS 1201, a hybrid device 
manufactured by Analog Devices which has maximum conversion rate of 1.1 MHz. Input 
fsd voltages are 5 or 10 V and outputs are IT L  compatible. The circuitry built around the 
device allowed two digitisation modes where either 256 or 385 pixels per line were 
digitised. This facility was provided since external memory size was initially limited but 
this was soon overcome with the availability of high density dynamic RAM memory chips. 
Once enabled by the frame store or readout device the digitisation circuit would wait for the 
next TV field before conversion commences and then signals the start and finish of a line 
digitisation by the toggling of a status line. A variable DC offset voltage can be applied to 
the input signal for masking dark current levels. The digital output is presented to the rest 
of the readout system via a buffered 25-way D-type port.
Table 5.1 Fast 12 bit A-to-D converters available
Maanufacturer /  serial no. Type and output Speed
compatibility (MHz)
Analog Devices:
MOD 1205 Modulo-TTL 5
CAV 1220 Module ~ ECL 20
CAV 1202 M odule-TfL 2
HAS 1201 Hybrid-TTL 1.1
HAS 1202 H ybrid-T fL 0.6
Burr Brown:
AD 600 Hybrid-ECL 10
Micro Network:
MN 5247 Monolithic-TfL 2
MN 52245A Monolithic-TfL 1
I
5.3.2 12-IUT FRAME STORE AND COMPUTER CONTROL INTERFACE
The complete frame 385 x 288 12-bit data is transfered to 256 KBytes of dynamic 
RAM at the 1 MHz rate. 'Fhe data is stored in two parts - an 8-bit word representing the
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eight most significant numbers of the data and the lower numbers are recorded as 4-bit 
information. The memory buffer is interfaced to a 8 MHz IBM AT clone (ITS X86) via 
three 8 bit input/ouput ports (Intel 8255 I/O card). The computer graphics driver is an EGA §
high resolution card giving a two page display of 640 x 350 pixels and 16 colours, this is |
j;adequate for most graphical display of the stored data. Programs were written in Turbo 
Pascal (version 4.0). Frame transfer and subsequent analysis is controlled from the 
keyboard by a series of single keystrokes selected from a menu. Total access time for 
digitisation of a full frame, transfer to buffer and then to computer RAM is around 6 
seconds. The 1 Megabyte of computer RAM can allow several frames to be stored and 
manipulated at once. A series of graphics procedures are included to display the image data 
including a colour pixel map which displayed the intensity level of each pixel using a 16 
level pseudo gray scale and a three dimensional plotting program which displays the 
intensity values in the horizontal and vertical directions as is shown in figure 5.7. The data 
shown, a two dimensional sine function, was generated in the computer for testing 
purposes. Stored frames can be dumped onto hard disc and read back. Full cursor control 
is provided in both display modes to allow the selection of single vertical or horizontal lines
?and the subsequent plotting of intensity versus position (figure 5.7c). I
5 .3 .3  VIDEO LINE CATCHER •
A very compact video line-catcher was also built as a useful complement to the CCD |
driver and digitiser. This device has two 8 Kbyte memory chips and a 12-bit D/A converter 
allowing the access of a total of 16 TV lines in the 384x12-bit data format to be displayed 
on a simple oscilloscope and hard-copied on a chart recorder. The starting line number in a |
frame and the line spacing between adjacent lines to be caught can be selected 
independently thus allowing all parts of the CCD image area to be accessed.
There are several facilities provided by the line-catcher. Firstly, when combined with 
the CCD driver and A/D converter, it represents a compact 2-dimensional readout system 
which does not require any peripheral frame store or computer for graphical display. 
Secondly, even if a frame store and computer are available, use of the semi-realtime
i  F f a n e s t o r e  i n p u t  
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Figure 5.7 Demonstration of graphical software with com puter generated sine function in tensity  p a tte rn : (upper) Pseudo-grey scale, (middle) 
intensity vs X-Y and (lower) intensity cross-section.
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function of the line-catcher, which constantly updates the displayed video line on the 
scope, allows optimisation of CCD video gain and D.C. offsets on the A/D converter to 
ensure that the dynamic range of the CCD lies within the voltage range of the converter.
Thirdly, this device represents an excellent trouble-shooting system which permits rapid 
fault-finding in the readout system and this is particularly important in the case of a 
relatively complex CCD driver/frame-stor^computer configuration.
5.4 8-B i t  i m a g i n g  s y s t e m
5.4.1 C a m e r a  h e a d
The CCD detecting head and waveform driver developed above was simplified and 
made into a self contained unit requiring only low power DC voltage supplies. Again the â
output is provided with high, adjustable video gain and gives a standard 8 MHz video 
output. Only one clocking speed is available since it was intended to employ a fast video 8- 
bit A-to-D converter. The array is lens coupled to the streak tube by a /0 .7  50 mm lens 
(Fujimoto 44546).
5.4.2 F r a m e s t o r e
The video signal from the CCD camera head is digitised into 8 bit words and stored in a 
256 kbyte static RAM frame store. The system at present provides, via a D/A converter, a " 
video picture of the stored frame on a TV monitor and this image is up dated at video rates.
The digitised frame can be transfered to the IBM computer via the 8255 port as before but 
with the added advantage that processed image data could then be sent back to the image 
store for true 256 gray level display. This frame store coupled with a CCD camera proved 
to be very useful in other applications including monitoring the linewidth of a DFB dye 
laser and use as a star tracking facility in the astronomy department. The trace showing the 
effect of RF drive signal coupling into the streak camera mesh (§4.2) was recorded with 
this system.
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5.5 S y s t e m  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u t i o n
5 .5 .1  P 8 6 0 2  CCD RESOLUTION ■J
The P8602 chip was illuminated with a standard resolution chart in order to ascertain its f
limiting spatial resolution and to compare this with its specification and thereby check the 
CCD driver performance. Operating at 8 MHz normal video rates the image displayed by I
ithe 12-bit system CCD driver on a TV monitor indicated resolution was lost above 23 f
Ip/mm. On digitisation at 1 MHz rates the images were obtained in which the test chart was |
projected both horizontally and vertically (Figure 5.8a shows the horizontal example). %
Analysis of the modulation depths of a single line intensity distribution from each of these ;||
images (figure 5.8b) allowed the Modulation Transfer Functions (MTF) of the CCD chip to %
be generated as shown in figure 5.9. The pixel size in both horizontal and vertical 
directions is 22 jam and thus the pixel line spacing is 45 Ip/mm. Consequently §
unambiguous resolution is lost above half this spatial frequency (Nyquist sampling 
theorem) and the image is further degraded by aliasing effects. The agreement between 4
predicted and observed spatial resolution and the near identical MTF functions between 
horizontal and vertical directions shows that clocking waveforms are adequate, transfer 
efficiency is high and minimal vertical image smearing is prevalent. The latter is not a 
problem in the horizontal direction because of the presence of channel stops. The vertical 
resolution can be increased by a factor of 2 using pseudo-interlacing (§5.2).
5 .6  DEVICE SENSITIVITY
The chip was illuminated with a Helium Neon laser to a measure its sensitivity and 
check the linearity of its response. Data was measured for different input intensities 
employing various ND filters and the beam spot size estimated from the CCD digitised 
image. It should be pointed out that the chip was found to be extremely sensitive; 
employing a 2.2 mW HeNe with a 1mm spot size required initially over a 10  ^reduction in |
intensity before the CCD was just under saturation @ IMHz clocking rate. All 
measurements are for 633 nm light and the estimated error in these values is approximately 
5% allowing for ND filter value tolerances. The measured system sensitivity was found to 
be 10.8 V/pW/cm^ at IMhz clocking rates, which indicates a saturation energy density of
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Figure 5.8a) (upper) digitised image from P8602 CCD illum inated by USAF resolution chart and b) (lower) intensity cross section across central
region.
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Figure 5.9 a) Modulation transfer functions of CCD imaging system in a) 
horizontal and b) vertical directions.
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0.71 |iJ/cm2 or 0.34 pJ per pixel (assuming a 22 pm square active area). Taking the pixel 
capacity to be 3x10^ electrons the quantum efficiency of the device is calculated to be 28%; 
this value is lower than the specification (36%) at this wavelength and may be due to the 
fact that a set up grade CCD was used for these tests. Figure 5.10 shows the system 
response as function of intensity.
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Figure 5.10 System response as a function o f incident intensity
The average noise floor of the system can be offset by a DC voltage and set at 20 mV 
for this particular measurement and in reality the dark current level is ~ 100 mV. The actual 
noise level is defined not by absolute dark current value but by pixel to pixel variation in 
this value due slight differences in pixel size -  so called fixed pattern noise. This is 
discussed further below.
5.7 CCD NOISE
A detailed analysis of CCD noise sources is provided in Appendix B. Three main noise 
contributions are present:
(i) dark current -  random fluctuations in the thermally generated electrons signal level,
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(ii) fixed pattern noise -  fluctuations in dark current due to small geometric differences 
in pixel size, channel depth etc, and
(iii) reset noise -  uncertainty developed in reset voltage level of output gate due to J'Ï
■ 4-Johnson noise in transistor leading to noise transfered to the pixel signal.
For low frequency scan operation (< 10 kHz) 1/f noise in the output transistor is f
dominant When the CCD is at a pixel transfer frequency of 1 MHz or below, dark 
current can also lead to serious limitations. In a video field output period the image section 
of the CCD is integrating image charge while the storage section transfers the previously 
stored field line by line into the output register. Dark current is also being accumulated in 
the storage section during this period and the slower the transfer frequency, the larger the 
dark current will become. Two problems therefore arise. Firstly, dark current levels in lines
which are clocked out later are higher than those which appear earlier but, since this noise
:variance is fixed-pattem in nature, it can be removed by background subtraction or data |
processing. Secondly, there is a certain amount of dark current remaining in the storage 
section at the end of each field output. During fast vertical frame transfer where the 
integrated image frame is put into the storage section, this dark current is clocked into the 
output register. For normal clocking rates the output register capacitance is sufficient to 
accommodate this charge and it is only necessary to transfer this line out before 
commencing the next field output. However, when the transfer frequency becomes slower, 
the storage section dark current is large enough to saturate the output register and spill ovér 
into several adjacent storage section lines. This causes blooming to appear at the top 
extreme of the monitor screen. A solution to this is to run the output register continuously 
during vertical frame transfer thus clocking out any accumulated storage section dark 
current and preventing build-up in the output register. Implementation of this solved the 
problem even at transfer frequencies as low as 0.5 MHz.
The dark current mean voltage level as a function of line number for a transfer 
frequency of 1 MHz is shown in figure 5.11. As can be expected the mean noise level 
increases linearly with line number since lines further up the CCD array take longer to be ; j 
clocked out and thus the dark current integration time is increased. This problem in slow ;s
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scan operation can be reduced by cooling the chip. For approximately every ten degrees 
cooling of the CCD the dark current level is reduced by a factor of two (see Appendix B)
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Figure 5.11 Mean dark level as a function of CCD line number
and thus if the full 12-bit digitisation is to be usefully realised future detector heads will 
require peltier cooling devices. The measured noise variation (fixed pattern and reset noise) 
of -10 mV p-p associated with the complete readout system is quite reasonable in view of 
the fullscale output of 5V. This noise level is equivalent to 600 electrons and gives a 
dynamic range (at room temperature) of -500. Other noise sources eg) reset noise will be 
removed at a later date employing double correlated sampling techniques
5.8 S t r e a k  i m a g e  r e a d o u t
The CCD was fibre optically coupled to the Photochron IV streak camera phosphor 
(Figure 5.5) with only a small degradation of resolution, achieving a static limiting 
resolution of 42 Ip/mm measured at the photocathode. For lens coupling with a / 0 .7/50 
mm lens operated with X3 magnification no loss of resolution was detected for/stops
Ï
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greater than 5.4, but less than this lens distortion was noticeable at the edge of the image. 
Although fibre-optic coupling offers a compact readout system with good coupling 
efficiency (35%) the lack of image magnification implies only a very few pixel elements 
across one resolution element of the camera and thus it is of little use for picosecond streak 
events. Lens coupling is much more convenient in this respect.
Figure 5.12 shows a streak image recorded on the Photochron IV streak camera using 
the 8-bit image digitisation system. This result was taken after the mesh and photocathode 
had been decoupled from RF influences (§4.2). Experimentation using the CCD imaging 
systems during synchroscan operation was also somewhat limited due to RF inteference 
effects from the 20W synchroscan drive signal. To reduce this problem it will be necessary 
to house the CCD within a well shielded container and to reduce RF emission from the 
streak camera. A second more serious problem was that the CCD sensitivity was measured 
to be 250 times less sensitive than the SIT vidicon detector and consequently signal levels 
were small. However with low noise peltier cooled detector this lack of sensitivity can be 
offset by provision of high gain at the output
1 ^ 1 0  p s - ^
1.9 ps
« iJVUJklljAJ iLiXaL jr^
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Figure 5.12 Recorded streak image from Photochron IV streak camera
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5.9 Co n c l u s io n s
A two dimensional image readout system has been developed which has involved the 
successful interfacing of a P8602 CCD detector to a host computer via an 8-bit and 12-bit 
framestore system. The possible applications of this sytem extend beyond the initial |
requirement of streak camera operation and include framing camera readout and a new 
interest in molecular structure diagnostics using X-ray diffraction techniques.
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CHAPTER 6; PHOTOCHRON IIC STREAK CAMERA WITH ELECTRON  
SENSTTTVE PH O T O D IO D E  /  CCD READOUT - P R E L I M I N A R Y  I 
INVESTIGATIONS 1
I
6.0 I n t r o d u c t i o n
As mentioned in the previous chapter much of the CCD research has been concerned 
with a specific project for spacebome laser ranging using an adapted Photochron II (see 4  
§2.3) streak tube as an integral part of the measuring system. Precise measurement of the 
separation between a satellite and selected ground-based retroreflectors can facilitate the 
remote monitoring of geodynamic processes on the earth's surface. An elegant technique 
for the determination of these straight line distances uses a laser, emitting picosecond 
pulses at a pulse repetition frequency of the order of lOHz, in conjunction with a detector 
capable of accurately measuring the pulse round trip time between the satellite and the 
ground-based retroreflectors. A correction factor is required for the pulse retardation due to 
atmospheric refraction and this can be estimated using data obtained from of the laser, 
emitting short pulses on two different wavelengths, combined with a theoretical model for 
the atmosphere. The general concept of precise two-colour spacebome laser ranging is well 
established and is based on the use of a circular-scan streak tube to obtain the fraction of
the final count period of a counter, triggered at the emission time of the laser pulse and 
stopped by the reflected pulse. Effectively the streak camera is operating as a vernier 
measuring system complementary to the low precision coarse 'period' counter. Other 
possible applications for this type of system include monitoring coastline erosion and 
ranging of large space structures.
The existing experimental circular-scan streak camera, the Photochron EC [2] 
incorporates a microchannel plate (MCP) intensification stage and the streak images are 
recorded from its phosphor screen via photographic film and subsequent 
microdensitometry. It was recognised, however, that for a spacebome application it would 
be essential to use a readout, such as a CCD -  either extemaUy or internally, which has 
inherent mggedness, small size and low power requirements.
no
6.1 I m a g e  t u b e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n
The basic electrode configuration of the Photochron IIC streak tube is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 6.1a. For this particular application the two pairs of orthogonally 
oriented deflection plates are supplied with 300MHz voltage sinusoids in phase quadrature 
to give a circular sweep of diameter 30mm. The Photochron IIC camera has 
demonstrated a temporal resolution of 6 ps. In laboratory experiments performed to date the 
available input signal intensity has not been limited and so the signal-to-noise ratio and 
overall detection sensitivity of the tube have not been fully evaluated or optimised. In a 
spacebome application these parameters are of prime importance. One possible approach, 
currently being investigated, that should provide improved signal detection is to dispense
(a )
H A /
ibre-optic faceplate
\Metal / Ceramic 
Chassis
MCPIntensifier Phosphor 
Screen
Electron sensitive circular 
photodiode/CCD array
. Monitoring Phosphor
(b)
Streak image signal
Figure 6.1 (a) Photochron IIC circular streak tube and (b) modified back assembly for internal CCD readout
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with the MCP, phosphor, and associated optics and incorporate a direct readout system in «
'4the form of an electron sensitive circular photodiode/CCD array mounted within the |
vacuum envelope of the tube. For effective use in the laser ranging application the readout -4
system (Figure 6.1b) must satisfy the high sensitivity requirements and have sufficient 
spatial resolution to reliably match the performance of the Photochron EC. These features §
along with pertinent details of the readout system are discussed below.
6.2  R e a d o u t  f o r m a t
Several possible CCD readout formats were considered, each having relative |
advantages and disadvantages. Of these, (i) a circular CCD array, (ii) an internal area CCD 
array, and (iii) a circular CCD/diode array have been compared.
6 .2 .1  CCD CIRCULAR ARRAY 
Using MOS capacitors as sensing elements for electrons has the advantage that the
readout of the signal can be effected by transfer of charge around the circular array to the : |
output. The loss incurred at the gate oxide and electrodes of the MOS device, however, 
make front-side electron sensing impractical. There is also the problem of radiation damage 4
where impinging electrons create trapping centres in the oxide layer which will seriously 
degrade the characteristics of the sensor with respect to charge capacity and dark current.
Using backside irradiation M, the device must be precisely thinned because the signal 
electrons, incident on the rear of the device, generate electrons within the bulk silicon 
which diffuse to, and are collected in the pixel potential wells. An array of too great 
thickness would therefore have poor efficiency due to recombination losses.
6 .2 .2  CCD AREA ARRAY 
An internal area CCD would have the advantage that there would be no registration
problems of the circular electron beam on the active area of the detector. Also the large 
circle diameter would necessitate use of a large format area CCD which is costly and 
inefficient in terms of clocking requirements since large regions of the device will contain 
no signal of interest. Furthermore the need for backside irradiation and the consequent 
uniform thinning of the rear of the device is difficult to achieve for large area formats.
■
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6 .2 .3  c c d / d i o d e  a r r a y
Most attempts at including internal solid-state readout systems in streak tubes have 
adopted commercially available CCDs and modified their design accordingly but with 
marginal success. It was recognised that in order to develop such an internal readout 
system requires a specialist design customised to streak camera operation and processing.
With this in mind researchers at Interunivestair Micro-Electronics Centrum (IMEC) in 
Leuven, in collaboration with St. Andrews University, designed a circular 
photodiode/CCD array which was tailored to streak camera needs. The configuration
avoided the problems already mentioned as it uses a photodiode as the sensing element and |
Ia CCD as a shift register to read out the resulting charge. Photodiodes as electron sensors 
have the advantage over MOS capacitors in that they have superior detection efficiency and 
are less susceptible to electron damage. Each diode is covered with a thin oxide layer which |
absorbs only a small amount of the electron energy and has no electrical function. The 
separation of the sensing and transfer operations also improves manufacturing yield since 
two output shift registers can be provided, one on each side of the sensor, and either the 
inner or the outer register can be used for readout. Some redundancy can therefore be 
introduced without increased fabrication difficulties. i
Improved yield can also be achieved by subdividing the circular array into small 
sections and this technique has the additional advantage that it avoids some of the transfer 
loss. A buried channel CCD has a typical transfer loss of 2 x 1 per transfer and therefore 
about 20% of the charge would be lost if it had to be transferred along the complete circle 
of 3600 elements. Subdividing the readout arrays into 8 sectors each of 450 cells will 
reduce the transfer loss to -5%. The device was denoted a self-scanning circular electron 4 !
detector array (SSCEDA) and is discussed in detail below. I
6.3 D e s i g n  f e a t u r e s  o f  t h e  SSCED A
The sensing elements of the array are required to detect single photoelectrons with 
energies of 1 IkeV (Appendix B and reference This generates two design criteria (i) the 
relatively low energy of the electrons implies there must be minimal energy loss through the . »
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surface protective oxide layer of the sensor ie. this must be as thin as possible, and (ii) 
since only a few (~5) photoelectrons are expected per streak event during space borne laser 
ranging the whole of the sensor surface must be active, ie. there can be no oxide isolation 
between pixels which would mask on average 20% of the sensor area. The sensing element 
adopted which meets these design constraints is the depletion-isolated sensor (DEPLI 
sensor) which was originally developed at the ESAT laboratories in Belgium M.
26 |im pixel width
30nm Nitride layer lOOnm Oxide insulator
PotentialHamerheight
substrate
Figure 6.2 Cross-section of DEPLI electron sensor 
6 .3 .1  T h e  DEPLI SENSOR
A schematic of this type of sensor is shown in figure 6.2. The sensors essentially 
consist of photodiodes of width 26 pm and radial dimension 500 pm. The large radial 
extent is necessary to allow for registration of the circular streak trace if slight ellipticity is 
present in the drive signal t3] and assumes that the signal electrons will fall within a 
segment with a Gaussian distribution with a deviation of ~ 50 pm. Between each diode 
there is a 4 pm insulating region of low-concentration substrate material. A suitable doping 
concentration, Na at the silicon suraface is -6  x 10^  ^cm‘3, the photodiode concentration, 
Nd being ~3 x 10^  ^cm’3. For normal operation the region between two diodes is entirely 
depleted by reverse biasing. Thus the isolation between sensors is performed by the 
potential barrier which is built up in this depletion region and the pixel boundary will lie at 
the minimum of this potential barrier. A thin, 30 nm nitride layer is deposited on a
114
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protective oxide layer yielding a uniform insulator thickness of 130 nm. Impinging signal 
electrons will lose approximately 1.5 keV of their energy in transit through this insulating 
layer and will penetrate -0.7 pm into the silicon substrate generating -2500 electon hole |
pairs per incident electron From the noise analysis detailed in Appendix B the signal 
charge thus accummulated in the photodiode pixel will be sufficient for single photoelectron 
detection under these conditions.
6.3.2  C i r c u l a r  a r r a y  s t r u c t u r e  4
The DEPLI sensors were configured around a circle of radius 15 mm and were divided 
into eight sectors. Surrounding this anulus were a series of CCD shift registers, eight 
inside and the same number outside the circular array (see figure 6.3a and b). Between each 
CCD cell and DEPLI sensor pixel a transition structure consisting of a small buried channel 
shift register was constructed perpendicular to the readout registers. Input structures were 
provided on each CCD array to allow functional testing and provision of a fat zero if Ç
required. To limit transfer noise the width of the shift register was made as narrow as 
possible. Two output structures were provided, a standard output diode connected to an 
on-chip double source follower (DSF) and an additional operational amplifier with a 
feedback capacitance which could be connected to the DSF off-chip. The second 
configuration would give an output voltage of -0.2V for 2500 signal electrons whereas the 
single DSF device will only give 20 mV. Because it was uncertain whether the 'op-amp* 
configuration would be stable due to the extremely small feedback capacitance both output . :}
systems were constructed and the op-amp system suitability tested after processing. ^
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6.3.3 SSCEDA MOUNTING SUBSTRATE i
The design of a mounting substrate for such a complex structure as the above SSCEDA j
1was a non-trivial exercise. Certain requirements had to be met by IMEC in that for i’''iinclusion of the device into a Photochron EC the number of feedthrough contacts that had ^1to be made was limited to around thirty, the substrate must be of a tube compatible material ',
eg. ceramic and its dimension should be a small as possible. The format that was designed 1
  , _  , .^vs1
DEPLI Sensor array
CCD Output Shift Registers
Figure 6.3 Schematic (above) and photograph (below) of SSCEDA sensor 
and readout structure
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at IMEC consisted of an octagonal ceramic tile with a 6-level glaze process to provide all 
required bonding pads both external and on-chip. The thick film substrate is shown in 
figure 6.4 and a schematic of the conductors and inter-level vias shown in figure 6.5.
IMEC
Figure 6.4 Photograph of thick-film ceramic SSCEDA substrate
F (P IP IT [P *
xmc
JcflcDcflcO
if S' 1
Figure 6.5 Schematic of conductor bonding configuration
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The minimum width and spacing of the conductors is 250 pm and were made from gold |
paste. On the substrate 256 bonding pads were provided but only 128 will be used since 
there is a redundancy factor of 2 in the shift registers. If the op-amp output system is 
chosen then the total number of tube feedthroughs required will be 30; for the single DSF i
output either 23 or 30 feedthroughs will be required depending on whether 8 separate or §
one single pin is provided for the reset transistor source voltage.
6.4 T u b e  C o n s t r u c t i o n
It is proposed that the tube will be of the metal and ceramic construction in order to 
benefit from the improved manufacturing tolerances and ruggedness that this technique has 
to offer. The tube design will be very similar to the original Photochron EC structure but 
the MCP will be removed and a separate SSCEDA back assembly fitted. This structure 
must include the following aspects (i) vacuum-compatible mechanical support and electrical 
feedthroughs for SSCEDA, (ii) window access to a 10 mm diameter phosphor screen and
(iii) compatibility of subunit to suitable cooling schemes for noise-floor suppression.
A suggested structural design of the CSST-SSCEDA subunit is illustrated in figure 6.6.
This is based on the IMEC SSCEDA thick film substrate format that has already been 
described. The approach here has been to devise a vacuum-compatible ceramic annular 
interface such that the already-designed SSCEDA can be attached to a prefabricated 
subsection of the streak tube. Electrical interconnects would then be made between the 
diode array and the tube feedthroughs. The central circular section of the SSCEDA 
substrate will be removed by laser to allow electron signal to be incident on a rear end 
phosphor screen for focussing and/or low amplitude scan appraisals.
Because this suggested construction differs substantially from what had been envisaged 
initially, it may be that an alternative design will be more practical in the first instance. For 
this scheme, (see figure 6.7), the feature of electrical feedthrough pins on the output end of 
the streak tube are retained together with the possibility of adapting the technology so that a 
small phosphor screen can be incorporated.
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Figure 6.6 Modular SCCEDA mounting system.
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Figure 6.7 Pin feed-through mounting system.
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6.5 TUBE PROCESSING COMPATIBILITY TESTS
6.5.1 BAKEOUT CONSIDERATIONS
It was recognised that some further optimisation of the tube processing procedures 
would be required. The sustained high bake-out temperatures that are normally necessary 
during processing could cause damage to an internally mounted CCD and slight impurity 
contamination from cathode materials may impair performance. Some research has been 
reported i l^ in this field, but it should be noted that in this particular case small image 
intensifier tubes were processed at a reduced temperature of 275®C which is a lower 
temperature than that normally used when manufacturing the Photochron series of tubes. 
These lower bake-out temperatures would have serious photocathode lifetime implications. 
The so called bake-out procedures involve tlie heating of the image tube through a number 
of temperature cycles while maintaining a high vacuum condition. As a result the electrodes 
and tube body are progressively out-gassed and effectively passivated. This means that 
gocxi electrical insulation and low piiotocathode contamination levels are ensured. A typical 
bake-out cycle is illustrated in figure 6.8. In some instances the appropriate vacuum 
conditions can only be achieved by applying a longer bake with perhaps temperature 
excursions that exceed 400«C.
400
20
TIME (Hours)
Figure 6.8 Streak tube bake-out tem perature cycle
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During the processing of the photocathode (type S25) onto the entrance window of the 
streak tube, alkali metals are evaporated which may diffuse in some measure throughout the i
volume of the tube. If any of the évaporants, particularly sodium, come into contact and 
chemically attack the silicon structure of the photodiode array then the performance of the 
array will be adversely affected. Conversely, it is imperative that the chemical equilibrium 
of the photocathode does not become disturbed by any outgassing of the photodiode array 
or its packaging. One of our initial objectives has therefore been to establish whether the 
proposed circular photodiode array is compatible with tube fabrication and processing 
techniques. In other words, whether the CCD can survive the rigours of bake-out and 
photocathode production and in turn whether the image tube can tolerate the presence of 
this internal sensor.
Although the vacuum pump port is generally located near the photocathode, appreciable *1
amounts of évaporants can be absorbed onto electrode and wall surfaces. The exposure of 
the SSCEDA to these alkalis is to be avoided so means will be devised by which the 
diffusion can be suppressed or eliminated from the sensor region of the tube. The 
mechanisms under current consideration involve either a spring-loaded metal 'shutter* or 
the 'ball-stop' constraint located at the anode aperture. It follows that it would be necessary 
to evacuate both of the quasi-independent regions and some differential heating could also 
be applied. Whenever the photocathode has been processed the obstruction is suitably 
removed from the anode aperture so that the integral device can be tested.
An alternative considered was the inclusion of a electron transmissive mica window 
within the tube (using techniques developed for fabrication of Spectracon tubes l l^) which 
would effectively partition the photocathode and CCD from each other. A review of early I
literature allowed an empirical formula relating critical transmission thickness, t (in 
microns) to incident electron energy (in keV) to be adapted from reference [8]:
t = 0.028 X Ec1-65 -eq(6.1)
Comparison of this equation and Kanters universal transmission curve for mica 19]
generated the plot shown in figure 6.9. As can be seen for the typical electron energies of
11 keV for the Photochron IIC streak tube an extremely thin mica window would be
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needed to provide sufficient transmission of signal electrons. The stringent avoidance of 
any differential pressure between the photocathode and CCD regions in order to prevent 
rupture of this mica film would not be practicable. Also scattering processes in the mica 
would imply loss of image resolution. Consequently this photocathode isolation technique 
was not considered further.
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Figure 6.9 Electron transmission through mica as a function of thickness 
and incident electron energy
In the longer term it is proposed to use a ’photocathode transfer technology', whereby 
the cathode is processed outside the streak tube environment. The cathode can then be 
subsequently tested before being transferred and vacuum-sealed (eg. with cold indium 
seals) onto the tube body. This offers the advantages of preselection of high-sensitivity 
photocathodes and near avoidance of alkali contamination. Whereas this scheme has been 
exploited for smaller imaging photon-counting detectors its application to the relativity 
larger streak tubes would require the design and development of a dedicated transfer 
system.
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Figure 6.10 Linear Array Readout System
6.5 .2  MOCK-UP LINEAR PHOTGDIGDE/CCDARRAYS
Before committing the specialist SSCEDA to the procedures detailed above preliminary 
tests were carried out on linear diode arrays that have been manufactured by IMEC using 
similar technology to that which will be employed for the circular device structure. Each 
array consisted of 512 photodiode pixels with two CCD shift registers above and below. 
One shift register would collect and clock out signal charge from the odd photodiode pixels 
and the other from the even pixels. These linear arays are controlled with the circuitry 
featured in figure 6.10 such that the output can be examined using a conventional 
oscilloscope. The drive circuitry was adapted from an original design provided by IMEC. 
Prior to any tube-compatibility tests the performance of each array was checked for the 
existence of dead' pixels, uniformity of photoresponse, darkcurrent and saturation level. 
(See figure 6.11a.).
6 .5 .3  TEMPERATURE TESTS
Several test linear diode arrays were subjected to the temperature excursions (figure 
6.8) experienced in image tube bake-out schedules. Each array was covered with a
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a)
b)
Figure 6.11 3-slit test Image displayed on linear photodiode array a) prior 
to bake-out and b) following bakeout with one channel saturated.
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microscope slide, wrapped in aluminium foil (thereby avoiding electrostatic effects) and 
placed inside a sealed, evacuated glass ampule. This was then located within the oven that 
contained a streak tube that was passing through the bake-out and processing phases of 
production at Instrument Technology Ltd. (ITL). Upon subsequent removal and testing the 
array outputs were observed to be saturated with dark current (figure 6.11b). After 
examination using an optical microscope it was concluded that failure to survive was likely 
to have been due to the harmful influence of residual epoxy adhesive remaining after the 
removal of the array's protective glass window. During heating this epoxy would sublime, 
char and contaminate the array structure. IMEC arrays without protective windows were 
then tested. It was found that while they could withstand heating to 300® C for 1 hour they 
were inoperable at the end of the complete bake-out cycle unless a negative bias was 
provided to the substrate.
These results caused some concern because it was expected that the silicon structure 
should readily cope over these temperature ranges. It was later realised that the silicon 
wafer itself was bonded to its ceramic package by what appeared to be silver loaded epoxy 
and it was recognised that this was also a likely source of problems. This clearly has 
important implications in respect of the SSCEDA to be incorporated into the streak tube 
because this epoxy would otherwise have been used for bonding the silicon wafer to the 
ceramic substrate. This technique is therefore not acceptable because the epoxy vapour 
would doubtless seriously impair and probably destroy the performance of the diode array, 
the photocathode and also contaminate the vacuum pumping system used by ITL. Epoxy is 
therefore to be avoided at all costs in the context of image tube processing technology.
Alternative approaches to the bonding of the diode array to the ceramic substrate were 
therefore investigated. Several possibilities were suggested including the use of a eutectic 
adhesive layer of indium or indium-tin alloy and an interim solution whereby a purely 
mechanical constraint between the silicon wafer and ceramic substrate could be 
implemented. A more simple solution was found by discovering a temperature resistant 
polyimide bonding epoxy which was stable to above 400°C. In tests at ITL it was observed 
that appreciable sublimation of adhesive material still existed but it had a different nature.
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With the original epoxy bonded arrays after bake-out carbon could be seen lying on the 
array structure and the ampules had a characteristic charred aroma, whereas with the new 
arrays no epoxy debris was observed but a definite phenolic sublimant could be detected.
This is encouraging in the sense of possible damage to the silicon wafer (such high 
impedance structures are very susceptible to short-circuit by the patially conductive carbon 
and thus charring of epoxy must be avoided). However the effect of the epoxy sublimant 
on the photocathode processing and its subsequent lifetime was still uncertain.
On retesting the arrays after bakeout the devices initially showed the same problems as f
with the previous arrays ie) saturation on one or both channels. Isolating the on-chip test ^
FETs - this proved a remedy in some cases for earlier tested CCD's - had no effect in this |
case. However if a negative bias of approximately 1.2 volts was applied to the substrate the 
devices could be made to work perfectly with no apparent deterioration compared to their 
prebake-out performance. The conclusion is that the new adhesive, although an 
improvement on the previous epoxy, still has some effect on the linear array's 4
performance. (The reliance on substrate biasing was due to an contamination of the input 
diode causing it to switch on for normal ground voltages and fill the CCD register).
6.5.4 PHOTOCATHODE PROCESSING COMPATIBILITY
It was decided to attempt a photocathode process in the vicinity of the array. To this end I
a test cell was designed where both photocathode and array could be tested after the process 
and their subsequent performance monitored indefinitely. The test cell (see figure 6.12) 
consists of the rear pin section of an EMI photomultiplier tube providing 21 feed-through 
pins for electrical connections to the CCD. To these pins stainless steel tapers were spot 
welded and at the other end small pins taken from DIL sockets attached. The whole rear 
assembly was drop sealed to a piece of glass tubing with a nilo flange at one end. The 
linear array was push fitted to the DIL pins and was tested before photocathode processing 
was attempted. The front of the test cell comprises the photocathode substrate, evaporators /- 
and an anode plate accommmodating a sliding shutter which should prevent the effusion of 
évaporants to the rear of the cell during photocathode processing. A test pattern.
SLIDING
SHUTTER
LINEAR
ARRAY
VACUUM PUMP 
PORTS -------
w
PHOTOCATHODE
SOURCE
Figure 6.12 Photograph and schematic of vacuum test cell containing linear photodiode array  and processed S20 photocathode.
comprising three narrow slits, was then projected onto the array and the intensity adjusted 
to a level slightly less than that required to achieve saturation on peak signal. This 
confirmed that the array was operating correctly.
The first tube produced was only partially successful. A good (>100mA/L) S25 
photocathode was obtained but unfortunately no lifetime studies were possible due to a 
stress fracture in one of the glass pumping stems of the glass envelope. When the array 
was removed and tested it was found to be working properly on just one register. The other 
register was completely non-functioning which would imply that the device had withstood 
the photocathcxle manufacturing pixx^edure and that failure arose through a faulty electrical 
interconnect. 'I’here was always the possibility that the physical stresses associated with the 
temperature cycling had contributed to mechanical failure.
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Figure 6.(3 Spectral response of S20 plioiocailiodc processed in test cell.
It was I hem fore necessary to repeat the experiment using another array in a new test 
cell. The cathode obtained was of the same quality as that achieved during the previous 
process having photosensitivity of approximately lOOmA/Lumen. The spectral response of 
this second photocathode is shown in Figure 6.13.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.14 3-slit test image of linear array inside test cell a) prior to photocathode processing, b) expanded scale, c) after processing and d) 
expanded scale.
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After three days the array was checked and found to have similar performance to that |
obtained prior to inclusion in the glass envelope. Figure 6.14a and b shows the §1performance of the array prior to processing, figure 6.14b being an identical trace to a) but %
on an increased oscilloscope sensitivity. This highlights the small («5mV) random noise 
content present in the dark level of the array. Figures 6.14c and 6.14d are similar readouts 
for the array after photocathode processing. Note the slight increase in random noise 
content both in amplitude and generation rate.
The test cell was tested over a period of several months and the linear array is still Ii
-i'working with no obvious degradation in performance and similarly the photocathode is #
showing no signs of deterioration.
6.6  P r e s e n t  s t a t u s  o f  s p a c e  p r o j e c t
After extensive processing runs IMEC were partially successful in manufacturing the 
SSCEDA in that arrays were produced that showed some electron sensitivity, but a fully 
working device was not produced. The problems encountered in generating masks with 
circular geometries and stringent location tolerances proved problematical. It is intended for 
future stages of the space project to commission photolithographic masks from the |
professional market
Nevertheless, the above preliminary assessments indicate that it should be possible to 
incorporate an array into a streak camera tube without seriously impairing the performance 
of either the array or the S25 photocathode. It should, however, be remembered that the 
array performance was evaluated solely as a light-sensitive device. The observable increase 
in the random noise at room temperature could represent an unacceptable decrease in 
performance when the device is required to detect small numbers of electrons, even when 
used at reduced temperature. Further tests on the actual devices to be incorporated in the 
streak tube will therefore be required. The next test cell should therefore incorporate an 
appropriate focussing electrode configuration and electron sensitive linear photodiode array 
such that it could be characterised as an electron imaging device.
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SECTION II
NONLINEAR PULSE MEASUREMENT
-  SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION -  
-  AUTOCORRELATION -
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CHAPTER 7: SECOND HARMONIC AUTOCORRELATION TECHNIQUES
7 .0  In t r o d u c t i o n  
The commonly used method of laser pulse duration measurement by autocorrelation in
a second harmonic crystal (SHG) was first reported by Maier et al in 1966 and shortly ft
afterwards by Armstrong The technique was eclipsed initially by the Two-Photon 
Fluorescence (TPF) method 13.4] of pulse measurement, beacause this latter method offered 
single-shot, single-pulse measurement whereas SHG autocorrelation required several shots 
while the pulse overlap within the crystal was varied to complete the autocorrelation. Hence J
the TPF method was ideally suited for the evaluation of the early flashlamp pumped 
modelocked lasers.
With the advent of CW passive mode-locking the SHG autocorrelation technique 
became more popular and provided a simple and inexpensive monitor of pulse duration. It 
offers the highest temporal resolution in the characterisation of ultrashort pulses but, due to 
its nonlinear nature, it does not provide a direct measurement of the pulsewidth, nor can 
pulseshape be readily discerned. Moreover, for the pulsewidth to be determined with any 
degree of accuracy, pulse spectra must be simultaneously investigated. For this reason ft
streak cameras have several advantages over autocorrelation in the picosecond regime, but 
in the femtosecond regime, at present, there is no rival. Indeed when the interferometric 
detail is retained this nonlinear scheme can give quantitative measurement of pulseshape 
and chirp content. These aspects will be shown later to be of vital importance to the 
optimisation of passively mode-locked dye laser operation.
7.1 In t e n s i t y  A u t o c o r r e l a t i o n  
A schematic of a basic second harmonic generation autocorrelator is included in figure
7.1. In essence it is a Michelson interferometer but with a lens, a SHG crystal (Type I, 
angle tuned) and filter to cutoff the unconverted fundamental light. The intensity of each %
pulse from the mode-locked pulse train is split into two subcomponents by the beam ft
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Figure 7.1 Schematic of basic Optical autocorrelator
splitter, and each travels to the separate retroreflectors, Mi and M2, to be reflected, 
recombined and focused into the SHG crystal. The translation of mirror Mj has the effect 
of introducing a variable delay, Tinto one arm of the autocorrelator. Thus one 
subcomponent pulse arrives slightly later (or earlier) at the crystal. Variable delay is usually 
provided by the movement of one retroreflector mirror either by a slow-scan, single-sweep 
stepping motor or repetitively via a loudspeaker or shaker mounting -  the latter providing 
realtime monitoring.
The second harmonic signal generated within the crystal will consist of a background 
level due to the frequency doubled light from the separate subcomponents and an additional 
signal corresponding to the enhancement in the SHG process when the pulses overlap in 
transit through the crystal. This signal enhancement is a function of the differential path 
length between the two interferometer arms and reaches a maximum when the two path 
lengths are equal. The functional form of the second harmonic signal as T is varied 
becomes in effect the autocorrelation of the intensity pulseshape and can be represented by:
+00
jKDKt-D dt
G2(7) = 1 + 2 +00 -eq(7.1)
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where I(t) is the intensity distribution of the pulse.
For the CPM laser operating at around 630nm the SHG signal from the crystal is 
passed through a filter, type Kodak BK3, to remove the fundamental frequency and then 
detected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) which provides an electrical signal for an 
oscilloscope, chart recorder or multichannel analyser. If Mj is translated at a constant rate 
then the signal displayed is directly proportional to the above formula. Referring to figure
7.2 which shows a calculated intensity autocorrelation of a sech^ pulse, we see that the 
peak signal to background level is in the ratio of 3:1 which is characteristic of this type of 
autocorrelation and offers a useful check during actual measurement for correct 
interferometer alignment and optimal phase matching within the SHG crystal.
I n t e n s i t y  A u t o c o r r é l a t i o n :
J l(t)l(t -  T)dt
Gg(i)
l ( t )  d t
16 E(t) dt
-so 0 so
DELAY (fs)
-200 -100 0 too 200 300 WO
DELAY (fs)
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Figure 7.2 Properties of intensity and interferom etric autocorrelation  
functions
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To deduce a pulse dura lion from this measurement requires a knowledge or assumption 
of the pulseshape. For a given pulseshape the ratio between the FWHM pulse duration, At 
and the FWFIM of the autocorrelation, ATis a constant. As mentioned previously, the 
secli^ pulse intensity profiles that are often assumed have the A7/At ratio of 1.543. 
Dividing the autocorrelation FWHM by this correction factor gives the actual pulse 
duration. However it is inadvisable to assume a given pulseshape without some 
experimental back-up and the common method adopted is measurement of the pulse 
FWHM spectral bandwidth, Az/ by means of a scanning monochromator. The bandwidth- 
duration product, AvAt is also a constant for a given pulseshape and hence this 
complementary s])cctral measurement provides an important cross-check.
The intensity autocorrelation is impervious to frequency chirp content and relatively 
insensitive to pulseshape -  the FWHM of the autocorrelation always gives a measure of the 
pulse duration irrespective of the Irequency sweep across the optical pulse. This is useful 
when one is only concerned with pulse durations but for pulse characterisation intensity 
autocorrelations can give only a limited amount of infonnation.
7.2 I n t e r f e r o m e t r i c  A u t o c o r r e l a t i o n
The intensity autocorrelation is more widely employed due to frequency response 
limitations on the detection and recording systems (see Chapter 8). The main disadvantage 
of the intensity autocorrelation, being in its very nature a time-averaged recording, is that it 
can conceal many vital pulse parameters including laser amplitude instability and frequency 
chirp. It is also more prone to inaccuracy due to incorrect calibration of the delay 
introduced by imprecise mirror translation.
A better and in some ways more fundamental measurement technique is termed 
intetfemmeinc autocorrelation l^ i. If the detection system (PMT and monitor) has sufficient 
frequency response with respect to the rate of mirror translation then it is possible to 
resolve the constructive and destructive interference effects between the electric fields of the 
recombined subcomponents as the delay is varied. For this reason this type of pulse 
measurement is sometimes labelled fringe resolved autocorrelation.
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•For a pulse with field envelope E(t) and centre optical frequency rVg the time dependent 
electric field of the pulse can be written as
%(«/ t^) = E(t)ei«^ot -eq(7.2)
where: I(t) = I E(t) e^^cf I 7.
In this case the SHG intensity signal will be proportional to the function g2(7):
+00
g2(‘2) = Jl^(W(^t) + dt
-00
+00
= JlE(t)ei“ o^t + E(t -T )  ei^o(t -‘7')l4 dt -eq(7.3)-00
This expression has the form shown in figure 7.2. It has a characteristic peak-to- 
background ratio of 8:1 and is more sensitive to pulseshape and, as will be shown later, 
various types of pulse chirp will produce distinctive patterns in the autocorrelation. In 
common with the intensity autocorrelation (which is in effect the fringe average of the 
above), pulse duration is determined by a correction factor specific to a given pulse profile 
-  for the sech^ pulseshape AT/At is equal to 1.897. Within the interferometric 
autocorrelation the delay between two fringe maxima corresponds to one optical cycle 
within the pulse. Providing the central wavelength of the pulse is known, and there is not 
excessive chirp present, this fringe spacing enables the autocorrelation to be self- 
calibrating. The necessity for high frequency response of the monitoring system implies 
that pulse-to-pulse instabilities, be they phase or amplitude fluctuations, will become 
apparent. This is in contrast with the intensity autocorrelation where the time-averaging 
(effected by inserting a low-pass filter at the PMT output) conceals such laser instabilities 
and presents a more aesthetically pleasing but often unrealistic pulse measurement.
Having performed an interferometric autocorrelation, the pulseshape and duration may 
be determined by undertaking iterative fitting onto the autocorrelation envelope about the 
loci of fringe maxima and minima. This eases computation since less data points need be 
generated than if a fit to the complete autocorrelation were attempted. The envelope 
integrals are simply derived from eq(7.3) by replacing the frequency-dependent terms as 
follows:
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+ 00
g2C3) = JlE(t) ± E(t -T )|4  dt -eq(7.4)
- o o
where the maxima loci correspond to the addition of the electric field envelopes and the 
minima loci correspond to their subtraction.
The effects of pulseshape on intensity and interferometric autocorrelations and also the 
conesponding pulse spectra are illustrated in the following sections. Additional sections are 
concerned with the addition of chirp to the pulse. Although the data have been generated 
using a computer program the results are relevant to Chapter 9 where an analysis of the 
CPM laser properties is presented.
7.3 l»IIL.SICSIIAI»IC iV1()l>EI.IJN(i
When autocorrelations are used to determine pulse duration a certain pulseshape is 
generally assumed and a conesponding correction factor applied to the recorded FWHM of 
the autocorrelation. The result is then cross-checked with the pulse spectral bandwidth to 
verify that the Ar/At product corresponds to the pulseshape adopted. A widely assumed 
pulseshape is the sech^ -  this is probably due to the fact that this shape is a solution of the 
early theoietical and rather simplified studies applied to passively mode-locked CW 
lasers K’l.
It is important, however, to fit various computed autocorrelation curves to the 
measured data for more comprehensive proof that the assumed pulseshape resembles 
reasonably the actual pulse detected. As will be presented in Chapter 9 we have 
demonstrated strong evidence for pulse asymmetry within our CPM dye laser. Since no 
tabulated AwAt values or deconvolution factors were available for asymmetric pulsesliapes -  
apart from the rather contrived single-sided exponential profile -  a program suite was 
devised for the calculation of these pertinent constants and it also performs the necessary 
integrations to generate autocorrelation profiles (either intensity, fringe resolved or 
envelope) and corresponding spectra to allow fitting to be performed to measured data. The 
programs were written in Fortran and access several NAG routines which perform relevant 
numerical integrations. The suite is operated on a Digital VAX 11/785 mainframe.
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Table 7.1 shows the various correction factors and constants referred to above. The 
values were calculated from an analytical pulseshape which can have differing degrees of 
asymmetry and was expressed in the form:
1E(t) = -eq(7.5)[ exp{rt} + exp(-t}]
It was termed the asymmetric sec funct ion .  For r = 1 the pulseshape is symmetrical and 
has an intensity profile identical to the sech^ pulseshape. As r increases the trailing edge of 
the profile steepens and the opposite effect occurs on the leading edge. Eventually as r 
approaches infinity the intensity profile approaches that of the single-sided exponential 
(these properties are represented in figure 7.3).
r=1
-so 0 so 100
(a)
r=4
0.5
0.0-too 0 so 100
(b)
r=7
0.5
0. 0 .
-100 0 so too
(c)
Figure 7.3 Asymmetric pulse profiles a) r = 1, b) r = 4 and c) r = 7
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Table 7.1 C orrection factors and bandw idth-duration products for 
pulseshapes or varying asymmetry
r 8to Bandwidth- 
duration product
Intensity a.t. 
correction factor
Interferometric a.t 
correction factor ■i
1 1.7627 0.3148 1.543 1.897
■ '-H
2 1.2580 0.2996 1.545 1.902 ■1
3 1.0430 0.2784 1.549 1.991 ■si'
4 0.9183 0.2598 1.554 1.920
5 0.8354 0.2444 1.559 1.931 1
6 0.7755 0.2317 1.565 1.942
ia7 0.7300 0.2212 1.571 1.954
8 0.6941 0.2125 1.577 1.965 1
9 0.6650 0.2050 1.584 1.977 . ■S
10 0.6408 0.1986 1.590 1.989 4Ï
11 0.6204 0.1931 1.597 2.001
12 0.6029 0.1883 1.603 2.012 i
13 0.5878 0.1840 1.610 2.023
14 0.5745 0.1802 1.616 2.035
15 0.5628 0.1769 1.623 2.045
16 0.5523 0.1738 1.629 2.056
17 0.5429 0.1711 1.635 2.066
18 0.5345 0.1686 1.641 2.076
19 0.5168 0.1666 1.647 2.086
20 0.5198 0.1642 1.652 2.095
25 0.4922 0.1559 1.678 2.137
30 0.4728 0.1500 1.700 2.172 "
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;The spectral bandwidth required to generate these pulses also changes with r, as can be 
readily observed from the bandwidth-duration product. At r= l we have the classic sech^
A I/At value of 0.315, while as r increases Ai/At decreases to approach the single-sided 
exponential product of 0.110 for r=  oo. Table 1 displays this variation of bandwidth- 
product with pulseshape, together with a value labelled 9tg which is simply the FWHM of 
the pulse intensity profile that is represented in eq(7.5) in arbitrary time units. Scaling to a :| 
real duration, At is achieved by modifying the above equation to yield:
[exp{rft} +exp{-ft)] -eq(7.5b)
where f = 9to/At. Bandwidth-duration products naturally remain identical.
E(t) merely represents the electric field envelope; however the full oscillatory 
expression relevant to an optical pulse is most usefully represented as:
= E(t) e i W  + 0(E,t) ) -eq(7.6)
where iVq is the central frequency of the pulse spectrum and 0(E,t) a term describing the 
chirp content within the pulse. Physically there are various specific causes of frequency 
chirp within an optical pulse which manifest themselves as a particular functional form of 
0 . These are most conveniently split into two types: (i) linear chirp -  generated by passage 
of an optical pulse through a weakly dispersive medium (eg. glass) and is dependent solely 
on r., (ii) nonlinear chirp -  generated by interaction of the pulse for example with a Kerr- 
like medium or one with saturable gain or absorption, (both of which occur in the CPM 
dye laser). In this latter case 0  has a further functional dependence on the pulse profile,
E(t) aswell as a temporal dependence.
All of these examples will be dealt with in subsequent sections of this chapter.
7 .4  PULSE AUTOCORRELATION AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
The interferometric and intensity autocorrelation profiles have a certain dependency on |
the input pulseshape. The additional presence of chirp within the pulse can have a 
considerable effect on the interferometric autocorrelation which requires a high degree of |
coherence across the pulse in order to generate the constructive and destructive interference
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of the fundamental electric fields within the SHG cystal. This is not so for the intensity 
counterpart whose insensitivity to chirp thus provides a definitive method for pulse 
duration determination. There is also an effect in the frequency domain, chirp content 
producing broadening and modulation of the pulse spectra and these effects will now be 
expanded upon in the following subsections.
Autocorrelation
a
4
TJ
2
1000 200
lf* J
Spectrum
0.0
-20
Figure 7.4 Interferometric autocorrelation profiles and spectra for pulses of 
varying asymmetry factor r.
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7 .4 .1  P u l s e s h a p e  e f f e c t s
In a detailed analysis carried out by Diels who has pioneered interferometric 4
correlation techniques, several pulseshapes were analysed, namely gaussian, sech^ and 
asymmetric functions of particular form which lend themselves to analytical solutions when 
calculating their autocorrelations. Calculation of the autocorrelation with the pulseshape J
depicted in equation 7.5 can only be performed by use of numerical methods to solve the 
relevant integrations. As can be seen from Table 7.1 the actual FWHM deconvolution 
factors do not change drastically with asymmetry indicating that the central region of the 
autocorrelation sees little dependence on pulse asymmetry. The same cannot be said for the 
wings of the correlation which, as the pulse asymmetry increases, extend to larger delays 
as illustrated in figure 7.4 which shows the envelopes of interferometric autocorrelations of 
different pulse asymmetries, together with the corresponding intensity autocorrelations. 41
Shown also in figure 7.4 are the Fourier transforms of the pulseshapes listed. Note that the 
more asymmetric the pulse the wider the spectral base but the more narrow the central 
FWHM region. This is to be expected because the sharp asymmetric edge in the pulse will 
require the existence of higher frequency components within its Fourier transform.
7 .4 .2  L i n e a r  C h i r p
The propagation of optical pulses through dispersive media (eg. fused silica) has the
effect of imposing a linear chirp on the pulse as was demonstrated analytically and
experimentally for Gaussian pulses. In mathematical terms this is equivalent to the
presence of a time-varying quadratic phase term in eq(7.5),
0L(t) = -eq(7.7)
which represents a linear sweep in frequency across the pulse. Substitution of the phase
term into eq(7.4) yields, after expansion: + 00
g2(7) = flE(t)2+E(t-T)2 -eq(7.8) -
+2 E(t)E(t-T) cos(«/oCZ:.qT2+2j%T)P dt 
This expression is somewhat cumbersome for numerical analysis, but calculable. An 
approximation of its envelope function can be generated by looking for maxima and
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minima within the kernel. This will obviously occur whenever the argument of the cosine 
is equal to an integer number of pi. Assuming that the largest contribution to the integral 
occurs around t=0 then the locus of maxima and minima will occur when:
— -eq(7.9)
with q = 2n7U for maxima and (2n+l)7i for minima, with n as integer. Calculating the 
integral of eq(7.8) for the specific values of given in eq(7.9) yields the envelope 
function shown in figure 7.5 which should be compared to the full fringe function also 
shown on the figure. Good agreement is possible for small values of chirp and T
In tG rfe rc n s tr ic  a. t .  ; d t = 4 0 f s , r = 1 , ^ = 2 .  Q
-200 100- 1 0 0 200
Delay (fs)
Figure 7.5 Envelope and full fringe linearly-chirped autocorrelations
Figure 7.6 shows a montage of full fringe interferograms for a sech^ pulse (r= l)  with 
different amounts of linear chirp, together with the corresponding spectra. The modelled 
pulse is of 40fs duration and has a central wavelength at 630 nm. Two effects can readily 
be observed as the chirp content is increased. The region of interference across the
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autocorrelation decreases, the fringe visibility is lost for large delays and in these regions 
the profile approaches that of an intensity autocorrelation. This is to be expected since the 
destructive and constructive superposition of the subcomponent electric fields within the 
SHG crystal depend upon interacting fields having closely related frequencies. In the 
wings of the autocorrelation the signal is generated from the overlap of leading and trailing 
parts of the optical pulse, where the linear chirp is largest and opposite in sign and thus the 
signal here becomes proportional to the subcomponent intensities. This can be seen in 
figure 7.7 where both the interferometric and intensity autocorrelations of a highly chirped 
sech^ pulse are shown. The effect is analogous to the generation of white light fringes in a 
Michelson interferometer which are resolved only near zero path difference (equivalent to 
zero delay in the autocorrelation set up).
InterfercmetrIc a. t . idt=40fs,r=1.A=2.Q
-200 -100 200100
Figure 7.7 Coherence loss in wings leading to intensity autocorrelation 
resemblance (dotted lines)
The second effect is that on pulse spectrum. For the sech^ pulse linear chirp generates a 
symmetric broadening of the Fourier spectrum compared to the unchirped pulse. Figures 
7.8 show a similar montage for an asymmetric pulse (r=  5). Here again there is a loss of 
fringing in the wings of the autocorrelation but the effect is less severe than for the sech^ 
pulse — note the values of used. However there is an interesting effect on the pulse
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Figure 7.8 Autocorrelation and spectral data for asymmetric pulse (r=5)
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spectrum yielding a preferential broadening towards longer or shorter wavelengths 
depending on chirp sign and nature of pulse asymmetry ie) which edge of the pulse is 
steeper. In the case shown we have Si negative corresponding to an downchirp 
across the pulse and the trailing edge of the pulse steeper which yields spectral broadening 
towards higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths). If the sign of A  is reversed then so is 
the spectrum, positive values of A  yielding asymmetric broadening towards longer 
wavelengths. Alternatively if the leading edge of the pulse is made steeper then the Fourier 
spectrum is reversed. These effects arc summarised in figure 7.9.,
P u lse  spectrum  vs C h irp  c o n te n t
A=0
r=7?re
i
A =-1
(E xcess -ve  GVD)
A=+1
\ (E xcess + ve GVD)
-20 - 1 0 0 10 20
Long A FREQUENCY (10^2 rad s /s ) S h o rt A
Figure 7.9 Spectral shape as a function of chirp sign and pulse asymmetry
The spectral asymmetry dependence on absolute pulseshape and linear chirp has 
interesting consequences in the analysis of passive mode-locking in the CPM laser. It is 
quite readily seen in the CPM laser discussed in Chapter 9 and reference [9] that when the 
prism system is configured to give large amounts of excess negative GVD within the cavity 
the pulse spectrum shows an asymmetric broadening towards shorter wavelengths. 
Negative group velocity dispersion (GVD) has the effect of overlaying a negative linear
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frequency sweep across the pulse [8] and thus such pulse spectra would be consistent with 
the presence of asymmetric pulse within the cavity having a steeper trailing edge compared 
to the leading edge. The measured values of AvAt have consistently agreed with the fact of 
pulse asymmetry but we have have as yet been unable to determine the absolute 
pulseshape.
7 .4 .3  N o n - l i n e a r  c h i r p  - k k r r  e f f e c t
Nonlineiu* self-phase modulation (SPM) effects are commonly encountered in ultrashort 
pulse generation due to the optical Kerr effect and gain or absorber saturation whereby the «
refractive index of a medium is modulated by the passage of the optical pulse through it.
All of these mechanisms have their own characteristic effect on the pulse spectrum and 
autocorrelation profile as discussed below.
Self phase modulation due to Kerr effect is relatively straightforward to model because 
the phase temi in eq(7.6) is proportional to the intensity of the pulse and hence we have 
[101:
0k(E,t) = -eq(7.10)
where 112 is the nonlinear refractive index of the medium (cm^/W), C is the transit length 
and a the beam area. The corresponding instantaneous frequency across the pulse due to 
this SPM is given by the differential of 0k with respect to frequency which gives:
f(i) = ^ n2T///dI(t)‘Ufa----------------- -eq(7.11)ac dt
For the purposes of modelling the effect of this term on autocorrelation profiles eq(7.10) is 
simplified to:
0 k ( E , t )  =  - 0 m a x K O  - e q ( 7 J 0 b )
where 0max represents the maximum phase shift in radians ocuning at the peak of the
pulse intensity and l(t) is the normalised pulse intensity. In this case eq(7.3) becomes:
+00
g2Cï) = J l E ( t ) 2 + E ( t - ‘r ) 2  -eq(7.12)
-00
+2 E(t)E(t-CT) cos(w„T-(I(t)-I(t-T))0max)|2 dt
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This autocorrelation function was calculated numerically for sech^ and r= 5 pulses of 
40fs duration as before together with the pulse spectra and the results are displayed in 
figures 7.10 and 7.11. Again as in the case for linear chirp, the sech^ pulse spectrum is 
symmetrically broadened by the Kerr effect and for large values of 0 m a x  it becomes 
modulated. This is due to the inteference of regions of the pulse having identical rates of 
change in intensity which map into the Fourier spectrum as interfering frequency 
components. Increase in the value of 0 m a x  is equivalent to an increase in pulse power 
density in the Kerr medium or a increase in the nonlinear factor n2- It can be seen from 
figure 7.10 that as the maximum phase shift increases the autocorrelation narrows in its 
central region. In the central regions of the pulse where dl/dt is largest there will exist the 
largest frequency shift and hence there will be a loss of visibility of fringes near the centre 
of the autocorrelation. As 0 m a x  increases further the wings of the autocorrelation disappear 
at first and then reappear for large nonlinear chirp values.
For the asymmetric pulse the autocorrelation traces show similar features but the 
spectra again differ in that asymmetric broadening is seen. For the case of this pulse with a 
greater dl/dt in its steeper trailing edge the pulse spectrum is preferentially broadened 
towards higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths). If the pulse asymmetry was reversed 
then the spectrum would adjust correspondingly to give spectra with extended broadening 
towards longer wavelengths. Indeed this latter case has been experimentally reported by 
Kean and coworkers in which they studied SPM effects in fibre launched Nd:YAG 
laser pulses. For large pulse powers spectral broadening was observed to be extended in 
the long wavelength region due to the depletion of the front (red shifted) region of the pulse y
by stimulated Raman scattering processes.
■|
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Figure 7.10 Autocorrelation and spectral data for sech^ pulse with Kerrtype chirp
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7 .4 .4  N o n l i n e a r  c h i r p  - a b s o r b e r  /  G a in  s a t u r a t i o n
The modelling of this form of chirping process is difficult in that attention must be 
made to several parameters: the operating wavelength and its proximity to the 
absorbing/gain region, the pulse energy and the saturation energy of the absorber/gain 
medium. The following is based on an analysis given by Miranda et al fio] (which in turn is 
taken from a preliminary investigation by Silvestri et al which considered the case of |
gaussian pulseshapes interacting with the saturable medium and was restricted to the 
spectral region around 610nm. The generalised case given here is for an absorbing medium 
but the analysis is identical for a gain medium and requires merely the change of the 
chirping sign.
Taking the absorption line shape g{iû) to be Lorentzian, where: |
2g(w)  ---------,-----   ^  -eq(7.13)
with nfc the line centre and An/ the linewidth, the contribution of this resonant transition to 
the refractive index of the medium at a frequency «/is:
hr = a  g(«/) -eq(7.14)
where a  is the time-dependent saturated absorption coefficient which can be represented 
by:
r  t \
a / I(t’)dt'
a(t) = Oo exp -eq(7.15)\  E , y
Here Oq is the optical absorption coefficient at line centre, a is the beam area and E& the 
saturation energy of the absorber. Hence the time-dependent phase factor representing the |
chirp due to absorber saturation can be written from eq(7.14) as:
0s(E,t) = - G (w ) ^ a ( t)  -eq(7.16)
where:
2to,G(«/) = g(zt/) -eq(7.17) |
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Examination of eq(7.15) reveals that for pulses with central wavelengths on the long 
wavelength side of the absorption line centre then absorber saturation yields an blueshift at 
the leading edge of the pulse which decreases as the absorber becomes bleached. For small 
values of saturation energy or for highly intense pulses the initial blue shift will only appear 
at the extreme leading foot of the pulse -  the remainder of the pulse being predominatly 
unchirped. However for larger saturation energies/weaker pulses the frequency shift can 
extend further into the pulse yielding a predominant down-chirp across the central region of |
the pulse.
For the purposes of the autocorrelation modelling eq(7.16) was simplified to give:
(  t \a JI(t')dt'
0 s(t)  =  -  0 in it GXp -eq(7.16b)V Esat y
Figures 7.12 and 13 show the calculated interferometric autocorrelations and spectra 
for various values of peak phase deviation for the two cases of sech^ pulses with Ep/Egat =
0.5 and 2. Although the saturation energy was kept at a typical value of InJ, it should be 
noted that Egat and 0init are related via the wavelength dependence of the absorber cross 
section Higher values of the above ratio imply that the blue shift is confined to nearer 
the front of the pulse; higher values of 0init yield larger blue shifts. In both cases the 
absorber saturation causes a narrowing of the central region of the interferometric 
autocorrelation trace and, for larger values of 0init loss of fringes in the wings and 
winging effects. The striking effect in the pulse spectra is that asymmetry is observed 
whereas for previous types of chirp such an effect was restricted to asymmetric pulse 
shapes. The absorber saturation causes broadening towards the blue part of the spectrum 
and for large 0init values secondary peaks appear as if the highly chirped front region of 
the pulse can be seen as a separate blue shifted narrow pulse lying at the foot of a broader 
unchirped pulse.
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the equivalent montage for the asymmetric pulses. For 
small saturation values the spectra and correlation data resemble that seen for linear chirp 
with the parameter A  set negative. This is not the case when Ep/Egat is increased to 2. The
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I
:winging effect in the autocorrelation function is much more enhanced and secondary blue |
shifted maxima appear In the spectra.
7.5  CONCLUSIONS f
The relevant mathematical formulism used to described interferometric autocorrelation |
functions has been presented. The effect on the resulting correlation and spectral shapes 
has been numerically calculated for pulses of differing shape and chirp content. It has been 'ëi
Ishown that the type of chirp can radically effect the interferometric autocorrelation shape 
and hence the development of such a measurement technique is vital if chirping effects in 
mode-locked lasers are to be investigated,
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CHAPTER 8: PULSESHAPE CHARACTERISATION ■ CO RRELATIO N  
AND SPECTRAL MEASURMENT TECHNIQUES
8 .0  INTRODUCTION
Although the use of interferometric autocorrelation techniques for pulse train 
monitoring was demonstrated in the early 1980’s the technique was slow to be taken up 
by other workers and is only now gaining popularity 12,3,4]^  in our CPM system a realtime 
fringe-resolved autocorrelator was developed two years ago because we were interested in 
pulseshape detail. The autocorrelator design has been installed in other systems in the 
group and is proving very reliable and useful in determining pulse shaping dynamics in a 
wide range of lasers. It is of relatively simple design, low cost and reliable and the 
pertinent design criteria are given below.
8.1  D e s i g n  a s p e c t s  
The system requirements to achieve realtime autocorrelation are two-fold: (i) Provision
must be made for the periodic scanning of one of the correlator mirrors, one half scan 
being over a distance sufficient to exceed the physical extent of the optical pulse and 
occuring in a time period short enough for a realtime collation of data to be displayed to the 
user (~'10-20ms), and (ii) adequate frequency response must be provided in the 
photomultiplier and monitoring system such that the fringes of the interferogram can be 
resolved. There is the additional problem of how to adequately digitise and store the data of 
the interferogram.
8 .1 .1  W a v e f o r m  g e n e r a t o r  
A schematic of the waveform generator developed to drive the mirror is shown in
figure 8.1. The scanning system that was designed is based around an EPROM which . 
contains the hexedecimal values of a periodic waveform. A total of 216 points are recorded â 
corresponding to three cycles of triangular waveform with rounded parabolic peaks. A
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counter provides sequential addresses to the EPROM which then generates the 8-bit digital 
values along the waveform which are supplied to a digital-to-analogue (D-to-A) converter.
Triangularwaveform
AAAFET
Speaker + mirror
Integrator (7t/4 phase shift)Scope trigger/ Z-blanking 
signal
Limiter
X-plate drive
. ^ A A A
Low-passFilter D-to-A
Variable frequency Oscillator
Variable frequency Oscillator
Bucket Brigade Delay Line
EPROM
Figure 8.1 Block diagram of autocorrelator drive circuitry
This voltage signal is then smoothed by a low pass filter, amplified, before being applied to 
a bass response loudspeaker (Tanoy S31083) on which the retroreflector is attached (this 
has proved perfectly adequate as a mirror translation stage). Once the counter has reached a 
count of 216 it is reset to zero and the waveform is repeated. A triangular waveform was 
chosen to maximise the scan linearity across the half period; the particular waveform
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chosen scans the mirror at constant velocity for >90% of the period. The counter is toggled 
by a variable fretiiiency oscillator and part of the signal is passed to a square-wave 
generator and placed in phase quadrature to the drive signal, 'i’liis is then passed liirough a 
variable delay line CI'DA-1026) and acts as the trigger source for the monitoring scope to 
synchronise the scope to the autocorrelator and allow the centralisation of the interferogram 
on the screen. There is a secondary waveform generated which can be used to drive the 
scope in XY mode (or a multichannel analyser) in which case the trigger signal can be used 
for Z-blanking to remove the return correlation signal.
The scanning frequency can be varied from 20Hz to 4Hz and, by running the counter 
with 3-step increments, this frequency range can be condensed to between 8 and IHz. The 
counter can be toggled from external frequency sources which is particularly useful when 
dealing with chopped light eg) from a mode-locked LiF:F2+ colour center laser. Maximum 
scan amplitudes are around 1.5 cm, limited by the speaker throw.
8 .1 .2  SIGNAL DETECTION
The photomultiplier (EMI 9603QC-S11) has a typical output impedance of ~1MC2. 
Coupled with the intrinsic capacitance of coaxial connections the frequency response of this 
detection system is severely limited. Assuming approximately 1 meue of cable (standard 
uniradio-43) @ -100 pFni'l and a IM il input impedance of the monitoring scope the 
combined RC of the detecting system is approximately:
RC = (1 MÜ X 100 pF)
= 100 {IS
which gives a 3dB cutoff frequency of -1.5 kHz.
Typical pulse durations from the CPM laser are aiound 30-40 fs but can be adjusted to 
above 500 fs. Setting 200 fs, say, as our upper limit such pulses will contain, for central 
wavelengths of 630 nm, around 500 optical cycles. The entire autocorrelation trace will 
contain -  twice this number of fringes and, so in order to obseive detail in wings, a single 
sweep of the speaker could present >1000 fringes at the detector system in a time period 
@20 Hz of -5m s (thereby confining the correlation to the linear portion
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of Ihc scan). In fact for ihc triangular waveform generated by the above circuitry over 90% 
of the scan is linear and thus the scan time window is extended to ~9 ms. Hence in order to 
resolve these fringes the monitoring system must have a frequency response greater than 
~200 kHz. Naturally for shorter pulses this upper limit on frequency response will be less 
stringent but, nevertheless, the direct coupling of the PMT to a scope monitor severely 
degrades the system response and makes the recording of interferometric autocorrelations 
impossible.
One simple solution is to terminate the cable with a low value resistor effectively 
lowering the RC time constant of the cable. Although this will increase the frequency 
response it will lower the signal presented at the scope input in the ratio of the terminating 
resistor to the scope impedance. If the second harmonic signal is limited in strength then 
this solution is not adequate. Clearly what is required is a device to lower the source 
impedance to that of the coaxial cable, ie a simple impedance matching circuit. Figure 8.2
shows the circuit adopted.
2C
xlO Buffer amplifier
PMT aiKxle
74IS
741S
Impedancematchedoutput
Active variable low pass filter
Figure 8.2 Impedance matching circuit with variable Butterworth filter
The impedance matching circuit is mounted inside the PMT housing and the anode 
connection to the circuit input is kept as short as possible to minimise cable capacitance. An 
input resistance of 100 kO was chosen and the ten-fold loss of signal that this entails was
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regained by operating the buffer amplifier at XIO non-inverting. An -15V Zener diode is 
also included to protect the 74IS op-amp which was selected for its enhanced frequency 
response. Directly after the impedance matcher an active low-pass filter was built in (2-pole 
Butterworth) with variable cut-off frequencies determined by the capacitive values of C 
(3dB frequency cut-off = l/27tRC). Frequencies of 100 Hz, IkHz and lOkHz were 
chosen. If the capacitance was left open circuit then the filtering action was removed and 
the output amplifier became a simple unity gain inverter. In this case the maximum 
frequency response could be obtained and interferometric autocorrelation could be 
displayed and recorded on the monitoring scope (figure 8.3a). If the active filter is 
switched in then fringe averaging occurs and the displayed trace becomes an intensity 
autocorrelation (figure 8.3b).
6 2 f 8
Figure 8.3a (upper) Example interferometric autocorrelation trace and b
(lower) corresponding intensity autocorrelation employing variable cutoff
Butterworth filter
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The open circuit frequency response of the impedance matcher had a 3dB roll off of 
approximately 50 kHz. This allows the display of ~ 150 fs pulses at 20 Hz scan rates and 
obviously longer pulses at slower rates.
8 .1 .3  D a t a  a c q u i s i t i o n
Although the PMT detector head had sufficient frequency response to resolve long
duration interferometric autocorrelations, the recording of this data often presented a 
problem. Use of a digitising scope immediately places frequency constraints on the system 
since each fringe requires atleast ten sampling points for unambiguous storage and so the 
sampling rate of the scope must be at least IMHz. Furthermore, to capture a complete 
interferogram many data points are required. Most reasonably priced digital storage 
oscilloscopes (DSO) (eg. Hameg 405) have 2048 sampling points per channel which in 
reality limits the maximum recordable interferometric autocorrelation to pulse durations 
around 150 fs at 630 nm. We currently employ a Gould 4044 digital storage oscilloscope 
which has a 5000 data point storage capacity and hence autocorrelations of pulses with 
durations up to ~500 fs may be recorded.
If detailed analysis of longer duration pulses is required then a data logger could be 
interfaced which can easily store up to 128 kbytes of data. This system has the 
disadvantage that the data can only be then displayed via computer graphics or after 
hardcopying via a D-to-A and chart recorder, ie no realtime facility is available. However 
by using a combination of digital oscilloscope and data logger with switchable inputs one |
can have both facilities.
8.1 .4  C a l i b r a t i o n
Although the interferometric autocorrelation is self-calibrating -  the delay between two 
fringe maxima corresponding to one optical cycle (2.1fs for 630nm) -  a secondary 
calibration can be provided by a stepping motor fitted to the fixed mirror. By moving the 
mirror a known distance and noting the distance moved by the correlation trace on the 
scope, the time base axis can be calibrated. In the system developed for the CPM laser a
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more accurate calibration is provided by a Burleigh 'Inchworm' which is a high precision 
piezo-electric stepping motor with single step increments as small a 2pm.
8.2  T h e  s h g  c r y s t a l
For the autocorrelation of ultrashort pulses with inherent large spectral bandwidths it is 
vital that the second harmonic generation efficiency is constant over the entire spectral 
bandwidth of the pulse. Conversion efficiency is dictated by the phase matching of the 
fundamental and frequency doubled light and any dispersion in the doubling crystal will 
naturally place an upper limit on the bandwidth the crystal can accommodate and hence the 
minimum pulse duration it can resolve. To ensure adequate bandwidth a short conversion 
length should be used either by using extremely thin nonlinear crystals, tight focussing or a 
combination of the two. If this requirement is not met then the measured correlation 
functions will be broadened and distorted.
Specification of what exactly is an adequate crystal length for a given pulse duration 
has been open to much detailed analysis and can lead to wildly differing results 
depending on the accuracy of data fitting to the crystal dispersion curve! Using a 3-pole 
Sellmeyer fit for KDP a 200 pm thick crystal will have a 50% drop in second harmonic 
conversion efficiency for a sech% pulse of ~26fs duration [%], Jn our experiments 
preliminary data was taken with a KDP crystal length of < 100pm and later with a 200pm 
KDP crystal which limited the minimum resolution to -15 and 25 fs respectively (these are 
pessimistic estimates).
8.3  S p e c t r a l  m e a s u r e m e n t s
As a complement to the development of the realtime interferomeric autocorrelator, 
realtime measurement of the pulse spectrum is vital for pulse shape determination and as a 
practical tool for the optimisation and adjustment of the CPM laser in its day-to-day 
operation. As a spin-off of the CCD research discussed in the section I a linear photodiode 
array was configured to detect the output of a grating monochromator (Im Hilger-Watt, 
Monospek) used to measure CPM laser pulse spectra. The sensing head consisted of a
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Thomson-CSF diode array (7403) having 1728 pixels arranged along a 13pm x 22mm 
line. By removing the output slit of the monochromator the complete pulse spectrum could 
illumuninate the array. For this particular grating the array could access a 17 nm spectral 
window. The array head was driven at variable clocking speeds and the output signal 
digitised to 8 bits. A Z80 microprocessor based system stored the digitised information and 
allowed basic data manipulation (removal of backgrounds, cursor facilities, smoothing etc) 
displaying the memory contents and realtime spectra on a basic oscilloscope. All memory 
calculations were performed to 16 bit accuracy. Hardcopy facilities were provided and a 
twin-parallel computer interface was also installed. The device proved an extremely useful 
spectral monitor for the laser output.
8.4  C r o s s - c o r r e l a t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s
As has been seen in the previous chapter the interferometric autocorrelation technique 
gives useful information regarding the shape and frequency chirp content of optical pulses.
When coupled with spectral information it is possible to perform pulse shape and chirp 
characterisation with a high degree of certainty by employing an iterative fitting process.
The measurement is not completely unambiguous because it is possible to envisage very 
different combinations of pulse shape and frequency chirp which would give identical 
measured data -  such cases can only be differentiated by the interaction of the pulse with a 
known amount of dispersion (eg. a length of glass rod) and comparing autocorrelation 
results prior to and after such a procedure.
The only completely unambiguous technique of pulse characterisation in the 
femtosecond regime is that of cross-correlation^ first described by Diels et al UOl. This 
technique performs a correlation of an optical pulse with itself having been modified by a 
known amount of dispersion and allows determination of all relevant data concerning the 
input pulse. On the whole this method is not commonly used and does not lend itself to the 
realtime monitoring of modelocked pulse trains -  deconvolution being performed via 
computer based iterative fitting and numerical processing -  but the technique provides all 
the pertinent data allowing the pulse to be reconstructed both in amplitude and phase. This i
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technique will be applied to the CPM laser system in the near future and the preliminary 
correlator design and initial experimentation is outlined below.
Broadened & chirped pulse
Plate Optical Pulse to be Correlated
Suprasil I Glass rod PolarisingBeam-splitterX/4Plate
Polariser Filter
PMT
KDPCrystal
UreaCrystal
Interferometriccross-correlation
PMT
Intensity cross- ^  correlation
Figure 8.4 Schematic of dual interferom etric and intensity cross-correlator 
8.4 .1  P r o p o s e d  c r o s s - c o r r e l a t o r  s e t u p
A schematic of the proposed correlator is shown in figure 8.4. The system will be 
almost identical to a system devised by Diels Ignoring the action of the glass rod 
initially, the linearly polarised input beam is equally split into orthogonally polarised parts 
by the polarising beam splitter cube. Each beam is then sent through a quarter-wave plate 
before being reflected. The secondary passage through the quarter-wave plates rotates each
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of the two orthogonally polarised beams through 90*. If these beams are then focussed into 
an Urea crystal which is angle tuned for Type II phase matching then second harmonic 
generation will only occur when the two orthogonally polarised subcomponent pulses have 
some degree of overlap ie) there is no background signal. If on the other hand a polariser is 
placed to transmit polarised light at 45" to the two beam’s E-field then normal Type I phase 
matching can occur in a KDP crystal. By suitable incorporation of electronics into each 
PMT detector the KDP arm of the correlator can provide interferometric correlation data 
and the urea path will generate background free intensity correlation data. Considering now 
the action of the glass rod in one arm of the correlator, as the pulse passes through 
the dispersive material it is broadened and has a linear chirp imposed upon it. 
Consequently the signal detected at the photomultipliers will be the cross-correlation of the 
original pulse and the broadened pulse. By iterative analysis of the intensity and 
interferometric data and a precise knowledge of the dispersive properties of the glass rod it 
is possible to reconstruct the amplitude and phase of the original pulse The process is 
non-trivial requiring intense computation and for reasonable accuracy the correlation data 
must be sampled sufficiently. A reasonable sample size would be -32,000 data points per 
interferogram and hence such digitisation and storage can only be performed by a suitably 
tailored data-logger. This project is at present in its early stages of development (it is 
outlined here for completeness -  some preliminary experimentation will be discussed in 
the next section), but it is hoped that in the near future a complete characterisation of pulse 
shape and chirp content can be performed to facillitate a further understanding of the pulse 
shaping dynamics that occur inside the CPM laser. I
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CQL U PM G , PULSE MQDE-LOCKEP RING. DYE LASER
9.0  In t r o d u c t i o n
The purpose of this chapter is to present experimental details and performance 
characteristics of the CPM laser developed at St. Andrews. Initial data will be concerned 
with the laser operating without any dispersion compensation optics. Following this the 
inclusion of Gires-Toumois interferometers components and a four-prism sequence will 
each be discussed in turn. The latter process enabled pulses as short as 19 fs to be 
generated. Finally an analysis of pulseshapes generated by the laser system will be made 
and evidence will be presented to show that their shape is distinctly asymmetric.
Cavity length = 300 cm 
70cm
Pump beam
a  = 31
7.5cm
I
Figure 9.1 CPM laser cavity dimensions
9.1 C o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  c p m  c a v it y
Referring to figure 9.1 the CPM laser developed at St. Andrews employed Rhodamine 
6G and DODCI as gain and absorber dyes respectively. Optimum operating dye 
concentrations were 1.9 x 10"3 mol/litre for the gain and 2.2 -  2.7 x 10"  ^mol/litre for the 
absorber media, both dissolved in ethylene glycol. The dyes were circulated through
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standard commercial jet nozzles with 250 jim apertures. Laminar flow was maintained by 1
inclusion of accumulators in the circulator circuit consisting of baffle plates surrounded by |
silicone rubber impregnated with lead shot. The dye reservoirs were kept at a constant 
temperature in a refrigerated water bath. The dye jets were orientated horizontally at 
Brewster’s angle in two Z-fold focussing sections and hence the laser operated with its E- 
field vector polarised vertically to the plane of the optical table {p -polarisation at the jets 
and s -polarisation at mirror surfaces). Maintenance of a tight folding angle provided 
astigmatic compensation and allowed non-elliptical TEMqo mode operation. The folding 
section mirrors Mj, M2 and M3, M4 have 10cm and 5cm radii of curvature respectively and 
are coated for 100% reflectivity at 45* angle of incidence at 620 nm and a bandwidth from 
600-7 lOnm. Mirror Mg had 7.5 cm radius of curvature and 100% reflectivity between 510 
-  620 nm. Mounted on a precision translation stage this mirror independently focusses the 
argon ion pump laser (a Spectra-Physics 170 -  later to be upgraded to a 2030 -  operated at
514.5 nm) onto the gain jet. The plane dielectric mirrors M5 and Mg were coated identically 
to those in the folding section mirrors, whereas the output coupler was designed for 98%
@ 620nm with normal incidence. Both Mg and M7 are operated at incident angles which 
are wider than their coating specifications and consequently act as red cut-off filters. These 
mirrors act to constrain the laser wavelength from extending too far into the red due to the 
absorption of the DODCI photoisomer. Conversely Mg is operated at a smaller angle of 
incidence than its coating specification and hence acts a yellow cut-off filter thus 
constraining the lasing wavelength to exceed 600nm. Thus the single-stack cavity mirrors 
combine to restrict the lasing bandwidth to within the mode-locking regime of the DODCI 
absorber without the need to resort to lossy or bandwidth-limiting intra-cavity tuning 
elements.
9.2  L a s e r  p e r f o r m a n c e
When operated without any absorber dye the laser would operate at -590 nm with a 
threshold of 300 -  350 mW. At optimum absorber concentrations the mode-locked 
threshold was between 4 -  4.5 W, typical pulse durations were 80-90 fs with central
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wavelengths ~630nm (a typical autocorrelation trace and spectrum is shown in figure 9.2) 
and the output power of each beam was 2 -3  mW. In general, as evidenced by poor 
synchroscan streak camera performance (§3.2), the laser lacked good stability; random 
fluctuations measured on the avalanche photodiode and Tektronix 7834 storage scope 
reaching as much as 10% of the peak signal, depending strongly on laser alignment.
AA=4.4nm
6 4 0 n m 6 3 0 n m 6 2 0 n m
4
Figure 9.2 Typical autocorrelation and spectrum of a CPM laser pulse
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9 .2 .1  PULSE TRAIN SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
As discussed in Chapter 3 when the photodiode electrical pulse train was examined on 
a spectrum analyser distinct splitting could be seen on the odd Fourier harmonic 
components whereas this was not observed for even harmonics (figures 3.7 a-b). To gain 
some understanding of this effect as a simple exercise a similar spectral comb was 
modelled on a BBC computer and a Fast Fourier Fransform (FFT) t l^ performed on the 
data to generate the equivalent temporal pulse train. It must be stated that this was an 
extremely approximate analysis no effort was made to apodise the data set and the mark- 
space ratio of Fourier component width-to-spacing was several orders of magnitude less 
than the experimental case. Further no phase information was included. Figure 9.3 shows 
the input data set and FFT result.
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Figure 9.3 FFT of pulse train spectral characteristics
From the above computation there is a clear indication that this type of Fourier 
spectrum transforms to some form of pulsewidth modulation but whether this is a real 
effect in the CPM laser is uncertain. Although it is of some interest it is not a particularly
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useful property and steps were taken to try to stabilise the laser. It was during these 
attempts that the laser was seen to operate in its solitonic mode.
9 .2 .2  “ SOLITO N-M O DE”  OPERATION
Assuming that the above effect could be due to a transverse mode instability, intracavity 
apertures were included to constrain the beam path. This had a marked effect on laser 
performance in that the Fourier component spectral width was considerably narrowed 
(>100 kHz to -5kHz at the 60dB point) and odd and even harmonic components were 
rendered identical. Unfortunately large sidebands also appeared which were due to gross 
amplitude modulation (>20% modulation depth) of the pulse train (see figures 3.8a and b) 
and a large increase of the pulse duration to -500 fs was observed (Figure 9.4). Such 
effects were reported almost simultaneously by Salin et al. [^ 1 and later Avrampoulis and 
coworkers [^ 1 although these workers employed cavity dispersion compensation elements.
5.1 ps
Figure 9.4 Realtime intensity autocorrelation for laser pulses in Soliton- 
mode operation
Salin ascribed this phenomenon to the propagation of a N=3 soliton inside the cavity 
with a periodical evolution characterised by the amplitude modulation frequency (70 kHz in 
this case) observed in the pulse train output. In his analysis use was made of the formal 
equations describing the properties of solitons in nonlinear media developed by Zakharov
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and Shabat Solilons are particular solutions of a nonlinear wave equation for example 
the Nonlinear Shrodinger (NLS) Equation
Uxx + i Lit + 2 u luP = 0 -eq(9.1)
Application of this equation to the propagation of ultrashort pulses in optical fibres where
peak powers are sufficient to generate nonlinear effects implies certain steady-state
solutions, ie solitons in which the pulses can propagate without any change in pulseshape 
(N=l) or a periodic pulsewidth nKxlulation (N=2). Iligher-ordcr solutions exhibit complex 
evolutions in which multiple splitting and recombination occurs. Such optical solitons were 
indeed observed in fibres by Mollenauer and Stolen in these analyses the length of the 
nonlinear medium, Zy over which the pulse shape is restored is defined by
where T> is the GVD of the medium (fs/km.nm) and CIJ, a measure of the pulse duration as 
defined in eq(1.6). Salin applied this relation to the CPM laser cavity in which case a 
relevant parameter is the GVD per round trip (DC, where Cis the length of the nonlinetu" 
medium in the cavity ie) the jet thickness. Transforming (Dio the usual representation of 
the cavity dispersion 0 “ (units are time^):
0 “ =
then the pulse shape in the cavity will be restored after No = Zi/fround-trips, and hence:
Nq = '2 0 « ~eq(9.4)
For a cavity round-trip time, Teav the characteristic soliton frequency becomes:
1 20 “
“  N o ' l c a v  -  71 V ' l ’c a v
The interpretation that a N=3 soliton was propagating within the CPM laser cavity was
based on appearance of two modulating sideband frequencies, the higher frequency being
twice the lower and a triple-humped intensity autocorrelation. During its propagation a third
order soliton will periodically transform from its initial sech^ shape to a narrow pulse, then
broaden and split into two pulses (generating a triple-hump in the autocorrelation),
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recombine and narrow to a short duration pulse, before finally returning to the original 
sech2 shape. By gating the photomultiplier of the autocorrelator at the modulation 
frequency and varying the sampling point Salin was able to resolve broad and narrow 
traces as well as a triple humped autocorrelation which is in good agreement with the above 
assertion Also as a consequence of the cyclic change in pulse shape and hence peak 
pulse powers there will be a periodic variation in gain and absorber saturation which could 
explain the observed modulation in the pulsetrain envelope.
As is apparent from eq(9.5) the characteristic frequency of the soliton should be 
proportional to the amount of cavity dispersion and so by varying the dispersion it should 
be possible to change the modulation frequency. This was achieved in our system by 
inserting thin glass slides into the CPM laser cavity at Brewster's angle. Stacking the slides 
and contacting their surfaces with index matching fluid allowed up to 3mm of glass to be 
added in 0.1 mm increments corresponding to an addition of over 150 fs^ to the cavity 
GVD. Figure 9.5 shows the measured modulation frequency as a function of dispersion 
added.
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Figure 9.5 M odulation sideband frequency as a function o f cavity  
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A simple linear fit gives a gradient of 0.25 kHz/fs^ which when compared to equation
9.5 suggests for a N=3 soliton a initial pulse duration (FWHM = (^1.76) of 1.2 ps. Our
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results differed from Salin in that although triple-humped autocorrelations could be 
obtained by adjusting focussing in the absorber jet, operation was never stable whereas a 
stable single-peaked, broad correlations were readily achieved. Consequently we 
concluded that the soliton propagation was probably N=2 type and recalculation of initial 
pulse duration then gives 0.89 ps closer to the measured autocorrelation value of 0.51 ps 
which would represent an average pulse width over the soliton cycle.
Salin's assertion of soliton propagation seemed to fit his measured data very well but 
concern was raised over the arbitrary application of the Soliton relations which were 
derived for the particular case of pulse propagation through lossless nonlinear media. The 
NLS equation is not really an adequate model of the situation inside the CPM laser as it 
takes no account of saturable gain and loss, spectral filtering and linear and nonlinear . 
frequency chirping processes. Hence, following similar observations in RhllO / HICI and 
DASBTI CPM dye laser, Avrampolous et al M developed a detailed numerical model of the 
CPM laser taking the above factors into account and were able to reproduce most of their 
experimental results. There indeed exists various solutions which exhibit periodic pulse 
evolution but these are quite distinct from classical soliton propagation. The triple-humped 
autocorrelation is explained by the periodic decay of the main pulse and the simultaneous 
growth of a satellite pulse which then dominates before the cycle is repeated. The model 
has some ambiguity in that in order to perform the calculations in a reasonable computation 
time the cyclic frequency had to be increased ie) nonhnearities had to be scaled up and thus I
the actual CPM laser parameters were not modelled directly but rather an artificial situation 
was created. One interesting result that appeared from the modelling was a slight dip in the 
linear dependence of modulation frequency with cavity dispersion and this was 4
experimentally observed in our laser as can be seen in figure 9.5.
To generate stable modulation of the pulse train the absorber jet usually had to be "i
moved away from the beam focus so it was concluded that strong absorber saturation was 
not ideal for this mode of operation ie the mode-locking effect has to be partially 
suppressed. This is why the pulse durations observed are always several 100 fs and may 
be due to the existence of a narrow bandwidth regime over which stable propagation can
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occur. Evidence for this comes from observations by Wise and Tang [9] who see in their 
CPM laser unstable operation in soliton mode but with a twin-peaked pulse spectrum. If 
the longer wavelength peak is removed by filtering the transmitted pulse shows stable 
tripled-humped autocorrelations. The real situation in the laser is still open to conjecture; a 
detailed numerical analysis will be performed at St. Andrews which will be backed-up with 
high temporal resolution streak camera studies.
9.3 GVD COMPENSATION IN THE CPM LASER
The CPM laser as it stood could produce sub 100 fs but in general its stability was not 
good and alignment and day-to-day handling were time-consuming. As a test source for 
synchroscan streak cameras, even when in so-called soliton-mode, it was a severe limiting 
factor. Following the work by Diels et al. and Martinez and Fork [ill we soon 
considered it necessary to have some means of controlling the GVD inside the cavity if the 
laser performance was to be improved.
Two approaches were adopted for optimisation of the laser system: the inclusion of 
four Gires-Toumois interferometers and, separately, the construction of a four-prism 
sequence.
9.3.1 GIRES-TOURNOIS INTERFEROMETER PERFORMANCE
A set of four Gires-Toumois interferometers (GTI's) were manufactured by Queens 
University for inclusion inside the CPM laser. Their structure consisted of a spacer layer 
(figure 9.6a) of ZnS mounted on a silvered glass substrate with a covering layer of Mgp2 . 
The four GTIs were included in the cavity mounted on a table which allowed the angle of 
incidence to be varied to a small tolerance without changing laser alignment (figure 9.6b). 
The thin film thicknesses di and d2 were 180.3 nm and 80.3 nm respectively. Computation 
of the GVD contribution per substrate using eq(1.8) gave the result shown in figure 9.7 
which was calculated for a central wavelength of 630 nm. From this figure it can been seen 
that the GTFs will introduce enough negative GVD into the cavity equivalent to 
compensate for approximately 1 mm of glass.
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Figure 9.6 a) GTI substrate structure and b) schematic of mounting system.
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Figure 9.7 GVD contribution of GTI component
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Insertion of the GTI's, between mirrors M5 and M^, proved problematical in that the 
silvered mirrors were lossy and hence laser thresholds were significantly increased from 
-300 mW to 1,5 W with no saturable absorber present. DODCI was added in small 
amounts and it was immediately noticed that the laser would mode-lock at much lower 
concentrations compared to the case with the GTI's removed. The minimum duration 
achieved was 64fs (figure 9.8) for a DODCI concentration of 1.5x10“  ^ mol/litre. 
Unfortunately operation of the laser was difficult in that the high laser threshold and extra 
components made alignment very critical. This was exacerbated by the fact that the GTI 
mirrors were soft coated and hence could not be cleaned with lens tissue.
GTI system
At=64fs
2ps
620nm 630nm 640nm
Figure 9.8 Autocorrelation and spectrum of optimum pulse obtained with GTI system
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A second problem was that the interferometers could not be angle-tuned to incident 
angles larger than 25* as their reflectivity seemed to decrease and the lasing threshold 
became impracticably high (greater than 6 Watts). For this reason the data that could be 
obtained from these components were severely limited. The only useful conclusion that 
could be made was that addition of negative GVD to the cavity improved achievable pulse 
durations.
9 .3 .2  GVD COMPENSATION USING A FOUR-PRISM SEQUENCE
To allow for convenient adjustment of the intracavity GVD a sequence of four 
Brewster-angled prisms was incorporated in accordance with a scheme suggested by Fork 
and co-workers and placed between mirrors Mg and M7 (see fig. 9.9). Since the dye 
jets had a horizontal orientation, to obtain Brewster angled incidence with p  -polarisation at 
each prism the plane of the prism sequence was orthogonal to that of the rest of the cavity.
Pump beam
" M
Figure 9.9 Schematic of CPM cavity with prism sequence
The prisms were manufactured in Suprasil I glass (Heraeus) with apex angles of 55.6*. All 
four were mounted on rotation and tilt mounts affixed to two optical rails on a vertical steel 
board (see frontispiece photograph). Prism P3 was mounted on a translation stage so that 
the system’s contribution to cavity dispersion could be varied from a negative value, 
through zero to positive. The separation between P% and P2, P3 and P4 of 27 cm provided
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a maximum negative GVD contribution of -436 fs^ sufficient to compensate over 8mm of 
glass.
The prisms were of very high optical quality thus exhibiting minimal scattering and a 
very low insertion loss (the unmode-locked threshold increased from 3(X) to 400 mW). As 
a small amount of DODCI was added to the absorber jet mode-locked operation could be 
achieved very easily with pulses of a few hundred femtoseconds duration. Interestingly, by 
translation of the jet towards focus the laser could be made to operate stably around 590 nm 
in a switched mode producing square pulses with a period of 5ns as is shown by the 
oscillogram traces of Figure 9.10. This property has been predicted by Li et al 03] for 
partial mode-locking regimes.
\ I \ I
a) b)
Figure 9.10 Laser output exhibiting square pulse operation of CPM laser for low DODCI concentrations a) 5ns/div b) 5ms/div.
Once the DODCI concentration had been increased to more standard values (eg. 2.2 x 
10"  ^mol/1) the operating stability of the laser improved significantly. Output power 
fluctuations were confined to a few percent (and attributable to power-supply ripple at the 
3-phase mains frequency which modulated the argon ion laser pump power) and pulse 
durations as short as 19 fs (figure 9.11) were obtained. The asymmetry of the slow scan 
intensity correlation is attributable to the finite response time of the chart recorder (this 
result was taken before the realtime pulsewidth measuring equipment was developed).
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Figure 9.11 Autocorrelation trace for 19fs pulse
Clearly the prism sequence was proving a convenient means of controlling dispersion 
in the laser and thereby improving the laser stability and pulse duration characteristics. 
Nevertheless alignment seemed difficult and lasing mode quality was poor due to the large 
spot size of the beam in the main arms of the cavity. It was concluded that the laser was 
operating close to its unstable lasing regime and the gain section folding mirror separation 
was increased to improve mode quality giving a more confined beam in the cavity. 
Unfortunately pulse durations in this regime were restricted to around 40 fs although laser 
stability and ease of alignment were significantly enhanced.
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9.4 CPM PERFORMANCE WITH GVD COMPENSATING PRISMS
9.4.1 LASER PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION OF INTRACAVITY GVD
Figure 9.12 shows the pulse duration as a function of prism position. Here we can see 
that stable operation is achievable over a wide range of pulse durations, from tens of 
femtoseconds upto 500 fs. This sensitive dependence on GVD is as predicted by Martinez 
and Fork 0*1 juid resembles closely the behaviour of tlieir laser as reported in reference 15.
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The interferometric autocorrelation traces and spectral data taken from the laser for the 
prism P3 in several different positions are illustrated in Figure 9.13. The upper figures (a- 
e) show the case for excess negative GVD within the cavity. The generated pulses are 
broad but very stable and the pulse spectrum has a chmacteristic asymmetry with a tail
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Figure 9.13 (and preceding page) Interferom etric autocorrélation and spectral data showing CPM laser behaviour as a function of relative prism position
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which extends towards shorter wavelengths. Translating the prism P3 to decrease the 
negative GVD contribution by increasing the glass path length yields shorter pulses until an 
optimum pulse duration is reached which corresponds to the autocorrelation reproduced in 
figure 9.13f. It should be noted that the spectrum is more symmetrical and red-shifted with 
respect to that of the previous figures. Further translation of the prism by just 10 \im is 
sufficient to produce gross fluctuations in output power of the laser and pulse instability as 
illustrated by figure 9.13g. The asymmetry in the spectral intensity profile also reverses to 
exhibit an extended longer-wavelength tail which is characteristic of excess positive GVD 
in the cavity.
9 .4 .2  FREQ UENCY -C H IR P PROCESSES INSIDE THE LASER CAVITY
As discussed in Chapter 1 there are several frequency chirp sources in the laser cavity 
namely, absorber saturation, gain saturation and SPM due to the Optical Kerr effect in 
ethylene glycol dye solvent. The source of frequency chirp which dominates is dependent 
upon the focussing conditions in the jet, the pulse energy and duration. Figure 9.14 shows 
the absorption profile of DODCI as a function of wavelength Also included on the 
diagram is a spectrum (and autocorrelation) of a 26fs pulse obtained from the CPM laser 
and its relative position to the absorbing species (ground state and photoisomer) in DODCI. 
It has been argued by Valdmanis et al that for pulses in this spectral regime the Kerr 
nonlinearity and gain saturation will be the dominant sources of frequency chirp. The 
negative SPM contribution from the DODCI ground state molecule is small since it is only 
weakly absorbing at this operating wavelength. Conversely the photoisomer is so strongly 
absorbing it is saturated rapidly by the leading edge of the incoming pulse yielding a blue 
shift there, but for the remainder of the pulse propagation through the absorber jet offers 
only a small and constant negative SPM. Thus the central region of the pulse (where the 
pulse intensity changes most rapidly) acquires a large positive SPM or up-chirp due to the 
Kerr effect within the dye solvent and the trailing edge will see a further up-chirp due to 
gain saturation. Under these conditions one would expect to see stable operation for excess 
negative GVD within the cavity but unstable operation for excess positive GVD.
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Figure 9.14 Absorption spectra of DODCl molecule shown in relation to a measured spectrum of a 26 fs pulse.
Several modelling exercises have been performed by Miranda et al and later by 
Jiang et al (who considered the colliding pulse effect and longer operating wavelengths 
>625 nm) to determine the dominant chirp source. The general conclusion was that for 100 
fs duration, 10 nJ pulses or for a few nJ pulses <50fs the dominant chirp source is from 
the nonlinear refractive index of the dye solvent assuming typical focus spot sizes («~5 pm). 
Thus the central region of the pulse for these energies/durations will have an upchirp. 
Conversely for low energy (~lnJ) pulses of durations around lOOfs the Kerr effect SPM 
contribution is negligible and the dominant chirp is negative due to absorber saturation.
The above analysis was repeated for the conditions existing in our CPM laser where in 
this case sech% pulses were considered (as opposed to gaussian in the above) and the 
wavelength was centred around 633 nm. Following the nomenclature in §7.5 the time 
dependent phase term within the pulse after passage through the absorber jet is given by: 
0(0 = gik<EVO + g^ (E,t)
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~eq(9.6)
This can be rewritten to give the simplified expression:
f  t A 
a J I ( t ')d t’
0 ( t )  — — 0m ax I(t) — 0 in it Gxp -eq(9.7)V  E sa t J
Differentiaton of this expression with repect to time gives the instantaneous frequency 
shift, 9%/:
.  1 d 0
H d T
= 25f L -  - a r + ^ 4
I IKerr effect Absorber Saturation
-eq(9,8).
Infact for the particular case of a sech^ intensity profile the integral (ignoring pulse width 
scaling factors) reduces to:
Jl(t')dt' = Iq |sech2(t')dt' = Io ( l+  tanh(t)) -eq(9.9).
-oo  -oo
The parameters entered into the above equations are summarised in table 9.1. Note that no 
consideration has been made for the Kerr effect or saturation in the gain section as focussed 
spot sizes are much larger and consequently intensities much reduced. The saturation 
energy Esat is calculated from the relation Egat -  (hex beam area)/o(\) 11%] and then halved 
to allow for pulse collision processes inside the absorber jet. The peak power of the 
pulse is related to the pulse energy , Ep by the equation (alo) = Ep/(1.14 At) for a sech^ 
pulse. For the Kerr effect this value was then doubled again to allow for the effect of the 
counter-propagating pulses in the jet (this was shown to be a reasonable assumption in 
reference [17]). From the parameters in table 9.1 the relevant terms in eq(9.8) become:
Kerr effect: 0 m a x  = 0.966 Ep(nJ)/At(fs) rads
Absorber saturation: 0 i n i t  = 0,128 rads (DODCI)
0 i n l t  = 0.133 rads (photoisomer).
The chirping effect of the photoisomer was ignored as its extremely low saturation energy 
implied that it is almost instantaneously saturated at the initial leading edge of the pulse and 
consequently self-phase-modulation will only appear in this region.
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Table 9.1 CPM chirp parameters
Casing centre wavelength X = 633 nm, = 2.98 x 10^5 rad s"'
Jet thickness C- 130 |im
Beam area a = 2.5 X lO'^ Ti cm^ (radius = 5 pm)
Ethylene glycol nonlinear index n% = 3.0 X 10’16 cm^/Watt
Peak of DODCI absorption Xc = 588 nm, = 3.20 x 10^  ^rad s"l
FWHM of absorption line Aot = 0.22  X 10^^  rad s“l
Unsaturated absorption at line centre cxcf = 0.73
Saturation energy at 633 nm 0.25 nJ
Peak of photoisomer absorption Ac = 620 nm, a t  = 3.04 x 1Q15 rad s*^
FWHM of absorption line Aot = 0.18 X 10^5 rad s"l
Unsaturated absorption at line centre Ocf= 0.59Saturation energy at 633 nm 0.022 nJ
Two situations were considered in the CPM laser, pulse durations of 40 fs and 100 fs 
at energies of 2 and 4 nJ respectively. These are representative of the conditions inside the 
laser for optimum GVD compensation and with excess negative GVD. The calculated 
instantaneous frequency sweeps across the pulse are shown in figures 9.15.
The frequency chirp present differs somewhat from that predicted by Valdmanis in that 
for the 40 fs pulse both absorber saturation and Kerr effect frequency shifts are of 
comparable magnitude. For the longer duration pulse the Kerr effect is diminished but still 
present. The reason for this is that DODCI concentrations are lower in this particular 
CPM, the jet thickeness is longer (thereby reducing coherent collision processes) and the 
intracavity pulse energy lower than the CPM of reference [15].
How such chirped pulses would react to different signs of GVD in the cavity is open to 
argument. If the chirp process was purely dominated by Kerr effect then to enable stable 
pulse operation and compression the front red shifted region of the pulse would be required 
to be delayed slightly so that the rear blue shifted region could catch up. In other words 
optimum performance would occur if a net negative GVD was present in the cavity. If the 
chirp was purely due to the absorber saturation then the opposite criterion would apply and 
the cavity would require net positive GVD for stable operation. For the intermediate case 
the situation is much more complicated. However, for both pulse durations there is a
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Figure 9.15 Instantaneous frequency shift arising from SPM effects in the absorber dye jet for pulses of differing energies and durations.
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■positive frequency sweep across the centre of the pulse which would allow some 
compensation by the prism sequence under the condition of excess negative GVD. 
Additionally such compensation would cause the central region of the pulse to be delayed 
with respect to the blue shifted components leading to the 'centre of gravity' of the pulse 
moving to its rear ie) the pulse would become asymmetric. The fact that no stable operation 
is possible for excess positive GVD inside the cavity seems to indicate that the optical Kerr 
effect is still the dominant chirping process. It should be emphasised that the chirping 
processes inside the laser are dynamically dependent on the pulseshape and duration and 
the above arguments can only be regarded in qualitative terms.
9 .4 .3  FOCUSSING CONSIDERATIONS
The attainment of different pulse durations as a function of folding section mirror 
separation can be understood in terms of focussing conditions inside the dye jet.
2.5cm^ ^  2.5cm 
5+31 cm 10+32 cm
unstable unstable
w1 ; absorber waist size 
w3: cavity spot size
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1 1 3 40 2
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Figure 9.16 Spot sizes inside laser cavity as a function of folding section separation
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Figure 9.16a shows a semi-quantitative model of the laser cavity where each mirror is 
treated as an equivalent lens.Figure 9.16b gives a plot of the calculated waist sizes inside 
the absorber jet as a function of confocal offset for the gain section, 9% with the absorber 
section offset, d\ kept constant. Also plotted are spot sizes in the main arms of the cavity. 
These values were calculated using a gaussian beams program but no attempt was 
made to include the Brewster-angled dye jets and astigmatic effects.
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Figure 9.17 Instantaneous frequency chirp across pulse for tight focus condition
As was predicted in §9.3 the region of minimum waist size (maximum external beam 
size) lies close to the unstable regime of the cavity. In this region the power density at the 
jet will be very large. For a given pulse duration increasing the pulse energy density would 
have the effect of pushing the absorber saturation blue shift further to the front of the pulse 
and increasing the Kerr-related SPM contribution. Figure 9.17 shows the frequency chirp 
calculated assuming a halving of the waist size at the absorber jet. Kerr effect SPM is 
clearly dominating and the chirping effect is considerably enhanced which will lead to 
increased spectral splitting and after GVD compensation very short pulses. Conversely 
when folding section separations are moved to more stable regimes focussing is less tight.
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and the Kerr effect is reduced giving longer pulses. This helps to explain why the shortest 
pulses in the CPM laser were obtained with cavity close to its unstable regime.
The above analysis results are consistent with the theory that under these operating 
conditions positive SPM is the dominant chirp in the pulse. The laser output pulse duration 
and power stability shows a strong sensitivity to jet position which further confirms the 
theory that in this short pulse regime SPM and GVD interaction are the main pulse shaping 
mechanisms. More evidence for this is provided at higher pump powers where the laser 
can show unidirectional operation and yet still maintain a short pulse output (~40fs). When 
this lasing action is deliberately interrupted, pulse evolution proceeds afresh with counter­
propagation of intracavity flux and the laser can subsequently return to unidirectional 
behaviour. This indicates that in the short pulse regime the coherent interaction within the 
DODCI jet plays a rather minor role whenever the mode-locking becomes sufficiently well 
established.
9.5 EVIDENCE FOR PULSE ASYMMETRY
It was immediately apparent from our experimental spectral and autocorrelation data 
that for pulse durations less than ^ 100 fs the bandwidth-duration (AzAt) products were 
significantly less than the expected value of 0.315 which is expected for sech^ intensity 
pulse profiles (see figure 9.18). Moreover, when sech^ intensity profile fits were attempted 
on the measured data, the agreement between experimental and theoretical autocorrelations 
was poor as illustrated in figure 9.19a which corresponds to a 33 fs pulse. Figure 9.19b 
shows the corresponding fit assuming a single-sided exponential intensity profile (AzAt = 
0.110) where again a poor match is obvious. A likely inference was that the small value of 
AzAt indicated some degree of asymmetry in the laser pulse although its functional form 
was not as severe as that of the single-sided exponential. To support this theory the general 
pulse function introduced in Chapter 7 was used for test fitting purposes. It is a function 
for which the asymmetry increases with the value of r. Choosing r - 1  and calculating the 
theoretical autocorrelation for a 33 fs pulse gives the fit shown in figure 9.19c where close 
agreement is obtained.
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Figures 9.20a,b and 9.21 a,b siiow the interferoinetric autocorrelations and spectra of 
48 fs and 43 fs pulses respectively and the theoretical fits corresponding to t-4  and i~l test 
pulses. Excellent agreement is again achieved and the measured bandwidth-duration 
products compares favourably with the predicted values. Evidence that these fits do not 
exactly correspond to the measured pulses is produced when a Fourier transform of the test 
pulses is taken and superimposed on the measured pulse spectra. This indicates that there is 
a small asymmetry in each pulse spectrum which implies the existence of a small frequency 
chirp in the pulse due to excess negative GVD compensation in the laser cavity or residual 
uncompensated nonlinear chirp. This will lead to the discrepancy between measured and 
theoretical Ar/At values. Following the computational analysis made in Chapter 7 the fact 
however that the measured spectrum is asymmetr ic is a sure indication of pulse asymmetry 
if linem" chirp is present.
Figure 9.21a provides a clear illustration of the fringes in the interferoinetric 
autocorrelation. Remembering that the delay between two successive fringes corresponds 
to one optical cycle (2.1 fs in this case) this autocorrelation directly shows that there are 
only a small number of optical cycles within these short pulses. The sensitivity of 
interferoinetric autocorrelations to pulse shape and chirp and their inherent self-calibration 
make such measurements a powerful technique for pulse characterisation on the i;
femtosecond scale. Indeed it could be contended that for pulse durations below 50 fs 
interferoinetric detail is vital if unambiguous results are to be obtained.
Thus strong evidence is provided which suggests that the output pulses from our laser 
have asymmetrical intensity profiles. Other workers have seen similar effects and 
theoretical analyses made by Yoshizwa et al and recently Petrov et al have made 
predictions for pulse asymmetry. The explicit shape of the pulses in terms of whether the 
leading or trailing edges are steeper has yet to be detennined. However the spectral shapes 
shown in figure 9.13 for the case of excess negative GVD are consistent with a steeper 
nailing pulse edge if the pulse is assumed to contain only negative linear chirp .
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Figure 9.20 Theoretical fits to the a) interferometric autocorrelation and b) spectrum of a 48 fs laser pulse.
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Figure 9.21 Theoretical fits to the a) interferometric autocorrelation and b) spectrum of a 43 fs laser pulse.
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9.6  PROPAGATION OF LASER PULSES THROUGH GLASS
In the future it is hoped to adopt cross-correlation techniques as discussed in Chapter 8. 
As a preliminary experiment 60fs pulses from the CPM laser were passed through 
different lengths of high quality glass to observe the broadening effect. The input pulse 
correlation data and spectrum is shown in figure 9.22.
At=60fs
Figure 9.22 Interferometric and intensity autocorrelation of a 60fs pulse 
prior to passage through glass
The oscillogram traces of figure 9.23 show the interferometric correlations after 
passage through 5, 10 and 20 cm of Suprasil I glass. Note the broadening and increase 
in linear chirp as is evidenced by the slight rise in the wings of the correlation traces. From 
the above broadening it seems that 5cm length of glass placed in one arm of the correlator 
should be sufficent to give reasonable cross-correlation data.
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Figure 9.23 Interferom etric autocorrelations through various lengths of glass rod. of pulse after propagation
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By adopting these techniques it will be possible to determine most of the relevant 
information concerning the laser pulses. Such interrogations will enable the identification 
of the source of the observed pulse asymmetries and allow further optimisation of the CPM 
laser.
9 .7  CO NCLUSIO NS
The inclusion of the four-prism GVD compensating sequence has proved a great 
success in the achievement of short pulses and the optimisation of laser stability. The latter 
property becomes apparent in the superior synchroscan temporal resolution achieved with 
the CPM laser as a test pulse source. Pulse durations of 40 fs are now readily attainable 
and if tight focussing conditions are adopted pulses as short as 19 fs have been achieved. 
Many questions have still to be answered, however, particularly with regard to the exact 
nature of the frequency chirp present in the pulse, its effect on pulse asymmetry and the 
source of the so-called soliton-mode of operation. Nevertheless it is safe to conclude that 
control of cavity GVD is vital for stable CPM laser operation and a prism-compensating 
system effectively transforms the laser into an extremely stable and reliable femtosecond 
pulse source.
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CHAPTER 10; GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK |
-'I
The CPM laser has proved to be an excellent source for ultrashort pulses not only as an J
effective 'delta function' generator but also as a test-bed for mode-locking theories. The 
purpose of Chapter 9 was to present one particular CPM laser and show how, by suitable 
control of cavity group velocity dispersion, it could be stabilised and its performance 
enhanced significantly to yield pulses typically of 40 fs duration and, at the expense of 
mode quality, pulses as short as 19 fs. The relative importance of various chirping 
mechanisms within the absorber jet has been theoretically analysed and their dependence on 
focussing conditions discussed. It was found experimentally and theoretically that by tight «I
focussing in the jet positive SPM from the solvent Kerr effect could be made to be the 
dominant chirping process. This effect could perhaps be enhanced by the addition to the I
dye solvent of substances with a high nonlinear refractive index eg) 2-methyl-4-nitroaniline 
(MNA). [1.2]
The 4-prism sequence was very successful in compensating linear dispersion inside the 
cavity and the active compression of the chirped pulses. However, it is limited in that only 
gross amounts of linear dispersion can be introduced, no provision is available for 
compensation of higher order cavity dispersive effects from cavity optics and nonlinear 
chirp in the pulses. It is these factors which limit the ultimate minimum pulse duration 
attainable [31. With this in mind it may be possible to return to the Gires-Toumois 
interferometer compensation scheme discussed in Chapter 1 but used in tandem with and as 
a complement to the prism system. The GTI has the advantage in that its dispersive 
contribution can be easily and accurately modelled on a computer and consequently its 
cubic and higher order dispersion can be tailored to cancel that of the cavity mirrors and 
prism system. By these means it may be possible to accommodate the propagation of 
pulses with bandwidths as large as 30nm within the cavity. [^ >33
The evidence for asymmetry in the CPM laser pulses is almost certainly due to the 
intermediate nature of the chirp in the pulses (ie. absorber saturation processes competing
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with the optical Kerr effect) and possibly the presence of residual uncompensated nonlinear b
chirp. This is due in part to the relatively low intracavity intensity. The asymmetry could |
possibly be removed by employing a thinner (50 pm) dye jet to enhance the coherent g
Jsaturation of the absorber dye species by the colliding pulses. This would push the 
absorber blue shift further to the front of the pulse leaving the Kerr effect to dominate 
across the central region. Similar effects could be achieved by using a cavity configuration ' 
with smaller radii of curvature mirrors (thus increasihg the energy density inside the jet) 
and/or optimisation of output coupling. -s
Allied with the above research the remainder of Section II was concerned with 
femtosecond measurement techniques. The development of a realtime intensity— 
interferometric autocorrelator and a CCD spectral readout system enabled the day-to-day 
running and optimisation of the laser to become routine. These instruments also provided 
valuable information on pulseshape and frequency chirp characteristics. In the future, by 
suitable interfacing to a computer data processing system and adaptation of the correlator 
optics it will be possible to perform interferometric cross-correlation on the laser pulses 
which will allow the absolute pulse shape and chirp to be unambiguously determined. Such 
work will require an extension of the fitting procedures developed to generate the computer 
correlation simulations presented in Chapter 7.
In Section I various aspects of the linear picosecond pulse measurement technique 
employing streak cameras were detailed. In synchroscan mode the importance of laser 
stability and phase noise contributions from drive electronics was investigated. With the 
so-called active synchronisation operation, with an estimated integrated noise level 70 dB 
below the drive carrier signal, a synchroscan temporal resolution of 0.93 ps was 
demonstrated for the first time. From the theoretical model developed in this work it is 
estimated that if camera limited resolutions are to be achieved then the noise floor must be 
further reduced to atleast 80 dB below the carrier. This could possibly be achieved by 
using a crystal oscillator to phase-lock the laser system and then driving the streak camera 
deflection system with the low noise oscillator output. The further improvement of the 
computational model used in Chapter 4 could perhaps allow an alternative streak camera
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based estimation of phase noise levels in mode-locked laser sources and detectors [6] which 
is currently of prime interest in high bit rate telecommunication research.
Although not reported within the body of this thesis, work has progressed on streak 
camera designs per se. In particular the computer modelling program discussed in Chapter 
2 has been put to good use and new tube designs are emerging which should radically 
improve camera performance. Present designs being considered are meshless tubes (the 
high photocathode field being provided by redesigned electrode structures) and a miniature 
tube nearly one third the size of existing designs.
In collaboration with the Institute of Optics and Precision Mechanics in Xian, China 
preliminary testing of streak tubes with refined designs of the Photochron IV type have 
been performed. With one such tube having a specially tailored photocathode and 
travelling-wave deflection system a single-shot camera temporal resolution of ~ 300 fs has 
been demonstrated [2] (this work is summarised in a publication reprint at the rear of this 
thesis). New tube designs now exist which employ internal temporal dispersion 
compensation and yield theoretical temporal resolutions of 50 fs. However the merits of 
such designs are dubious -  the temporal scrambling of ~ lOOfs by even the best engineered 
photocathodes can never be removed. The streak images that these designs will give will 
bear little linear relation to the intensity distribution of the light inputed at the photocathode.
Indeed one must begin to consider the effect of the electron velocity distribution generated 
by the 6  THz bandwidth of the 50 fs optical pulse itself.
The CCD readout system developed within this research (Chapter 5) has been shown to 
work in principal but the problems of reduced sensitivity and RF interference must be 
addressed. Internal CCD readout structures within streak cameras are now feasible, 
preliminary experimentation (Chapter 6) shows that both CCD and photocathode can |  
survive the presence of each other during streak tube manufacture.
In the longer term the techniques developed for ultrashort pulse generation in dye-based 
mode-locked lasers will be transferred to solid-state systems. In these miniaturised sources 
the gain medium will be a diode laser, the saturable absorber will be in the form of 
quantum well structure and the free space cavity will be replaced by a fibre loop with
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directional couplers for output. For communication applications convenient operating j^:
wavelengths are 1.5 |im and in this case the intrinsic negative GVD of the fibre could be 
used to enable intracavity pulse compression. The use of such pulse sources will be 
widespread in the fields of optical communications and data processing, electro-optic 
probing of high speed integrated circuitry aswell as offering new areas of time-resolved 
spectroscopic research. Allied with this the miniaturisation of streak cameras coupled with 
dedicated compact, internal or external CCD readout systems will allow the development of 
bench-top "optical oscilloscopes" with sub-picosecond resolutions. The applications of 
such instruments extend far beyond that of laboratory research including, for example (as 
well as laser ranging), time-resolved spectroscopy of cancer specific dyes for the bioassay 
of human tissue 193 and industrial applications such as field testing of diode pulse sources 
in fibre communication networks.
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APE M m X -A : SPACEBQRME LASER. RANO m Q
A.O INTRODUCTION
The European Space Agency (ESA) are currently funding a research project to develop 
a spacebome ranging system which would be used to monitor earth crustal movements 
along tectonic fault lines or at plate boundaries 01. Such monitoring requires ultra-precise 
measurement of displacements in both vertical and horizontal planes between reference 
points spread over the entirety of an active zone. A suitable precision of measurement 
would be to within 1cm over a baseline length of 50 to 100km. It is necessary to access 
between 50 and 80 reference points in a time period short compared to the timescale of 
tectonic movements in order to observe interplate motion and the discontinuous movements 
associated with earthquakes.
Such stringent accuracy requirements precludes most landbased ranging systems 
simply on ecconomic grounds. Very long baseline interferometric (VLBI) systems and 
direct landbased laser ranging are ruled out due to the shear number of reference points 
required. Mobile laser ranging systems are excluded since they do not meet the necessary 
precision. Laser ranging from space, however, offers an ideal solution. A large number of 
passive ground based retroreflectors can easily be installed over the entire active zone and 
each can be accessed directly by a spacebome laser ranger. The striking advantage of this 
approach is the possibility for global coverage at a very low cost. The following sections 
contain a description of the operating principles of the proposed laser ranger with a review 
of the system requirements.
A .l  O p e r a t i n g  P r i n c i p l e s
The spacebome laser ranging system will consist of a mode-locked laser, capable of 
producing high energy pulses of a few picoseconds duration, transmitting and receiving 
optics, and a time measuring system incorporating a circular scan streak tube (CSST). This
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instrumentation is detailed in § A.2. The ranging system will determine relative vertical and 
horizontal displacements within tectonic faultline areas of approximately 100km extension. 
This will be achieved by measuring straight line distances from satellite to reference points 
of interest and referring them to a model orbital trajectory obtained by fitting data supplied 
from global tracking stations. The satellite's centre of mass will deviate to a certain extent 
from the model orbit and to reduce this to less than 5cm an orbital height of 1600km will be 
chosen. Such deviation will be sufficiently low to enable tectonic plate displacements to be 
resolved to a precision of 2cm or better. Orbital fit simulations have been reported 01 using 
short arc fitting procedures that incorporated data supplied from 5 tracking stations and 
were shown to provide a good orbital model. For the case of ESA project it is estimated 
that after an initial preparatory period of 10 days, during which the orbital data is amassed, 
straight-line distances between satellite and ground based retroreflectors will be accurate to 
better than 1.5cm. This corresponds to a determination of baseline lengths to an accuracy 
of better than 1cm.
Ranging will be determined by measuring the time of flight of a picosecond laser pulse 
to travel from the satelite to the ground based reference point and back again, ie) the 
measurement of the time interval between a "start" and "stop" pulse. Straightline distances 
are then obtained by converting the transit time into distance with suitable correction for the 
retardation of the pulse associated with atmospheric refraction. The correction formulae 
used in this case have been shown to be accurate to a model bias error of ± 0 .5cm 12] using 
ray tracing methods through pressure profiles received from weather balloon radiosondes.
The main sources of range measurement error that will limit the overall system accuracy 
are: 1) Uncertainty in knowledge of atmospheric surface pressure, water vapour pressure 
and temperature at target site (these are important parameters to be inputed into the 
atmospheric correction formulae), 2) Turbulence and scattering effects in the atmosphere, 
3) Eccentricities of optical centre of target with respect to target zone and optical centre of 
ranging instrument with centre of mass of the satellite (these effects should contribute an 
inaccuracy of less than ± 0.5cm), and 4) Instrumental error in transit time measurement 
associated with the time resolution of the streak camera.
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Of the errors grouped in 1) the uncertainty in atmospheric pressure at the target is the 
most critical since the atmospheric refraction correction is extremely sensitive to pressure. 
To keep the ranging error to within an acceptable limit of order 1cm requires a knowledge 
of the target surface pressure to an accuracy of between 2.3 and 4.0 mbarr while limiting 
the maximum zenith angle to less than 50’ Measurement of atmospheric pressure can be 
achieved by the laser ranger using two wavelengths in its firing pulse and recording the 
transit time difference between the differentially delayed return pulses This time 
difference, caused by atmospheric dispersion, is proportional to the surface pressure. 
Clearly this method of determining pressure obviates the problematical requirement of 
establishing weather station networks around the target retroreflectors. Such two-colour 
laser ranging has been airborne operated and was found to be accurate to less than Imb M.
Satellite Laser RangerAccess angle
10’ ! 10'
Few to several  ^ 100 km
RetroreflectorTarget
Figure A .l Spacebom e ranging concept
The general method of targeting is illustrated in figure A.I. Measurements will be iniatcd 
immediately after the satellite has reached an elevation angle of ~40 degrees relative to the 
first retroreflector. After approximately 20 pulses, at a transmission rate of around 20Hz, 
the aiming mirror of the satellite will be directed towards the next retroreflector target. A
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minimum of 3 measurement cycles will be performed for every pass over a test region, 
each cycle consisting of a complete scan of all targets in the area. Thus data is acquired 
from three different viewing angles - approach, near zenith and departure. Zenith angles 
greater than 50’ are ruled out so as to reduce the error in the atmospheric refraction 
correction to an acceptable upper limit. Zenith angles less than 10’ will most likely be 
avoided to prevent background noise associated with diffuse back scattering from the 
forward propagating pulse.
CCD
Readout ToTelemetry
unit
CSST
DataProcessorReceivingTelescope
Power
AmpPMT
^2 Delay
GatingCircuit00
Start'Q
300 MHz OscillatorCoarseCounterReceivedBeam
Figure A.2 Schematic of spacebom e laser ranging system
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a .2  T h e  l a s e r -r a n g i n g  i n s t r u m e n t
The satellite ranging system is represented in figure A.2. The mode-locked laser will 
produce pulses of some picoseconds duration at a repetition rate of lOHz. Measurement of 
roundtrip transit times to an accuracy of picoseconds necessitates the use of a streak camera 
and in particular for this project, one in circular scan mode The laser pulse will be 
frequency doubled and the two pulses of differing wavelengths, 7^ for the fundamental,
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for the second harmonic, fed into the transmitting optics. A small beam splitter will direct a 
fraction of the outgoing pulses into the CSST. A 300 MHz quartz frequency standard 
oscillator will drive the X-Y plates of the CSST causing the electron beam, derived from 
the input pulses at the tube photocathode, to be swept in a circle onto the readout system of 
the tube. One revolution on the camera output corresponds to 3.33 nanoseconds. One of 
the laser pulses will be retarded by calibrated delay and thus two "start" pulses will be 
registered on the CSST readout. A second beam splitter will route a fraction of the 
frequency doubled pulse to a photomultiplier which will trigger a coarse counter whose 
clock period will be in synchronisation to the 300 MHz standard oscillator.
a) b)
Calibrated delay
30 mm
START STOP
Time of flight forXi pulse = n x 3.33 ns + T^ 
Time of flight fbrX^ pulse = n x 3.33 ns + T2
Figure A 3 Distribution of streak images at readout of CSST 
The pulses leaving the satellite will travel down to the retroreflector, return, be received 
by the collecting optics and directed into the CSST. Once more a fraction of the X2 pulse 
will be split into the photomultiplier generating the "stop" for the coarse counter. The 
remaining light will form two more pulses to be registered on the camera readout. The 
distribution of the electron pulses on the camera readout are shown in figure A.3. Since the 
expected differential time delay between the Xj and %2 pulses due to atmospheric 
dispersion will be less than 3ns, both pulses will be recorded within one single scan of the
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streak tube. Refering to figure A.3 we note that four electron pulses will be recorded; the 
outgoing pulses separated by a calibrated delay (figure A.3a), and the return pulses (figure |
A.3b). The fractional separation of the start and stop pulses with respect to the 
cicumference of the circular sweep gives a precise time measurement to be combined with 
the coarse count, n. Effectively the CSST is acting as a "vernier" to suppliment the coarse 
counter. At present CSST’s are available with a time resolution of ± 6ps and hence the 
laser ranger will yield a straight line distance measurement with an accuracy of ± 1.5mm.
The system requirements on pulse energy, repetition rate and wavelength dictate the 
choice of laser. Ideally a firing rate of 20Hz is desired producing picosecond pulses close 
to the 350nm atmospheric window edge - this enhances the accuracy of measurement of the 
surface pressure. Compatibility with space satellite use provide further constraints, viz high 
efficiency, simplicity of laser services, compactness etc. The most likely candidate is the 
vibronic mode-locked alexandrite laser system. This laser oscillates near 750nm, is tunable 
and has sufficient gain bandwidth to form 8ps pulses or less 380nm can readily be 
produced by use of a nonlinear crystal.
Retroreflector ground targets will consist of 8 cube comers of aperture diameter 12.7 
cm mounted on a mushroom shaped mechanical support. Such targets will be reasonably g
inexpensive to manufacture and hence a large quantity of reference points can be set up 
over the tectonic plate zone. Targeting and optical steering will be achieved by both a fixed 
reference system, which employs star tracking, and orbital prediction data.
a,3  s u m m a r y
An brief description of the main design aspects of a spacebome laser ranger has been 
given as a background for the development of a CSST with solid-state readout. The 
applications of such a device is not merely limited to tectonic plate monitoring; other 
applications that ESA would like to investigate include large object space ranging (eg for 
space construction) and coastal erosion.
i
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APPENDIX B: e l e c t r o n  SENSITIVE CCD READOUT ARRAY FOR A 
CIRCULAR STREAK TUBE
(Conference reprint-SoM  state imagers and their applications SPIE 59131 (1985))
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AOSTRACT
Henlc|n eiinu iilern i Im is and f n n n ih t l i ly  nF n s o l F-ncnnnod c ir c u la r  e le e lr o n - n n n s i l iv n  CCD readout array  
I d he incorpiirn l nd w illt in  a c i  rcu ln r-n cn n  n lrea k  I who are  d ln cu sso d . For a acnn d iam eter oF 30 n«ii the  
c l  I eu I nr array  w i l l  c»xn()rino 3 SOU dol.ecLor n iom nnts. E otim n les oF th e  pnrFormanne c h n r a c te r in t ic s  are  
p ren en led  w ilh  p a r t ic u la r  reF erenco to  d e te c t  ion  s e n s i t i v i t y  and e ig n a l - t o - n o ine rcg u irem cn ts. T his s tr e a k  
tulin w ilh  inliM jral readout i s  rloaigneri to  liave a tem poral r e s o lu t io n  S5 pa and w i l l  Form an e s s e n t ia l  p art  
oF a fu tu r e  npacnhorno la s e r  ranging  sy stem .
1N1RUDÜCTIÜN
A c ir c u la r - s c a n  s tr e a k  lu b e  (CSST) p r e s e n t ly  under developm ent i s  to  become on in t e g r a l  p a rt oF a h igh  
p r e c i s io n  two c o lo u r  apncebornc la s e r  ranging  system . Such a system  can bo used For m on itor in g . For 
exam(>le, th e  e a r t h 's  t e c t o n ic  p la t e  movements to  m il l im e tr e  accu racy w h ile  s im u lta n e o u s ly  m easuring  
atm osph eric  p r e ssu r e  to  w ith in  mllnr r e s o lu t io n '^ ' .  T his e n t a i l s  Hie measurement oF th e d iF F e r e n tia l round- 
t r ip  lim es oF F lig h t  oF la s e r  p u ls e  p a ir s ,  d ir e c te d  From a s a t e l l i t e  to  ground-based  r e t r o r e F le c to r s ,  to  an 
accu racy  oF b e t t e r  than 5 p ic o s e c o n d s .
I ho g en era l concepLa oF a modern tw o -co lo u r  opncoborne la s e r  ranging system  have been review ed by Lutz 
and co w o rk ers( 1 ) .  In I he proposed  system  th e  tlmn in t e r v a l  measurement u n it  in co rp o ra te s  o CSST o p e ra tin g  
in  a 'v e r n ie r '  mode w hereby, in  order to  m easure Lhe r o u n d -tr ip  t r a n s i t  tim e, th e number oF com plete  p e r io d s  
a t th e  tu be scon  Frotiuency betw een p u lse  e m iss io n  and retu rn  i s  counted  u s in g  a c o n v e n tio n a l cou n ter  and 
lh e  F r a c tio n a l p e r io d  recorded  w ith  h ig h  p r e c i s io n  a t  th e  output scr e en  oF th e s tr e a k  tu b e . The s ig n a l  
r c g in le r o d  on IIin c ir c u la r  sca n  tr a c e  oF th e  Lube w i l l  c o n s i s t  o f  th re e  s tr ea k  images a r is in g  from th e  
propagated  dual w avelen gth  (Fundam ental and second harm onic) la s e r  o u tp u ts . The most in te n s e  o f  th e se  
co rresp o n d s to  s ig n a l  o b ta in ed  From th e  o u tg o in g  p u ls e s  and th e  two weaker image sp o ts  corresp ond  to  the  
rn lu rn  p u ls e s .  The sé p a r a t io n  oF th e  p u ls e s  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  Lhe c i r c l e  circum Ference g iv e s  ttie F ra c tio n a l
c lo c k  p e r io d  and th e r e fo r e  p r o v id e s  an a c cu ra te  measurement o f  th e  t r a n s i t  tim e.
An exp erim en ta l T h o to ch ro n  I l C  CSST camera system  r e c e n t ly  d evelop ed  ( 2 )  has been shown to  s a t i s f y  
th e  tem poral r e s o lu t io n  req u irem en ts^ ^ ). T his s tr e a k  tube in c o r p o r a te s  a m icrochannel p la t e  (MCP) 
in t e n s i f i c o t io n  s ta g e  and th e  s tr e a k  im ages on th e  ou tp u t phosphor sc r e e n  are recorded  e i t h e r  
p h o to g r a p h ic a lly  or w ith  on o p t ic a l  m u ltic h a n n e l a n a ly s e r . I t  i s  r ec o g n ise d , however, th a t  a com patib le
ch arge  co u p led  d e v ic e  (CCD) read out a r ra y , w ith  i t s  in h er e n t ru gged n ess, sm a ll s i z e  and low power
rn q u irem onta, would be much b e t t e r  s u i t e d  to  sp a ceb o m e a p p l ic a t io n s .  T his co u ld  a ls o  be c o n v e n ie n tly
in t e r fa c e d  w ith  th e  a p p ro p r ia te  d a ta  c o l l e c t i o n  and com m unication l in k s .
In t h i s  paper we d is c u s s  our c o n s id é r â t  ion  For a c ir cu la r -F o r m a t CCD and p h otod iod e  array d esig n ed  
s p e c i f i c a l l y  fo r  u se  a s  a CSST read out sy stem . The f e a s i b i l i t y  o f  in c o r p o r a tin g  an e le c t r o n - s e n s i t i v e  
v e r s io n  o f  the d e v ic e  w ith in  th e  vacuum en v e lo p e  o f  th e  camera tu be i s  g iv e n  p a r t ic u la r  em ph asis.
Imago Tube C o n fig u r a tio n .MThe b a s ic  e le c t r o d e  c o n f ig u r a t io n  o f  th e  Photochron IIC s tr e a k  tube i s  i l lu s t r a t e d  sc h e m a tic a lly  in  ^
f ig u r e  1 . The two p a ir s  o f  o r th o g tx ia lly  o r ie n te d  d e f l e c t io n  p la t e s  are sc p n r a te ly  s u p p lie d  w ith  300 MHz &
v o iln g e  s in u s o id s  in  p linne-qusdrnture to  g iv e  a c ir c u la r  sweep o f  dinm otor 30 mm a t  th e  phosphor sc r e en  4 |
lin ing  an a c ce p ta b ly  modest power l e v e l  o f  ID W per ch a n n e l.
The e s s e n t i a l  d if fo r o n c c  betw een th e  Photochron IIC camera d e scr ib e d  p r e v io u s ly ( 2 ,3 )  guy tf,g system  ‘B
th a t we arc  now d ev e lo p in g  i s  in  th e  method by which th e  e le c t r o n  s ig n a ls  are d e te c te d  and a n a ly sed .
P rev io u s  work has co n c en tr a te d  on th e  Lime r e s o lu t io n  c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  t h i s  typ e  o f  tu b e . L aboratory  
ex p e r im e n ts , to  d a te ,  have n o t been l im ite d  by a v a i la b le  inp ut s ig n a l  in t e n s i t y  and so  a s  y e t  th e g a in ,
s i g n a l - t o - n o i s e  r a t io  and o v e r a l l  d e te c t io n  s e n s i t i v i t y  have not been f u l ly  o p t im ised . However, in  a i
sp a ceb o m e  a p p lic a t io n  th e s e  param eters are o f  prime im p ortance. One approach to  improved s ig n a l  d e te c t io n
At, __
i'l I (I di!î|u'ii!!o w ilh  I hr MCI’ , phonphor and tinnoc ini ctl opLicn niid incorpiirnl n ii di r o d  rniifloiil oyslom  in  I ho 
1,11 III o f  on I'l or I ron n r n n il iv o  pholodiodn/CCD a rm y  mounted wLLIiln I ho vncuuiii rnvnlop e o f  th e Lube.
P M MCP S F
P iq û re  1 . I’hol.oohron IIC ntronk tu b e . P i s  p h otoca th od e, M i s  mesh, C i s  con e , A i s  anode,
D in  d o r in ctJ o n  p in t e s ,  MCP i s  m icrochannel p ln t e ,  S i s  s cr e en  and F i s  th e  F ibre o p t ic  fa c e  p la t e .
Readout Format
Si'vornl p osn ib Jc  read out Formal n Imvo been c o n s id e r e d , oncii linvintj r e l a t iv e  advontnges and 
d isn d vfin tn gea . Three oF th e s e ,  ( i )  a CCD c ir c u la r  a r ra y , ( i i )  a CCD/photodiode c ir c u la r  a rra y , end ( i i i )  an 
area CCD array are c o n s id e r e d . The p r in c ip a l  d e s ig n  F eatu res th a t  niuot be taken in to  accou nt in c lu d e  the  
F o llo w in g .
(a )  lhe e le c t r o n  p u ls e  w i l l  have n t y p ic a l  s p a t ia l  e x te n t  oF 15U pm (betw een 3o p o in t s )  and t h i s  i s  
th e minimum r a d ia l p ix e l  d im ension  th a t c o u ld  be a c cep ted  b e fo r e  l o s in g  s ig n a l  e le c t r o n s .  E a r l ie r  
é v a lu a t io n s '^ '  have in d ic a te d  th a t sm all e r r o r s  in trod u ced  by s l i g h t  in a c c u r a c ie s  in  th e  r e l a t iv e  phase and 
nm plitudea oF th e d e f le c t io n  d r iv e  waveForms, in  a d d it io n  to  in c o r r ec t  p o s i t io n in g  o f  th e  c ir c u la r  s ca n , 
c o u ld  r e s u l t  in s ig n i f i c a n t  r e g i s t r o l in n  and tim e measurement e r r o r s .  Thus c o n s id e r a t io n s  r e la t in g  to  tiie  
a lign m en t oF th e e le c t r o n  beam, th e  tem perature dependent d e F le c t io n  v a r ia t io n s ,  n o is e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and 
d n v ire  p r o c es s in g  y i e l d ,  r e s u l t s  in  a ch osen  p ix e l  s i z e  o f  50Ü pm in  th e r a d ia l d ir e c t io n .
(b )  For 0  tim e r e s o lu t io n  oF 5 ps a s u i t a b le  number oF p ix e l s  would bo 3500, which r e p r e s e n ts
app rox im ate ly  1 ps per r e s o lu t io n  e lem en t in  th e  scan  d ir e c t io n .  Ih io  i s  an a c ce p ta b le  number From th e
m anuFacluring v ie w p o in t.
1 . CCD c ir c u la r  array
U sing HUS c a p a c ito r s  a s  s e n s in g  e lem en ts  For e le c t r o n s  has th e advantoge th a t th e  readout o f  Lhe s ig n a l  
can  be eF F ected  by tr a n s fe r  oF ch arge  around th e  c ir c u la r  array  to  output s t r u c tu r e s .
F ro n ts id e  e ln e t  run s e n s in g ,  how ever, i s  not p r a c t ic a l  due to  th e l o s s  in cu rred  a t  th e  e le c t r o d e s  and 
g o to  o x id e  o f  th e  MOS d e v ic e .  In a d d it io n  th ere  i s  th e  problem  o f  r a d ia t io n  damage, where Lhe e le c t r o n  
onnrgy absorbed in  Lhe g a le  o x id e  r e s u l t s  in  tho c r e a t io n  o f  e le c t r o n -h o le  p a ir s .  These are sep a ra ted  under 
th e in f lu e n c e  o f  th e  lo c a l  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  and th e  h o le s  are  drawn towards tiie  s i l i c o n /o x id e  in t e r f a c e  which 
r e s u l t s  in  a b u ild -u p  o f  p o s i t i v e  ch arge  and an in c r e a se  in  th e  in t e r fa c e  s l a t e  d e n s ity .  Doth e f f e c t s  
s e r io u s ly  degrade th e  c im r o c t o r i s t ic s  o f  th e  sen so r  w ilh  r e s p e c t  to  charge c a p a c ity  and dark c u r re n t .
To a llo w  "backside"  /irra d ia tio n ^ ^ * ) th e  d e v ic e  must be th in n ed . In t h i s  modo o f  o p e r a tio n  s ig n a l
n lc c tr u n s  from th e  tube are  in c id e n t  on th e rear  o f  th e  d e v ic e  g e n e ra t in g  e le c t r o n s  w ith in  th e bulk s i l i c o n
w hich d i f f u s e  t o ,  and a re  c o l t e c l e d  in ,  th e p ix e l  p o t e n t ia l  w e l l s .  An array o f  Loo g r e a t  a th ic k n e ss  would
have o poor e f f i c i e n c y  due to  recom binnI ion  lo s s e s  du rin g d i f f u s io n .
2 . CCD/Photodiodo array
This co iiF iq u rn tio n , i I lu s i r a t e d  in f ig u r e  2 , a v o id s  th e  problem s m entioned above. I t  u se s  a ph otod iod e
no Lhe s e n s in g  elomenI and a CCD as a s h i f t  r e g i s t e r  to  read out th e r e s u l t in g  ch a rg e . P h otod iod es a s
nnnnorn have th e ndvnningn over MOS c a p n r ito r s  in  th a t they hove a b e t t e r  d e te c t io n  e f f i c i e n c y  and are le n s
a u n r c |) t ib lc  to  e le c t r o n  damage. Each p h otod iod e  i s  covered  w ith  o n ly  a t l i in  o x id e  la y e r ,  which s e r v e s  no 
e l e c t r i c a l  F u nction , and which ab sorb s o n ly  a sm all amount o f  Lhe e le c t r o n  en ergy .
The s ep a r a t io n  o f  th e  s e n s in g  and tr n n s fe r  o p é r a tio n s  w i l l  o l s o  improve m anuFacluring y ie ld  s in c e  two 
output sh i f t  r e g i s t e r s  can be p r o v id ed , one on each s id e  o f  th e  se n so r . Ely p ro v id in g  an a d d it io n a l r e g i s t e r  
some redundancy can be in trod u ced  w ith ou t th e  p e n a lty  o f  in c r e a se d  fa b r ic a t io n  d i f f i c u l t i e s .
Incrn oscil y i e ld  can a l s o  be a ch iev ed  by s u b d iv id in g  th e  c ir c u la r  array in to  sm all s e c t io n s .  T his
nviiiU r. ill n lumilipr o f  rrilhcr nliorL KliifL rm jiR lR rs nlorig lh e  circu m rrrance o f  I hr orroy whore e i l l i e r  lh e  
iniior tir ttio fu ilor  rnijinLor cnn be u sed  Tor ren ding nut a number oF s e n s o r s .  itio d iv i s io n  o f  th e c i r c l e  
hns n d d ilio n n l fidvnnl nges in  th iit i t  a v o id s  some oF th e LronsFer l o s s .  A b u ried  clm nnel CCD has a t y p ic a l  
I r f i n s F e r  in eF F ic ien cy  oF 2 x 1 0 -5  pop Iran sF er nruf LhereForc about 20% oF th e chnrge would be l o s t  iF  i t  
hnd to  be tr.nnsForred a lon g  th e  com ()lete c i r c l e  oF 35ÜU e le m e n ts .
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F igu re  2 . CCD/Photodiodo c ir c u la r  array  
3 . CCD area array
lh e  u se  oF two d im en sion al CCD nrrnys oFFer s e v e r a l ad v a n ta g es. Ease oF beam a lign m en t end correcL ion  
For n o n -c lrcu J n r  s e e n , eF F ected  du rin g  s ig n a l  p r o c e s s in g , are  two oF p a r t ic u la r  r e le v a n c e . However, o s y e t ,  
a rea  nrrayn oF su F F ic ien l s i r e  and p ix e l  number are d iF F ic ii lt  to  o b ta in  w illm ul in c u r r in g  p r o h ib it iv e  
exp en se  and IhereForo t h i s  approach i s  noI regarded os a v io b lo  o p tio n  in  th e c o n te x t oF tite p r e se n t  
cnnn U lern lio n n ,
S c n a il iv iL y  oF d e v ic e
in  a sparchorne a p p lic o t  io n , whore th e  in t e n s i t y  oF th e  retu rn  s ig n a l  to  be d e te c te d  i s  ex trem ely  weak, 
i t  i s  n ocossary  For th e  cnmora system  to  have both an o p t im a lly  h ig h  d e te c t io n  s e n s i t i v i t y  and e ig n a l - t o -  
n n is c  r a t io .  I t  hns boon e s t im a te d  th a t each  retu rn  l i g h t  p u lse  w i l l ,  ta k in g  in t o  accou nt ty p ic a l
c o l l e c t i n g  o p l i c s  and p h otocath od e e lT ic io n c i e s ,  r e s u l t  in  an em iss io n  oF app roxim ately  ID p h o to e lec tr o n s  
I mill th e pholorn lhnd e A r e a l i s t i c  e s t im a te  For th e l o s s  w ith in  the tu b e , due to  th e  mesh e le c tr o d e  and
o th er  F ocusing e le c t r o d e s ,  would su g g e s t  th a t  each charge p ack et a r r iv in g  a t  th e  d e te c to r  w i l l  com prise  
about 5 e le c t r o n s .  In th e  c o se  oF th e  Photochron IIC th e s e  w i l l  have e n e r g ie s  oF 11 keV.
lh e  obi I i ty  oF th e  cnmorn system  to  d e te c t  such  low s ig n a l  l e v e l s  w i l l  th ereF ore  be l im ite d  by th e  
in t r i n s i c  n o is e  w ith in  ttio CCD/pholodiode a r ra y , n o is e  g e n era ted  tiy th e  tube p h otocathode and e le c t r o d e s  
( lu b e  n o is o ) and oJoo by n o is e  produced by any in te r v e n in g  e le c t r o n  a m p ]iF ica lio n  s t a g e s ,  such as a
m icrnchanncl ()loL e, i F such o m p liF ic a tia ii sh ou ld  be n e c e s s a r y . lhe  a d d it io n  oF an MCP a ls o  has the  
d iaod von tn gc  t h a t ,  due to  i t s  'open area  r a t io '  some oF th e  Few s ig n a l  e le c t r o n s  must in e v i t a b ly  be l o s t .
I t  i s  iiiifwirtant to  o o c e r lo in  th e  s ig n iF lc o n c e  oF each  oF th o se  so u r ces  oF n o is e  in  order to  determ ine
I ho son s i t  i v i t y  oF th e  o v e r a l l  sy stem . For th e p u rp oses oF t h i s  a n a ly s is  i t  w i l l  lie assumed th a t th e
rn n F ig u ra tin n  u s in g  a charge c o u p led  p h otod iod e  array (F ig  2) linn tjeon adopted a s  th e d e te c to r ,  lh e  
c o n c lu s io n s  are  however, d i r e c t ly  s p p l ic a b le  to  o th er  d e te c to r  c o n f ig u r o t io n a .
t’h o toca lh od o  N o ise
lh e  ca th od e  which w i l l  he p ro c e ssed  in  th e  at reak tube w i l l  bo oF th e G2D typ e wliich has an ap p rop ria te  
tipecl ral sen n it  iv l I y rtinrael er  1st i r . An cot iimd o oF i t s  noin o conl ritnit ion  ol 20" C, ob ta in ed  From 
m easurem ents oF ilark c u r re n ts  in  p h o to m u ltip i i c r s '  in d ic a te s  th a t th e p h otocathode dark cu rren t i s  oF th e  
order 5DDD e le c t r o n s  s n c “  ^ cm~^. The 'g a t in g  p e r io d ' , w hich i s  th e  tim e du rin g  which th e  tube in  sw itch ed  
cm, i s  t y p ic a l ly  one m il l i s e c o n d ,  so  th e  n o is e  c o n tr ib u t io n  ex p ected  From th erm ion ic  c m io s io n , assumed to  bo 
th e  major sou rce  oF tube n o is e ,  i s  ap p rox im ate ly  5 e le c t r o n  c m . The scan  d e F le c t io n  w i l l  p re sen t t h i s  
'n o i s e  im age' around th e  c ir c u la r  d e te c to r  and th us th e  p h otocath od e n o is e  i s  sh ared  among a l l  p i x e l s .  
A llo w in g  For m agniFicnl ion  in  th e lu b e  and th e  n p ertu rin g  eFFoct oF the sen so r  r a d ia l d im en sion , th e  
e x p e cted  tube n o is e  red u ces to  10“  ^ e le c t r o n s  per g a te  p er io d  shared among a l l  p ix e l s .  I h is  i s  e q u iv a le n t  
lo  3 X 10“5 e le c lr o n n  per p e r io d  per p i x e l .  At t h i s  tim e th e  ex a ct d im en sion s oF th e  d e te c to r  have n o t been  
d e lerm in o d . However, lo  i l l u s t r a t e  th e  F c a s ib i I i ly  oF th e  s o l id  s t a t e  readout d e v ic e  we w i l l  c a lc u la t e  
n o is e  c o n lr i ln it io n s  on th e  b a s is  oF a r ea so n a b le  p ix e l  d im en sion  oF 30 pm x 50U pm and a th ree  phase CCD
I'Irmcnl t>r WJ pin x 10(1 pm. lin ing l.tiror dim nnninns, LIib Fivo s ig n a l  eJecLrunn w i l l  UrereFore bo d is lr ib u lc d  
nvrr 5 p ix e l s  end th u s im p lie s  LhoL th e  tube n o is e  c o n tr ib u t io n  w i l l  bo n e g l ig ib le  compared to  s ig n a l ,  
ir r e s p e c t iv e  oF any p rn a m p liF ica tio n  s t a g e s .
CCD n o is e
Iherc arc Inur main so u r ce s  oF n o is e  a s s o c i s le d  w ith  s  CCD, v i z ,  dark cu rren t n o is e ,  r e s e t  n o is e ,  
amp Ii F ier  n o is e  and Iran sF er n o is e .  Each i s  d is c u s s e d  below  in  resp e c t to  i t s  r e lev a n ce  to  th e  l in e a r  CCD 
array  and I b is  p a r t ic u la r  a p p iic n t io n .
Dark Current N o ise
lhe opérai ion oF tiie  tn ir icd -ch an n n l CCD i s  based  on th e  Formation oF p o t e n t ia l  energy w e lls  which 
r n l l c c t  m in o r ily  c a r r ie r s  in j e c te d  From th e  p h o to d io d e . In th eoc  w e l ls  charge p a c k e ts , Q^, are  Formed and 
as lo n g  on t h i s  charge i s  sm nlJer than th e  in v e r s io n  ch a rg e , Q th e  s tr u c tu r e  i s  in  therm al non-
e g u i lI b r i im . E ip illib r lu m  w i l l  be r e s to r e d  by c o l l e c t i n g  m in o r ity  c a r r ie r s  r e s u lt in g  From th erm ally  gen era ted  
e l e c t  r o n -h o le  p a ir s .  l i t i s  s o - c a l l e d  dark cu rren t has th e  th ree  conifinnento oF therm al g e n e ra t io n  a t  th e  
s i l i c o n / s i l i c o n  d io x id e  In ter F a ce , therm al g e n e ra t io n  in  th e  d e p le te d  volume and therm al g e n e r a t io n  in  th e  
Iniik w ith in  a d iF F u sion  le n g th  oF th e  in terF n ce . lh e  dark cu rren t i s  never co m p le te ly  uniForm throughout 
th e  d e v ic e  and t h i s  c a u s e s  a F ixed  p a t te r n  n o is e  to  be imposed upon th e s i g n a l . Such n o is e ,  however, con be 
c o r r e c te d  For iF  one F ir s t  mokes a "dark scon" wliich i s  aFterw ards s u b tr a c te d  From th e  " s ig n a l scan " .
thermal g e n e ra t io n  i s  a random p r o c e s s  no t h i s  n o is e  has a tem poral c h a r n c le r i s t i c  a s s o c ia te d  w ilh  i t .  
lh e  p r o c e s s  obeys P o in son  s t a t i s t i c s  and th u s th e  n o is e  i s  th e square root oF th e mean dark cu rren t  
in te g r n te d  over th e  g a t in g  p e r io d . Hence th e  dark c u rre n t n o is e  in  e le c t r o n s  per CCO elem ent i s  g iv en  by:
whore A in  Lho area (cm'^) over which therm al 1 y g en era ted  ch arges  arc c o l i c  
iliirk cu rren l , t y p ic a l ly  2 .9  x 10 A/cm o t  20"C, 1 th e  in t e g r a t io n  p er iod
( 1 )
l l e c t o d  in  Lhe CCD, J,  ^ i s  th e
1(J-^ s e c  and, e th e  charge oF
th e  e le c t r o n .
In I h i s  cnnFigurnt. inn we imisl a i s o  a llo w  For th e  dark cu rren t n o is e  a r is in g  From e l e c t  r o n -h o le  
gi'iiornt ion in  th e p h o to d io d e . Assuming th e  therm al g e n e ra t io n  r a te s  in  Lhe CCD s i l i c o n  and th e ph otod iod e  
in  bo th e  same, th e  n o is e  e x p r e s s io n  becom es:
(A„ ( 2 )
where A  ^ i s  th e p ix e l  area  oF th e  p h o to d io d e .
S u b s t itu t in g  v a lu e s  and d im en sion s oF CCD and p h otod iod e  g iv e s  an e st im a te d  N . oF 100 e le c t r o n s  a t  a 
tem p eratu re oF 2G"C. OF th ese  n o is e  e le c t r o n s ,  70 a c tu a l ly  come From the CCO.
R eset N o ise
A common tech n iq u e  For CCD read out in v o lv e s  th e  ch arg in g  oF a c a p a c ita n c e , C^, through a s w itc h . The 
Johnson n o is e  in  th e o n - r e s is t a n c e  oF th e  r e s e t  t r a n s is t o r  appears no n o is e  on th e  r e s e t  l e v e l  which 
r o n ir ib u tc n  d ir e c t ly  to  th e  o u tp u t s i g n a l . The nutirtjer oF n o is e  e le c t r o n s  in trod u ced  by t h i s  c i r c u i t  i s  
g I von |jy ; 1 ,r. xjN = z (klC_): (3 )
A ty p ic a l  v a lu e  For th e  mil pul c a p a c ita n c e  i s  Ü .3 pF and th us th e r e s e t  n o is e  i s  equal to  220 e le c t r o n s  
p er p i x e l .
S o u r c e -Foi lower (o m p liF icr )  n o is e
Due to  v o r im is  n o is e  so u r c e s  in  a MDS t r a n s i s t o r ,  th e output v o lta g e  i s  a random v a r ia b le .  Those two
s o u r c e s  oF n o is e  are thorm al n o is e  and l /F  n o is e .  The Former i s  due to  th e  th erm ally  induced m otion oF
e le c t r o n s  and h o le s  in  I ho sem icon d u ctor and can be c h a r a c te r is e d  by a con n tan t Frequency spectrum  such
th a t th e  n o is e  v o lta g e  i s  g iv en  by^ ' :
AkTYD (A)n 9m
wliere R i s  lh o  tinndwidth ( l l z ) ,  g^ ^^  th e  I ransconductnnce (m ho) and, y a co n F F ic ien t depending upon d ra in  and 
so u r ce  v o lta g e  and th e  o x id e  c n |ia c i la n c e  and s u b s tr a te  dop ing (y = 2 /3  1 0 ). ’ 1/F  n o is e  a r i s e s  through
rncnm b inalion  oF e le c t r o n - h o le  p a ir s  and th e  p resen ce  oF s u r Face s t a t e s  and in  t h i s  c a se  i t  can be 
n e g le c te d .
lho n o is e  v o l ln g c ,  V , con bo convcrL cd in t o  a number o f  n o is e  e le c t r o n s ,  N^, a t  th e  inp ut so u rce  o f  the  
fo l lo w e r ,  ouch th a t
c r .—  11
( 5)
ly p ic n l  v a lu e s  fo r  th e so u rce  fo llo w e r  t r a n s is t o r  are b = 5MHz, = 10 ^ A/V. For th e w orst 
c a s e  s i t u a t io n  ( y =  10) th e  number o f  n o is e  e le c t r o n s  due to  th e  sou rce  fo llo w e r  i s  equal to  54 .
T ran sfer n o is e
lh e  tr a n s fe r  o f  e le c t r o n s  from one s i t e  to  another i s  a random p r o c ess  due to  th e  p resen ce  o f  trap p in g  
and e m iss io n  c e n tr e s  in  ttie bu lk  o f  th e  s i l i c o n .  The number o f  n o is e  e le c t r o n s  due to  in t e r a c t io n  w ith  
U ic se  bu lk  trap p in g  s t a l e s  i s  g iv e n  b y ' ' :
i
(6)n ij- i(m + 1) D
wtinro n i s  tlio  number o f  s ig n a l  e le c t r o n s ,  Nj. th e  d e n s ity  o f  bulk s t a t e s ,  th e  doping c o n c en tr a tio n  in
th e  b u ried  la y e r  and m i s  th e  t o t a l  number o f  t r a n s f e r s .
This e x p r e s s io n  i s  v a l id  o n ly  fo r  h ig h  s ig n a l  c liarge p a c k e ts  p re sen t in  lho  CCO. A s a tu r a te d  CCO
nlament o f.^ d im en sio n s  30 pm x 30 lim w i l l  tiave, t y p ic a l ly ,  n = 6 x 10 , N. = 2 X 10” cm"5 and
N|j =3 X It)” 'em" . A 500 cioiiiont tlirao  phase CCD s h i f t  r e g i s t e r  h av in g  1500 cliorge tr a n s fe r s  w i l l  th e r e fo r e  
g e n e ra te  a tr a n s fe r  n o is e  o f  200 e le c t r o n s .
I nr low s ig n a ls  (ch arge  p a c k e ts  o f  lo s s  than 2 x 10^ e le c t r o n s  per e lem en t) th e  tr a n a fcr  n o is e  
becomes independent o f  s ig n a l  and i s  o f  th e  ord er  0 . 3 / ^ ^ ' ' .  T liis i s  th e  w orst c a se  tr a n s fe r  n o is e
le v e l  for  iow s ig n a ls  and corresp on d s to  ap p roxim ate ly  10 e le c t r o n s  per p i x e l .
Summary o f  n o is e  v a lu e s
lh e  t o t a l  n o is e  ex p ected  Nj. i s  c a lc u la te d  from th e  sum o f  th e  s(|u ares o f  th e  above n o is e  l e v e l s  and 
becomes a t  room tem p eratu re, fo r  th e  low s ig n a l  c a s e ,  app roxim ately  300 e le c t r o n s  per p i x e l .  I t  con be seen
from th e  above a n a ly s is  th a t th e  two major so u r c e s  o f  n o is e  in  th e  d e te c to r  are dark cu rren t n o is e  and r e s e t
n o is e .  S in ce  th e  dark cu r re n t Jp i s  due to  therm al g e n e r a t io n  i t  has th e  s tr o n g  tem perature dependence  
d e s c r ib e d  by:
Jjj a  exp ( - E g /2 k l)  (7 )
C on seq u en tly  a red u c tio n  in  tem p eratu re , fo r  exam ple to  -4Q"C would reduce Jp by a fa c to r  300 and hence
th e  dark c u rren t n o is e  by a fa c to r  17 . R ese t n o is e  may bo reduced in  th e  d e te c t io n  c i r c u i t  by n o is e
c a n c e l la t io n .  The most common method u sed  i s  t lia t  known as "double c o r r e la te d  sam pling" wliere th e  waveform  
in  sam pled tw ic e , once a f t e r  r e s e t t in g  and a g a in  a f t e r  o u tp u t. Another method o f  n o is e  su p p ress io n  proposed  
by Endo e t  i f  a p p lie d  hern c o u ld  p o s s i i i ly  en a b le  a r e s e t  n o is e  l e v e l  a s low ea 10 e le c t r o n s  per
p ix e l  to  be a c h ie v e d . I t  fo l lo w s  th a t i f  we o p er a te  th e  a rra y , a s  d is c u s s e d ,  a t  a tem perature o f  - 4 0 "C 
and u se  o p t im ised  n o is e  c a n c e l la t io n  ch arge  d o to c t io n  c i r c u i t s  we fin d  = 60 e le c t r o n s  per p i x e l .  In order  
lo  compare t h i s  n o is e  l e v e l  w ith  th e  ex p e c te d  number o f  s ig n a l  e le c t r o n s  o b ta in ed  from th e  in c id e n t  p u lse  i t  
i s  n e c e ssa r y  to  dolerm in e th e in h er en t g a in  and e f f i c i e n c y  o f  th e  p h o to d io d e .
As th e e le c t r o n s  p cn ek ra lo  th e  s i l i c o n  and d i s s ip a t e  t h e ir  en ergy  in  o b so rp lin n  or s c a t t e r in g  p r o c e s s e s  
th ey  c r e o le  e lc c t r o n - h o lc  p a ir s .  R a is in g  an e le c t r o n  to  th e  con d u ction  band r eq u ir e s  a minimum amount o f  
nnergy equal to  lh e  forb id d en  energy gap , E . E x c i ta t io n  p r o c e s s e s  con a l s o  tak e  p la c e  in  wiiich e le c t r o n s  
are  r a ise d  to  in term ed ia te  l e v e l s ,  and Ihusy a lth ou gh  th e energy req u ired  to  form one e le c t r o n -h o ie  p a ir  i s  
E , much o f  lh o  onnrgy d rp o n ited  in  lh e  c r y s t a l  i s  d is s ip a t e d  in  p a r a s i t i c  e x c i t a t io n  p r o c e s s e s .  The mean 
en ergy  d e p o s ite d  per e le c t r o n - h o le  p a ir  formed, E, i s  n eed s to  be much la r g e r  than E .  In s i l i c o n  E i s  
1.1 cV, and E i s  ap p rox im ate ly  3 .6  eV. O ccouse o f  th e  s t a t i s t i c a l  n a tu re  o f  th e  s c a t t e r in g  p rocess®  th e  
d is ta n c e  pon otraced  v a r ie s  from one e le c t r o n  to  a n o th er . There i s ,  how ever, a w e ll  d e fin ed  mean ran ge , R, 
and i t  i s  t h i s  param eter th a t proves to  bo m ost u s e fu l  in  th e  d e term in a tio n  o f  th e  d e te c t io n  e f f i c i e n c y .
In order to  r e a l i s e  a good e f f i c i e n c y ,  th e  en try  window must be th in  enough to  a llo w  tr a n sm iss io n  o f  
lh e  e le c t r o n s  w ith  m inimal en ergy  l o s s  but i t  i s  a ls o  n ec essa ry  th a t th e  s e n s i t i v e  r eg io n  must be th ic k  
enough to  m axim ise th e  c o l  l e d  ion  o f  g en era ted  e le c lr o n - h o le  p a ir s ,  fo r  a CCD w ith  a p h otod iod e  s e n so r , th e  
e n tr y  window in formed by th e  o x id e  la y e r  w hich c o v ers  th e  p h o to d io d e . The s e n s i t i v e  reg io n  ex ten d s from 
th e  s i l i c o n  s u r fa c e  to  a depth o f  app rox im ate ly  one d i f f u s io n  le n g th  ( -5 0  pm) in  e x c e s s  o f  th e  d e p le t io n  
la y e r  w id th . A ll th e  e le c t r o n s  g e n e ra led  in  th e  d e p le t io n  la y e r  (w id th  ~5 pm) w i l l  be c o l l e c t e d ,  whereas 
some o f  th o se  g en era ted  in  llie  q u a s i-n e u tr a l s u b s tr a te  w i l l  recombine b e fo r e  they can reoch th e d e p le t io n  
l a y e r .  Tims fo r  optimum e f f i c i e n c y ,  th e  mean e le c t r o n  range sh ou ld  n o t exceed  th e  d e p le t io n  la y e r  w id th .
. y
I iilu if’M i I Ill'll m l t’ I III» rnn()r*/rnrri|y rp ln l j(innlii|i liir  n lp c ln w io  In n i l  icon  tJioxitln nrul n i l ir n n
iiv ipprL ivpJy. Wilh I lip ii| m<ii iI I ikj volln ijnn  oT 1.1 ip riiutochrtNi IK.' cniiinrn IhiiL him hcpii cv n lu n lc il, 
t 'I c ilm iin  w ilh  p iirr i|irn  o( 11 krV n r r iv r  n t I hr M2I'. IT we I nke lho cntin ill n CC'I) nrrny hnvinq o 11)0 mn 
„x iilo (ifiüüiv.il iiii) Inypr, in plnpp iiT lh o  Ml:!', Ihcn th e  e lo c tr n n n  w i l l  mil or I ho ni I ico n  w ith  a rcaicliinl 
M irniy in  lh o  ro<|inn o f  9 koV. fo r  t h i s  onorqy l lie  mean rnnqc in  th e  S i w i l l  be 0 .6  i#n and a l l  o f  lho  Z5UÜ 
ly n o m lo d  o lo c lr o n s  w i l l  be c o l l e c l c d .  An in crca n c  in  p h o to c lcc tr o n  energy to  17 koV would r e s u lt  in  a 
ronidiKiJ rnnqo o f  2 irni which in  s t i l l  w ith in  tlw  d e p le t io n  la y e r  and w i l l  g iv e  c lo s e  to  100% d e te c t io n  
p fT ic io n c y . A pproxim ately 4900 e le c t r o n s  w i l l  bo g e n e ra ted , g iv in g  c o n s id e r a b ly  in c r e a se d  g a in  and 
I hoi c lo r e  lo a d in g  to  an improved s ig n a 1 - t o -n o io c  r a t io .  Under th ese  c o n d it io n s  th e  tube sh ou ld  a ls o  have a 
r .l iy h t ly  improved tem poral r e s o lu t io n  but a t  th e  expense o f  a h igh er  e l e c t r i c a l  power requirem ent to  
m ain ta in  a scan  d iam eter o f  30 mm.
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I t can bp n o ted , Imwpver, th a t  even  o t  th e  low er energy oF 11 keV i t  i s  e v id e n t th a t a s o l i t a r y  
p 1erIron in n i l  th a t sh ou ld  lip req u ired  lo  overcome CCO and ph otocathode n o is e  and g iv e  an adequate s ig n a l -  
lo -n o in e  r a t io  Tor Lhe del e e l  ion oF th e  c o tiin a tcd  s ig n a l  l e v e l .
Ilip dynamic range and l in e a r i t y  ore not oF prim ary r e lev a n ce  h ere because i t  i s  n e cessa ry  to  determ ine  
(x ily  w liethcr a s ig n a l i s  p r e se n t in  a p ix e l  oF th e  CCD. For t h i s  reason , s iu n a l induced n o is e  has s i s o  
been d is c o u n te d . A F u lly  sp tu r a te d  p ix e l  w i l l ,  liow ever, s to r e  app roxim ately  10' e le c t r o n s  and hence For 11 
kcV e le c t r o n s  a dynamic range oF g r e a te r  than 5 x 10^ sh ou ld  be a c h ie v a b le .
I’h otocn th od e ( lu b e )  n o is e  w i l l  bo r e s p o n s ib le  For one or two d e te c ta b le  e v e n ts  per scan  b u t, os th ese  
w il l  be weak s ig n a ls  oF a random n a tu r e , r e p e t i t i v e  s ig n a l  r eco rd in g  and p r o c e s s in g  sh ou ld  a llo w  them to  be 
id c n t lF ie d .
C o n stru ctio n
( 2 ,3 )I t  i s  proposed th a t th e tube w i l l  be oF th e  m etal and ceram ic c o n s tr u c t io n  d e scr ib e d  p r e v io u s ly  
In order to  bene F it From th e  improved m anuFocturing to le r a n c e s  and ruggedness th a t t h i s  tech n iq u e  has to  
oFFer. I t  i s  r e c o g n ise d , however, th a t some Further o p t im is a t io n  oF the tube p r o c e s s in g  p roced u res i s  s t i l l  
req u ir e d . In p a r t ic u la r  s l i g h t  im p urity  co n ta m in a tio n  can im pair cathod e s e n s i t i v i t y  and l iF e t im e . llie  
s u s ta in e d  h ig ii h ak e-ou t tem p eratu res th a t are  norm ally  n ec essa ry  during tube p r o c e s s in g  co u ld  in  turn  
ex a eerb n te  problem s r e la t in g  to  F a b r ica tio n  w ith  in t e r n a l ly  mounted CCD a r ra y s . Some rese a rch  has been  
r e p o r te d (^ ' in  t h i s  F ie ld ,  but i t  must be n o ted  th a t th e  image tu b es  were p ro cessed  a t  reduced tem perature.
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W estern E le c tr o n . Show and Conv.
1
C on clu sion
I rniii Ih e se  nnnlyni's we cnn con clu d e  th a t ouFI ic lc n t  g a in  io  p r e se n t in  th e p h o to d io d e , under e le c t  run 
c x c i ln l in n .  In a c h ie v e  an a c ce p ta b le  n ig n n l- ln -n n is c  r a t io  For th e low s ig n a l in l n n s i t i e s  a s s o c in te d  w ith  o 
apricebnrne la s e r  ranging nysle iii. Ihus any prcamj)! i F ien t ion in v o lv in g . For exam ple, a m icrochannel p la t e  
(Ml'P) would b o lh  reduce th e  dynamic rau(|e , and perhaps more s e r io u s ly ,  a MCP would have a s s o c ia te d  o p er a tin g  
cF ln c l n which are  l ik e ly  lo  lea d  to  reduced s ig n a l - t o - n o is o  r a t io .  Antfil iF ic a l ion oF ter th e scan n in g  p r o c ess  
in  any c a s e ,  means I h a t a Jorge area oF th e  nm ;iliF ier w i l l  become a sou rce  o f  n o is e  which i s  trnn sF erred  
d ir e c t ly  in to  th e  inp ut oF th e  CCD. In a d d it io n , i t  may be noted  th a t w h ile  i t  i s  e s s e n t ia l  to  c o o l the  
d e te c to r  lo  reduce i l s  n o is e  c o n tr ib u t io n ,  i t  would n o t appear n e c essa ry  to  u se tem p eratu res below -4 0 "C and 
image tube jih otocalhodo c o o l in g  may n o t be req u ired .
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P ulse a sy m m etry  in  the co llid in g-p u lse  m o d e-lo ck ed  
d ye laser
A. F IN C H , G . C H E N t, W . S L E A T  and W . S IB B E T T
D epartm en t of Physics, U niversity  of St A ndrews,
S t A ndrews, Fife K Y I 6  9SS, Scotland
Abstract. The design and performance characteristics of a group velocity 
dispersion-compensated colliding-pulse passively mode-locked ring dye laser are 
discussed. Pulses as short as 19 fs have been observed and analyses of experi­
mental autocorrelations—both intensity and interferometric—together with 
spectral data that show evidence of pulse asymmetry are presented.
1. Introduction
Since its developm ent in the early 1980s [1] the colliding-pulse passively m ode- 
locked (C PM ) dye laser has proved to be an excellent source of u ltrashort pulses. 
U sing this type of laser, pulses shorter than 100fs are readily achieved [1,2]; the 
norm al pulse-shaping/com pression m echanism s of absorber and gain saturation 
being enhanced by a coherent absorp tion  grating in the passive dye je t w hich acts to 
increase laser stability  and pulse com pression velocities [3,4]. I t is now generally 
accepted, how ever, tha t in o rder to achieve pulse durations in the tens of 
fem tosecond regim e it is im perative to have some control on the net cavity group 
velocity dispersion (G V D ) to actively provide com pensation for self-phase m odu l­
ation (SPM ) contribu tions generated in the dye je ts [5]. A djustm ent of the SPM  is 
achieved by altering the focal beam  pow er density in the saturable je t, whereas 
adjustable G V D  m ay be accom plished by m eans of a sequence of B rew ster-angled 
prism s [6 ], G ires-T o u rn o is  interferom eters [7,8], or a com bination of bo th  [9]. 
Indeed  pulses as short as 27 fs have been reported  for a ring dye laser cavity tha t 
incorporated  a four-prism  arrangem ent [ 1 0 ].
In  this paper we describe the characteristics of a C PM  dye laser, sim ilar in m any 
respects to tha t reported  in [ 1 0 ] and w ith  w hich pulses as short as 19 fs (figure 1 ) have 
been generated. O ur analyses of the fem tosecond laser pulses indicate tha t their 
intensity  profiles have d istinct asym m etrical features.
2. Laser behaviour
T h e  laser configuration is illustrated in figure 2. T h e  active R hodam ine 6 G  dye 
and passive diethyloxadicarbocyanine (D O D C I) dye dissolved in ethylene glycol are 
pum ped th rough  standard  com m ercial 250 jim nozzles in a horizontal orientation. 
T h e  gain and absorber folding sections of the resonator have focusing m irrors of 10 
and 5 cm radii o f curvature respectively. T h e  pum p argon-ion beam  (Spectra- 
Physics 2030) is focused into the gain je t via a separate 7*5 cm  radius of curvature 
m irror.
t  Permanent address: Xian Institute of Optics and Precision Mechanics, Xian, P.R. China.
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I'iuurc I. Intensity autocorrelation of a 1V fs pulse.
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Figure 2. Laser cavity configuration.
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W ith  a 2% transm ission o u tpu t coupler M 7  and w ithout any intracavity G V D  
com pensation, typical pulse durations of 70-90 fs at a repetition frequency of 
100 M H z and average powers ~ 5  m W  per beam  are obtained. A lthough pulses as 
short as 50 fs have been m easured, the stability of the laser was relatively poor and the 
spectra of the pulses had characteristic longer-w avelength tails extending beyond the 
peak spectral intensity  around 630 nm .
T o  allow for ad justm ent of the intracavity G V D , a sequence of four B rew ster­
angled prism s were incorporated  in accordance w ith a scheme suggested by Fork and 
co-w orkers [6 ]. Since the dye je ts had a horizontal orientation, the plane of the prism  
sequence was orthogonal to tha t of the rest of the cavity. P rism  P 3  was m ounted on a 
translation stage so tha t the prism -sequence contribu tion  to cavity dispersion could 
be varied from  a negative value, th rough  zero to positive. T h e  separation betw een P^ 
and P 2 , and P 3  and P 4  of 27 cm provided a m axim um  negative G V D  contribution  
sufficient to com pensate the positive G V D  produced by the cavity optics.
O nce the prism  system  had been inserted, the operating stability of the laser 
im proved significantly. O u tp u t pow er fluctuations were confined to a few per cent 
(and are attribu tab le  to pow er-supply  ripple at the three-phase m ains frequency 
w hich m odulated the argon-ion laser pum p power) and pulse durations around 40 fs 
were reliably obtained.
Pulse durations were m easured by both  intensity  and in terferom etric autocorrel­
ation techniques [ 1 1 , 1 2 ] using alum inium -coated retroreflectors and a < 1 0 0 /im 
K D P  frequency-doubling crystal. Spectral data were recorded w ith a scanning 
m onochrom eter (1 m  M onospek) w ith  an S l l  photom ultip lier tube or in real-tim e 
using a T hom son  C S F  linear photodiode array.
T ab le 1 gives a sum m ary of the dom inant sources of SPM  w ithin  the dye je ts and 
the sign of the G V D  tha t is required  for com pensation. T h e  sign of the chirp w hich 
dom inates w ith in  the pulse has a com plex dependence on operating wavelength, 
energy density in the je t, pulse duration  and pulse energy [10,13]. F igure 3 shows the 
absorption profile of D O D C I as a function of wavelength [14]. Also included on the 
diagram  is a spectrum  of a 26 fs pulse obtained from  the laser and its position relative 
to the absorbing species (ground state and photoisom er) in D O D C I. I t  has been 
argued by V aldm anis and Fork [10] tha t for pulses in this spectral regime, the K err 
effect and gain saturation will be the dom inant sources of chirp. T h e  negative SPM  
contribu tion  from  the D O D C I ground-state  molecule is small since it is only weakly 
absorbing at th is operating w avelength. Conversely the photoisom er is so strongly 
absorbing it is saturated by the leading edge of the incom ing pulse, yielding a dow n-
Table 1. Sources of self-phase modulation within CPM laser and corresponding cavity 
group velocity dispersion required for stable short-pulse operation.
Source
Sign of induced 
SPM
GVD compensation 
required
Off-resonant DODCI saturation Negative Positive GVD
(long-wavelength side) (down-chirp)
Fast Kerr effect in dye solvent Positive Negative GVD
(ethylene glycol) (up-chirp)
Off-resonant gain saturation Positive Negative GVD
(long-wavelength side)
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Figure 3. Absorption spectra of («) DODCI molecule shown in relation to (6) a measured
spectrum of a 26 fs pulse.
chirp there; bu t for the rem ainder of the pulse propagation th rough  the absorber je t 
the photoisom er oflfers only a small and constant negative SPM . T h u s the central 
region of the pulse (where the pulse intensity  changes m ost rapidly) acquires a large 
positive SPM  or up-ch irp  due to the K err effect w ithin  the dye solvent and the 
trailing edge will see a fu rther up -ch irp  due to gain saturation. U nder these 
conditions one w ould expect to see stable operation for excess negative G V D  w ithin  
the cavity bu t unstable operation for excess positive G V D .
Figure 4 shows interferom etric autocorrelation and spectral data taken from  the 
laser for the prism  P 3  in three different positions. F igure 4 (a) shows the case for 
excess negative G V D  w ithin the cavity. T h e  generated pulse is broad bu t very stable 
and the pulse spectrum  has a characteristic asym m etry w ith  an extended tail tow ards 
shorter wavelengths. T ransla ting  the prism  P 3  to decrease the negative G V D  
contribution  by increasing the glass path length yields shorter pulses until an 
optim um  pulse duration  is reached, w hich corresponds to the autocorrelation 
reproduced in figure 4 (6 ). I t should be noted tha t the spectrum  is m ore sym m etrical 
and red-shifted w ith respect to tha t of figure 4 (a). F u rth e r translation  of the prism  by 
ju s t 1 0  /mi is sufficient to produce gross fluctuations in o u tp u t power of the laser and 
pulse instability, as illustrated by figure 4(c). T h e  asym m etry in the spectral 
intensity profile also reverses to exhibit an extended longer-w avelength tail, w hich is 
characteristic of excess positive G V D  in the cavity. T h is  sensitive dependence on 
G V D  is as predicted by M artinez and Fork [15] and closely resem bles the behaviour 
of their laser reported in [ 1 0 ].
T h e  results are consistent w ith the theory tha t under these operating conditions, 
positive SPM  is the dom inant chirp in the pulse. T h e  laser ou tpu t pulse duration  and 
pow er stability shows a strong sensitivity to je t position which fu rther confirm s the
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Figure 4. Interferometric autocorrelation and spectral data showing CPM laser behaviour as 
a function of relative prism position (indicated in mm on each figure): (a) condition of 
excess negative GVD in cavity; (6) optimum position yielding shortest pulse; (c) 
condition of excess positive GVD in cavity.
theory that in this short-pulse regime SPM  and G V D  interaction are the main pulse- 
shaping m echanism s. M ore evidence for this is provided at higher pum p powers 
w here the laser can show unidirectional operation and yet still m aintain a short-pulse 
ou tpu t ( ^ 4 0  fs). W hen this lasing action is deliberately in terrup ted , pulse evolution 
proceeds afresh with counter-propagation of intracavity Hux and the laser will then 
return  to unidirectional behaviour. T h is  indicates that in the short-pulse regime the 
coherent interaction w ithin the D O D C I je t plays a rather m inor role w henever the 
m ode-locking becom es sufficiently well established.
3. Pulse-shape fitting
It was im m ediately apparent from our experim ental spectral and autocorrelation 
data that for pulse durations less than ~ 1 0 0 fs  the bandw idth  duration (AvA/) 
products were significantly less than the expected value of 0 315 which applies to 
sech^ intensity pulse profiles. M oreover, when sech^ intensity profile fits were
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attem pted on the m easured data, the agreem ent betw een experim ental and 
theoretical autocorrelations was poor, as illustrated in figure 5 (a), w hich corre­
sponds to a 33 fs pulse. F igure 5 (6 ) shows the corresponding fit assum ing a single­
sided exponential intensity profile (AvAi =  0-110) w here again a poor m atch is 
obvious. A likely inference was tha t the small value of AvAi indicated some degree of 
asym m etry in the laser pulse although its functional form  was not as severe as tha t of 
the single-sided exponential. T o  support this theory the general pulse function 
displayed in table 2 was used for test fitting purposes. I t  is a function for w hich the
Oci
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Figure 5. Theoretical autocorrelation fits to a measured intensity autocorrelation of a 33 fs 
pulse: (a) fit assuming sech^ intensity profile; (6) fit assuming single-sided exponential 
intensity profile; (c) fit assuming asymmetrical pulse shape (r =  7); (d) measured 
autocorrelation from which data points were obtained.
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Table 2. Asymmetric pulse function used in theoretical analyses of measured autocorrel­
ation and spectral data. Bandwidth-duration products together with autocorrelation 
correction factors are also given.
Asymmetric pulse function: E(() = 2[exp ( — 0 + exp (rt)]
r AvAt
AzjAt
intensity
At! At
interferometric
1 0-315 1-543 1-897
4 0-260 1-554 1-920
7 0-221 1-571 1-954
asym m etry increases w ith the value of r. Some specific AvAi values are shown for 
given values of r, together w ith the corresponding correction factors for the intensity 
and in terferom etric autocorrelation functions. F igures 6 (a)-(c) show the corre­
sponding intensity  profiles and it can be seen tha t as r increases, the intensity profile 
becom es m ore asym m etrical and the AvAt  p roduct decreases. As r approaches 
infinity then AvAt  approaches the value OTIO, for the single-sided exponential.
Choosing r = 7 and calculating the theoretical autocorrelation for a 33 fs pulse 
gives the fit shown in figure 5 (c) w here close agreem ent is obtained. Figures 7 and 8 
show the interferom etric autocorrelations and spectra of 48 and 43 fs pulses, 
respectively, and the theoretical fits corresponding to r  =  4 and r = 7 test pulses. 
Excellent agreem ent is again achieved and the m easured bandw id th -dura tion  
products com pare favourably w ith  the predicted values. Evidence that these fits do 
no t exactly correspond to the m easured pulses is p roduced w hen a F ourier transform  
of the test pulses is taken and superim posed on the m easured pulse spectra. T h is
§
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Figure 6. Intensity profiles for different values of r generated from asymmetrical pulse 
function displayed in table 2: (a) r = l ;  (b) r =  4; (c) r = 7.
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I' i^ure 7. Measured interferometric autocorrelation (a) and spectral (b) data of a 48 fs pulse 
with the corresponding theoretical autocorrelation fit assuming an r = 4 asymmetric 
pulse function.
indicates that there is a small asym m etry in each pulse spectrum , which implies the 
existence of a small frequency chirp in the pulse arising from  excess negative G V D  
com pensation in the laser cavity. T his will lead to the discrepancy between m easured 
and theoretical AvAt  values but will not significantly affect the autocorrelation fits.
Figure 7 (a) provides a clear illustration of the fringes in the interferom etric 
autocorrelation. Rem em bering that the delay between two successive fringes 
corresponds to one optical cycle (2 1 fs in this case) this autocorrelation shows 
directly that there are only a small num ber of optical cycles w ithin these short pulses.
I'he sensitivity of interferom etric autocorrelations to pulse shape and chirp and their 
inherent self-calibration make such m easurem ents a pow erful technique for pulse 
characterization on the fem tosecond scale. Indeed we would contend that for pulse 
durations below 50 fs interferom etric detail is vital if unam biguous results are to be 
obtained.
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Figure 8. Measured interferometric autocorrelation (a) and spectral (h) data of a 43 fs puise 
with the corresponding theoretical autocorrelation fit assuming an r = 7 asymmetric 
pulse function.
4. C onclusion and d iscussion
T h e  C PM  dye laser has been shown to display the behaviour which is consistent 
with dom inant frequency-chirp  arising from positive SPM  due to the K err effect in 
the dye solvent and gain saturation. S trong evidence is also provided to suggest that 
the ou tpu t pulses from  our laser have asym m etrical intensity profiles: w hether the 
leading or trailing edge is steeper has yet to be determ ined. We plan to use extracavity 
chirp adjustm ent and to extend the pulse-fitting techniques to take full account of
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f r e q u e n c y -c h ir p  a n d  th u s  d e c o n v o lv e  th e  m e a s u r e d  a u to c o r r e la t io n  d a ta . A ls o ,  b y  
a d o p t in g  c r o s s - c o r r e la t io n  t e c h n iq u e s  s im ila r  to  th o s e  d e v e lo p e d  b y  D ie l s  et aL 
[ 1 1 ,1 6 ]  w e  w i l l  b e  a b le  to  d e t e r m in e  m o s t  o f  th e  r e le v a n t  in fo r m a t io n  c o n c e r n in g  th e  
la se r  p u ls e s .  B y  m e a n s  o f  s u c h  s t u d ie s  w e  s h o u ld  b e  b e t te r  e q u ip p e d  to  id e n t i f y  th e  
s o u r c e  o f  th e  o b s e r v e d  p u ls e  a s y m m e tr ie s .  S e v e r a l th e o r ie s  a re  b e in g  e x a m in e d  a t  
p r e s e n t  in c lu d in g  v a r ia b le  c h ir p  s ig n  a c r o s s  th e  p u ls e  (a s  m e n t io n e d  in  § 1 )  a n d  its  
in te r a c t io n  w ith  G V D  o f  a s p e c if ic  s ig n .  T h e  c o n c e p t  o f  e x t r e m e  g a in  s a tu r a t io n  
le a d in g  to  s e v e r e  d e p le t io n  o f  th e  p u ls e  tr a i l in g  e d g e  is  a n o th e r  p o s s ib i l i t y .
S u c h  in v e s t ig a t io n s  s h o u ld  s ig n if ic a n t ly  a d v a n c e  th e  u n d e r s ta n d in g  o f  th e  C P M  
la se r  a n d  u ltr a s h o r t  p u ls e  g e n e r a t io n  per se.
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1. Introduction
In view of the generation and application of laser pulses in the femtosecond regime it has become necessaiy to further improve the performance of linear-response streak cameras. The approach that we have taken involves several refinements to a previous design of electron- optical streak lube 111. lliese include (i) a photocathode having reduced photoelectron energy distribution, (ii) optimised electron-optical lens configuration, (iii) ultrahlgh-sensilivity Uavelling-wave deflection lu-rangement and (iv) high quantum-efficiency phosphor screen.
The purpose of this j)aper is to detail the pertinent design aspects of the tube and present experimental data to indicate that the camera, in its present state of development, has a limiting temporal resolution of approximately 300fs. Design modifications aimed to further improve this resolution to aiound lOOfs will also be briefly discussed.
2. Tube Design and Construction
The new design of tube [2j is represented schematically in Fig. 1 and is based on the electrode configuration of the Photochron IV which has been demonstrated to have a single-shot 
temporal resolution of 800fs and a synchroscan resolution ~900fs [3,4]. Notable improvements in the new tube design relate to the structure of the photocathode and deflection system. The photocathode is especially thin to minimise any electron emission time distribution and its composition, with increased bandgap, gives rise to a calculated initial 
electron energy spread of ~100meV at 620nm.
□ □ □ □ □ □□ □ □ □ □ □ _
Meander-type 
travelling-wave deflector
Mesh
Electron-Lens Section
Fig. 1 Schematic of new slieak tube
Tlie redesign of the deflection system has proved very successful. By adopting a meander- type travelling-wave configuration which crosses the electron path a total of 23 times, the deflection sensitivity and hence achievable streak speeds have been significantly enhanced. 
The meander line, constructed from 1 mm^ copper bar has a total length of 4cm, with a 5mm spacing between the two deflector lines. The lines were impedance matched to the 50Q drive cable via a tapered transmission line inside the image tube and a 50Q tennination was externally connected to the deflector system. For this arrangement the bandwidth of the deflector network exceeded 2.5GHz, yielding an experimentally measured static and dynamic deflection 
sensitivity of 8.5cm/kV, with streak speeds of 2xl0^^cm/s.
The operating voltages of the tube photocathode and mesh were - 8kV, -3kV respectively 
relative to the grounded anode. This gave, for a mesh to catliode spacing of 1.2mm, an electric 
field in the vicinity of the photocathode of '»40kV/cm and an electron-optical magnification of2. A static limiting spatial resolution of 50 Ip/mm was observed at the output phosphor screen. The enhanced quantum efficiency of the phosphor implied a reduced photoelectron current requirement and therefore minimised possible space charge effects.
3. Dynamic Operation
The experimental arrangement that has been employed in the assessment of the single-shot streak performance of the camera is shown in Fig. 2. The image from the streak tube output screen was fibre-oplically coupled to a microchannel plate intensifier which provided a luminous gain of lO.UOO and a spatial resolution of ~50 Ip/mm at its piiotocathode. This was compatible with the dynamic performance of the streak tube. Ultrashort pulses from a colliding-pulse, passively mode-locked ring dye laser [5J were employed directly as test optical signals and the sUetik images were recorded using an optical multichannel analyser.
streak Tube Calibrntcd Optical DclftyIntensifier
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Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement
A double avalanche transistor chain generated a differential voltage ramp of 3kV in 1.5ns across the deflector. An initial problem encountered with this circuit was its slow recovery 
time (1/e point ~8UUps) which tended to generate an intense "fly-back" on the streak camera output. This masked any streaked image, even when the input light signal was mechanically chopped. By applying an appropriate electronic gating signal to the photocathode it was possible to turn off the camera immediately after streaking. This method effectively provided 
single pulse selection and, as a result, no external Pockels cell arrangement was required.
l l ie  CPM laser wiicti opcnUccl deliberately with excess negative group velocity dispersion in 
the cavity produced pulses of ~150fs duration with a central wavelength of -6 3  On in and 
energies that were suitable for recording purposes. Typically, the pulse energies were ~20pJ 
per pulse at the input slit. In preliminary studies the measured temporal resolutions were 
around 500-6Q0fs and were found to be limited by a dynamic defocusing effect from the 
deflector network. This was found to result from slight asynchronism in the switching 
characteristics of each transistor chain which gave rise to non-symmetric ramp generation. By 
optimising focus voltages during streaking this effect could be eliminated. Under tliese optimal 
operating conditions the temporal resolution was substantially improved to within the range of 
3()0-4(X)fs and the streak result reproduced in Fig. 3 shows intensity profiles which indicate a 
temporal resolution around 300fs. [I’lie background noise is due to light transmitted tlirough 
the photocathode which illuminated the back of the phosphor.]
6 67  ps
■270 fs
Fig. 3 In tensity  profiles o f 
recorded streak images for an 
input pulse separation of 6.67 ps.
4. Conclusions
The measured dynamic performance of this femtosecond streak tube compares well with the 
theoretical prediction of ~250fs for the applied operating voltages. With improved tube 
designs it is hoped to operate at higher cathode voltages and generate higher electric fields in 
the vicinity of the photocathode by transient voltage pulsation of the mesh. The significant 
advantages of travelling-wave deflection are obvious; high streak scan speeds have been 
achieved with comparatively small ramp voltages without the need to resort to laser pulse 
amplification and Auston-type switching elements. The single-shot/gating system reported 
here proved highly convenient giving repeatable streak results with a jitter of less than 5 Ops. It 
is our intention to use this camera system to directly study "solitonic" effects [6] in the CPM 
laser.
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, AI3S:rRACX
A numerical assessment of the role of phase noise in the synchroscan deflection signal and its effect on achievable streak 
camera temix)ral resolution is detailed and tested experimentally. The circuitry employed in tlie syncliroscan streak operation 
of the Photochron IV camera system is described. The experimental performance of two synclironisation systems, (i) a passive configuration whereby the deflection signal is derived directly from a mode-locked pulse source and, (ii) an active 
system incorjxïrating a itmncl-diode oscillator phase-locked to the laser, have been experimentally compared. By taking phase noise into account the circniuy has been appiopiiaiely optimised and tlii.s has permitted the demonstration, in synchroscan 
mode, of a limiting temporal resolution of 930 Is for the Photochron IV synchroscati-caniera. Techniques to furtlicr enhance 
tills performance and extend synchroscan operation further into llic sub-picosecond domain will be outlined
1. im WPJJCIlQH
The generation and application of ultrashort optical pulses over a wide range of operating wavelengllis has advanced 
significiuitly over recent years. Witli such developments there is the associated need to enhance monitoring devices such that 
those refined laser sources may be optimised and conveniently applied. To this end progress has been made in linear 
diagnostics witli the existence of electron-optical streak image tube designs having theoretical temporal resolutions in tlie lOüfs regime!. Experimental single-shot evaluation of cameras incorporating such tube structures  ^ have demonstrated 
temporal resolutions of less than 300 fs, but in synchroscan operation die best reported results to dale  ^ imply a temporal 
resolution of 1.2 ps. ll ie  purpose of this paper is to examine tlie limiting factors on realtime streak operation and to discuss 
the mcdiods tliat we have employed to significantly improve realtime synchroscan performance of the Pholocliron IV streak lube^’S (see Fig. 1) and thereby obtain instrumental functions of belter than Ips.
Pliolocalliode
SAFA SFEFEE
Figure 1. Schematic of Photochron IV streak lube. FFE^First Focus electrode, FA=* First Anode, SFE»Second Focus 
Electrode and S A= Second Anode.
2. S YISCliROS.CAW OPERATION
Continuous wave mode-locked lasers generate pulses at a consuint repetition rate and are therefore ideally suited for 
monitoring with synchroscan streak mctliods. Application of n sinusoidal waveform to tlie deflector system which is in 
synchronism with the modelocked pulse ü-ain causes tlie streak pulse image to bo constantly overwritten on the phosphor. 
The relatively long decay time of the phosphor yields integration of image signal and hence effectively provides gain. As a 
consequence it is possible to detect extremely weak, incoherent,optical events eg, time-resolved monitoring of laser-induced 
fluorescent decay from various dye species^. Space charge effects witliln tlie tube are insignificant in tliis mode of operation 
and so large dynamic ranges are available.
'Jo allow iiitcgraliofj of the streak images on the phosphor screen witJiout loss of temporal resolution, the precise 
synchronisation of the deflecting signal to the repetition frequency of tlic laser is vital. However, tlie synciironicity is 
influenced by liie presence of any phase noise in the deflecting sinusoid and so ail phase noise sources must be traced and 
their inilucncc minimised. 'I’he problem of pulsc-to-pulse jitter in tlic laser is anotlier possible limiting factor, but we 
believe lliis to be negligible in tlie piu ticuiar case of a properly passively mode-locked lest laser source.
riie synchroscan system that has been developed most recently has two operating configurations: citlicr a passive 
synchronisation system whereby the deflection signal is generated directly from tlie output of a photodiode illuminated by llie 
laser, or an active system whereby the photodiode output initially triggers a tuniiel-diodc oscillator. Each will be discussed in 
turn and llie expcrhncntai ^xîifoiiiuuicc data arc tlien compared.
Photochron IV Streak Tube
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up.
The experimental set-up employed during our investigations is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The test laser source was 
a colliding-pulsc, passively mode-locked (CPM) ring dye laser with the standard RhdG and DODCI combination of 
gain/absorber dyes and a 4-prism sequence to control intracavily group velocity dispersion (GVD)7»8. Generally tlie 
operating wavelengdi was around 630 nm where Uie pulse durations were typically 30-40 fs. Synclironisation was initially 
achieved directly from tlic laser pulse train. For tlic passive synchronisation system tlte laser signal was directed onto a fast 
avalanche photodiode (risedme < 250ps) and tlic electrical output passed tlirough a 200 MHz bandpass filter. In lliis case we 
arc using llie fact tliat a train of impulses separated by a constant time period, T (die round-trip time of die CPM laser) 
transforms into frequency space as a comb of Fourier components separated by 1/2*. Tliere is an associated roll off in die 
higher frequency amplitudes and diis is a function of the electrical pulse wlddi and for die case of die photodiode employed 
the 3dB point occurred at ~2.5 GHzj- Output signal from this filler was fed dirough an electronic limiter to amplify die syiictu^onisadon signal and to effectively remove any laser-related amplitude fiuctuadons. Subsequent to diis die 200 MHz 
filtered signal was passed via a variable delay line and a broadband preamplifier to a tuned power amplifier and dien to die 
deflectors of die Photochron IV streak tube. The del lectors wcie a constituent part of a resonant circuit (Q>50) which allowed 
optimum inductive coupling to be achieved for (hive powers in excess of 15 W.
An allcrnaiivc scheme employed lor synchronisation involved only a slight modification of llie above set-up and is also 
represented in Fig. 2. This so-called active synchronisation involved the replacement of tlic 200 MHz input filler by a tunnel 
diode oscillator. The tunnel diode, which has an intrinsic negative resistance, was biased just below its oscillation direshold 
and fonned part of a resonant circuit designed to free run at around 100 MHz. The electrical pulse train from die photodiode, 
when applied to die bias line, was sufficient to drive die tunnel diode into oscillation such diat it was precisely phase-locked 
to the laser pulse train. The signal from die oscillator was subsequendy amplified and frequency-doubled prior to injecdon 
into die limiter stage as before.
Two calibration light pulses, separated by lOps, were obtained as quasi-normal reflections from a 1mm diick glass slide 
placed in the beam padi and dicsc were directed onto the camera input slit as illustrated.
3. IMIASfi NOISE SOURCES.AND.EFFECrS
There are several possible sources of pliasc noise in the synclaonisadon circuitry; part is laser-related and part is. 
generated internally in die electronics. Laser pulse train amplitude fiuctuadons are monitored as a moduladon in die inidai 
piiolodiode electrical signal. This will present only a minor limitation on achievable temporal resolution because die high 
degree of ovcrscanning at the phosphor implies a large region of scan linearity and thus such modulation will have only a 
minimal effect on sü-cak velocity. Any drive amplitude fluctuation is effccdvcly removed by the acdon of die limiter but it 
is our belief dial such limiting acdon actually introduces phase modulation. The FET amplifier outputs widiin die limiter 
are driven into varying degrees of saturadon dependent upon input signal level and such saturadon generates a varicap effect 
widiin die amplifier which has some relation to input amplitude. This will cause phase/frequency moduladon to appear in 
die carrier and so although the laser source is inherendy stable in terms of ])hase noise severe constraints are placed upon die 
constancy of its pulse train amplitude for die passive syiichronisadon technique.
'I’lic lumicl-diode system docs not have this sensitivity because it acts as a narrow bandpass filler which effectively , 
removes the amplitude modulation sidebands from die carrier signal. However, dierc will be an associated phase noise related 
to pulse train amplitude fluctuations due to the variable triggering point such fluctuations would induce, but diis will be of a 
lesser effect than the passive impedance modulation effect described above. The active system also has die additional advantage over the passive countcipari dial relatively high signal levels are maintained dirougliout and dius die system has a 
improved signal-to-noisc ratio at the input. It will also be less susceptible to electromagnetic interference which can be a 
problem with the high gain and high deflection powers employed. Fundamental noise sources, eg. Johnson noise in the 
input stage, should also be less influential in die active system which has a lower source resistance, aldiough it is difficult to 
quandfy diis figure for the two systems being evaluated.
To determine the effect of such noise sources on die achievable temporal resolution during synchroscan operadon a 
detailed theoredcal analysis has been performed. The input drive signal is treated as a single component of frequency fo 
which sits on a noise floor having an instantaneous amplitude Vn(i) and random fluctuadon (See Fig. 3a). The noise floor 
is assumed to originate from many sources but can be taken to have a uniform spectral dislribudon which will be tailored by 
die tuning characteristics of the circuit, T(f). (This is not necessarily true for a nonlinear limidng circuit but for die purposes 
of this preliminary analysis this will be ignored.) The instantaneous integrated dcvladng voltage is given by:
vnW = Jv,i(o.T(o.cji>(jt0(f,OJ)iir (1)o
where Vu(t) is the instantaneous amplitude of a noise sideband frequency component at frequency f  and 0(f,t) is its 
instantaneous phase. 1(1) is die tuning characteristic of the electronic circuit which will act to tailor die noise floor frequency 
distribution. Effectively Vfyj(t) is the sum of a continuous set of uncorrelated oscillators weighted by die bandpass response 
of the system. Evaluation of the distribution of deviating voltages represented in equadon 1 is extremely difficult using 
numerical techniques widioul knowledge of the noise floor dislribudon. Nonetheless, since noise content in a signal is often measured in terms of noise power within a given bandwiddi it is instrucdve to represent Vjq by a Gaussian dislribudon:
wliere V,u is die root mean square voltage obtained from die noise power appearing at die deflector plates and its variance,
A taken as a fixed percentage of die mean. Hence the instantaneous drive signal applied to die deflector is given by die
su m  ul" Ü1C e a r lie r  and  liic  d c v ia lin g  n o is e  c o n tr ib u iio n  (a s rep rcscn lcd  in  F ig . 3 b ) su c h  lliaU
Vs(l) = Ini.lVceAp{j(2nfol)J + V]^(l)exp(j0)J (3)
where 0 , llic phase of ihc deviating integrated noise voltage, will be uniformly distributed between 0 and 271. For a particular 
streak operation the deviating voltage is calculated by a Monte-Carlo mcLliod.
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Figure 3a. Representation of phase noise and drive 
signal in synchroscan circuitry.
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Figure 4. Schematic of calculation process used in computer model.
'H 10 clccuon trajectory wiiJün llic slicak tube was calculate il by the Rungc-Kutla Icchuiquo where tlie potential distribution of 
the Photochron IV was dctcrinhicd by a Unite dilfcrcncc solution of tlie Laplace equation. A Gaussian input optical pulse 
profile of duration 3ÜÜ fs was assumed. The distribution of electron energies leaving tlie pliolocalliode was modelled by a Beta 
function and tlie distribution in exit angles modelled by a uniform and cosine distribution for angles in llie photocatliode 
plane and normal respectively. Again a Monte-Carlo technique was used to generate tlie initial values. For each streak die 
electron density distribution appearing at the deflectors was computed and llie above expression representing the total 
deflection voltage was Uien mapped onto this distribution to generate a spatially varying electron density profile at die 
phosphor screen. The magnitude and pliase of the deviating noise voltage was assumed not to vary as die electron 
distribution was deflected on the basis that the bandwidth of die deflection system would limit fiuctuadons to a few 
megahertz and consequently during die transit dme of die electrons dirough die plates (~0.5 ns) any addidonal variadon of die 
deviated deflecdon voltage would bo minimal. Provision was made for a second term in die input pulse profile to represent 
jitter between die laser and the deflection signals. These calculations were dien performed over a total of KX streaks and an 
integrated spatial election density profile N(x) was generated. With a knowledge of die streak velocity, N(x) was transfonned 
into a tonqxiral spread distribution lium which the temporal resolution was deduced. This process was repeated for a range of 
noise powers. Tlic computational process and die various distribudon funcdons used arc summarised schcmadcally in Fig,4.
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Figure 5. Achievable temporal resolution as a fune don of htlegraiod noise level widt respect to carrier lignai.
Figure 5 shows the expected temporal resolution as a function of integrated noise level with respect to die carrier signal 
(201ogio(Vc/VjN)). Note that for noise levels below 80 dB widi respect to die drive signal die achievable resoludon is 
almost equal to die lube limidng temporal resolution. Between BOdB and 70dB temporal response is degraded undl at 60dB 
die available resoludon is nearly 2,0ps which exceeds die limidng temporal resoludon by more Uian x3.
A furdier calculation was carried out to represent the direct phase moduladon of die carrier signal. In die case of phase 
moduladon, widi an index A0 and moduladon frequency fm, die deflecdon voltage was represented as:
Vsum(t) a  liii.tVcCxp{j(2afol +A0.cos(2jtfint))]l 
The results of diis calculation tire discussed in the next sccdon.
4.JSXFBR1MËNIAL.RESULIS
(4)
'I'o test die effect of saturation elfects in the limiter wo took advantage of a inlcrcsdng property of die CPM laser. When 
operated with large amounts of excess positive GVD inside its cavity, adjusUnent of tlie absorber jet can cause stable 
production of relatively long (0.5 -  l.Ops) duration pulses and die gross periodic amplitude moduladon evident in die mode- 
locked pulse train (Fig. 6a) leads to a large sideband content in the synchroscan carrier signal (Fig. 6b). Such laser
1s|
phciioiMcna have also been icpoilcil by other woikcrs and have been ascribed to the propagation of a higher order solilon 
aionnd the cavity willi a characteristic fic(|ncncy related to the sideband separation .^ Oil ter w o r k e r s  jjavc suggested tlial 
such behaviour is seini-solitonic but cannot bo explained by simple nonlinear wave equations. In any case tiiis properly 
provided a convenient means of introducing amplitude modulation of tlie laser output
Figure 6a. Cross amplitude modulation of pulse train 
due to the "soliton effect" in CPM laser.
Figure 6b. Associated amplitude modulation sidebands around 
tlie 200 MIlz component in frequency spectrum (20kiiz/div).
Dy varying the rail voltages of tlie limiter the level of sideband content applied to tlie streak camera could be adjusted. 
Since no amplitude modulation was present alter the limiter stage it was assumed that the sidebands represented frequency 
modulation. This would manifest itself as a sinusoidal phase term in tlie carrier signal of index A0 and frequency fm die 
sideband separation (as represented in equation 5) and tlie appearance of frequency modulation sidebands citiier side of llie 
carrier, l  lie relative amplitudes of these sidebands are defined by a Bessel function. Jn of tlie phase modulation index tlius: 
Vc = Jo(A0), VI = Ji(A0), V2 = J2(<^0) etc. Hence by examining tlie relative sideband content it is possible to determine 
an effective modulation index for different limiter rail voltages.
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Figure 7. Measured and llieoretically predicted temporal resolution as a function 
of phase modulation index in tlie carrier signal (frequency of modulation = 90kHz).
Figure 7 shows ihc lucasurctl iciiijxjtal icsoluiioii as a luucliuii uf cflcctive inodulalion iiulcx, A0 for our Photocliroii IIA 
cauicia wiieu ojwnitctl al a sücak lic(}uciicy of 30U MHz aiul sideband separation ficqucncy 9ÜkHz. Plotted on tlko sanie figure 
are lire expected values of temporal resolution as calculated using llie computer model based on equation 4 where V]^  = CtXlB 
below tlie carrier. Reasonable agreement has been obtained winch indicates lliat tlic analysis holds and tlic assumption of 
saturation induced pliase modulation in tlio limiter is valid, 'flic fact that (lie model consistently gives lower values of 
temporal resolution iinjilics that during tlie experimentation otlicr noise sources and deiitcrious factors were present.
The passive and active synchronisation systems were then employed on llie Photocluon IV streak tube and die optimum 
results are shown in Fig. 8a-c. With passive synchronisation and a mean noise floor ~65 dB below Uie carrier Die best 
realtime temporal resolution was 1.3 ps and employing a 1ms mechanical sliutter lliis value reduced to 1.1 ps (Fig. 8a). 
Wlien llie lunnel-diode system was used the noise floor was reduced to 70 dB below die carrier and syncliroscan temj^ral 
resolutions of 1.3 realtime and Ü.93 ps shuttered wore obtained (Fig. 8b,c). The measured performance for eacli associated 
noise level agrees well witli the computer model and shows llie importance of maintaining a good signal-to-noise ratio in tlie 
synchronisation system if limiting temporal resolutions aie to be achieved. Tlie actual results should be compared to llie 
realtime and shuttered values o f -2.5 and 1.2 ps reported in reference 3. Moreover, wlien tlie active synclironisation system 
result is compared to tlie 0.8 ps resolution demonstrated for tlie Photochron IV operated in single-shot mode^ it becomes 
apparent liial llic active syncliroscan technique is now only marginally limiting tlie overall expected instrumental function of 
Uiis purticuhn sUcak tube.
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 8. Optimum streak results obtained with two different synchronisation systems: a) passive system (1 ms shutter 
employed), b) active tunnei-dlode system realtime result, and c) active system employing a 1ms shutter.
5...CQN,aUSIQMS,
We have seml-quanlitativcly investigated the limitations generated by pliase noise on syncliroscan streaking operation 
and have made some investigations into inetliods by which tliis problem might be reduced. As result of tills analysis it has 
become apparent tliat to achieve sub-picosccond synchroscan performance it is necessary to minimise integrated phase noise 
sources to at least 70 dB below the carrier signal. It is our intention to extend tliis development by implementing otiier 
forms of pliase conliol and also to furtlier optimise the various components of tlie synclironisation circuitry. Refinements to 
llie electron •optics and dclicction configurations of tlic streak image tube are currcnüy being assessed so tliat cameras may be 
operated widi enhanced time resolution and deflection sensitivity. Consequently we believe tliat it may bo possible to extend 
die operation of synciuoscan sUeak cameras fuidier towards die femtosecond regime.
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